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SUMMARY

1.0

V-

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

As flight missions are conducted at increasingly lower altitudes and as the resolution
of imaging sensors continues to improve, the content of scenes generated by devices
used for simulation and/or prediction purposes must become accordingly higher if
visual cues vital to navigation and targeting are to be successfully perceived. Unfortunately, this higher scene complexity usually translates to substantially increased
cost and other penalties in systems which synthesize such scenes. This is especidly
true if attempts are made to replicate "real" images in every detail-including both
spatial and temporal aspects. The fundamental issue, then, is one of scene richness
versus processing cost.
A potential resolution of this issue lies in reducing the content of visual/sensor images
to "essential information" or, conversely, deleting those scene features which do not
contribute significantly to the mission-specific task(s) being performed. This approach
to the problem has been the subject of a number of research efforts which thus far
appear to be producing some encouraging results.
Alternatively, recent advances in techniques and devices employed in the generation of
visual/sensor images hold promise for reducing costa associated with processing and
storage. The overall objective of the AWS Sensor Prediction Techniques Study, then,
was to investigate, identify, and develop technology necessary to support efficient
computer image generation (CIG) processes employed in the synthesis of low-altitude,
sensor-related scenes. Having pioneered the development of CIG and maintained a
position of leadership in this field for meny years, General Electric placed heavy emphasis on the processing efficiency aspeuts of image generation in performing this
study.

2.0

APPROACH/METHODOLOGY

The study was organized into four principal tasks which were undertaken in sequential
fashion. The initial effort was largely one of identifying, accumulating, and digesting
literature estimated to have relevance to the subject of visual and sensor scene representation for low-altitude applications. Also included were discussions with the RADC
Technical Officer for the study, and interviews with General Electric personnel having
past and current experience in the field. This activity provided the necessary background and enabled the definition of generalized requirements upon which subsequent
study tasks could be based.
The second task encompassed an extensive and thorough review of technology judged to
be supportive to the objectives of the study. The material that was researched
generally fell within the following topics or categories:
0
*

Perceptual psychology in visual training.
Artificial vision and image processing.
SFLUR, LLLTV, microwave, and other visual sensor displays.
*
Computer graphics.
1

*
.

Computer image generation and simulation.
Grid data base display and generation.

The basic intent of this task was to identify technology and/or techniques which could
be applied to increase scene generation efficiency.
On the basis of the results of the second task, the techniques evaluation phase was
begun. This involved the selection of candidate scene generation techniques for further
evaluation via analytical and/or experimental means, acquisition of appropriate test
data bases, generation of sample test scenes illustrative of the respective techniques
employed, and subjective evaluation of those scenes.
Performance of the, fourth and final task involved the preliminary design of -a laboratory
non-realtime (static) image synthesis system intended to be used in the development
and evaluation of techniques, algorithms, and/or methodologies for generating and
displaying visual and sensor images suitable for low-altitude, close approach applications.
3.0

TECHNICAL RESULTS

3.1

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION

The initial study activity was that of determinikig the required/desired content or range
of attributes of visual and sensor scenes to be synthesized in as quantitative a manner
as possible. Some of the study findings were that: 1) scene requirements are heavily
dependent on mission application, and somewhat less dependent on the type of sensorI
being used, 2) the "stylizing" of scenes involving departures from the mathematical
reality of the world has been proven to be effective in many cases, and 3) the "realism
versus effectiveness" issue will continue to be a matter of subjective judgment and
controversy. The overall conclusion reached was that while much research has been
(or is being) performed and reported on in this area, workable systematic methodologies forc quantitatively specifying scene content parameters do not as yet seem to be
available.
A logical starting point for the development of a data base for low-altitude operation
is the topographic map or chart. Since a pilot or navigator typically must correlate
significant map features with those perceived either out-the-window or via imaging
sensor displays, whatever is contained in the map should also be resident in the data
base. The process of defining scene content and attendant data base requirements is
illustrated by example analysis.
An important Zonsiderat~ionl in quantifying scene complexity in terms of number of
"Iedges" required to depict terrain, culture, and three -dimensional objects is the
relationship between aircraft altitude and the potentially viewable area of the Earth's
surface. The limiting factor when flying extremely low over flat ground and viewing
small objects on the ground is the curvature of the Earth. Other considerations are
atmospheric attenuation and display raster resolution, both of which limit the range
(usually only a few miles) at which objects can be detected and/or recognized.
Anx effective and often-used method for reducing scene complexity is variable level-ofdetail (LOD), 3iince there is no need to store and display distant terrain at the same

level of detail as nearby terrain. One approach is to partition the environment into
"blocks"; scene components that are not visible to the pilot, or which are too detailed
to be perceived, will not be displayed. Another more common approach is to employ
a "triangulation" technique which involves a different triangulation for each LOD.
Example analyses to determine processing and storage requirements are presented
for each approach.
3.2

TECHNOLOGY SURVEY

Visual and sensor scene simulation or prediction is a specialized application of computer graphics involving geometric abstractions of a real world environment modeled
for the purpose of generating graphics images. Computer graphics provides a rich
source of tools for representing, storing, and rendering such images; however, tradeoffs between algorithms, data structures, and hardware must be made in the selection
of an efficient scene synthesis system for specific applications.
The critical computation expc-nse in sensor and visual scene generation arises from
the extreme complexity of calculating hidden parts occlusion. This problem looms
especially large in depicting images of detailed terrain in low level flight. The most
efficient approach to solving this problem is the list priority method, in which occlusion relationships are precalculated. This approach was developed by General Electric
in the early 1960's and has been successfully implemented in CIG hardware by General
Electric and by several other companies. While many alternative techniques have
been developed in industrial and academic environments for producing extremely rich
artificial images, most of these exact extreme penalties in terms of processing speed
and storage. The use of CIG in visual flight simulation has provided a crucible for
weeding out inefficient processing from the gamut of algorithms found in non-realtime
computer graphics. The surviving algorithms and system designs are often worthy
candidates for software emulation in sensor simulation research.
Several CIG approaches embodied in visual systems produced by General Electric and
other companies were reviewed and synopsized in terms of their architectures and
respective unique characteristics.
An extensive review of image processing techniques applicable to extraction of meaningful information from extremely complex geometric inputs (images characterized
as regular mosaics of intensity measures) was conducted. The objective in applying
such techniques is the potential for effectin& drastic compressions of geometric
information in representing scenes. While many of the techniques reviewed are
valuable for aiding human performance in image interpretation, most have failed to
perform in a totally automatic fashion. It is estimated that image enhancement
techniques could greatly imiprove the pilot's view of the world via sensor displays;
experimentation with such techniques using a )aboratory sensor simulation system
may prove fruitful.
3.3

TECHNIQUES EVALUATION

The techniques evaluation phase of the studly considered two fundamentally different
approaches to scene generation based on two radically different scene data base
structures. The first of these, which is employed almost universally in current CIGbased visual and electro-optical sensor scene generation systems, is the Polygon
approach. In this approach, terrain is represented quite efficiently by joining suriacbspecific points to form a network of triangular faces which in turn compose a piece-

w'se planar approximation of the Earth's relief. The color and texture necessary to
represent culture and/or planimetry (e.g., lakes, forests, swamps, fields, etc.) of
the terrain can be incorporated in a number of ways. For example, culture/planlratrlc
features defined by polygons and corresponding material descriptors (as, for example,
definrd in the Defense Mapping Agency Digital Landmass Data Base) can be intersected
with the triangular terrain network, or a technique known as Voronoi tessellation may
be applied. The latter involves defining culture polygons by "spreading" from center
points until neighbors meet. Three-dimensional objects (e.g., houses, trees, vehicles,
etc.) are placed onl the terrain using classical cartesian coordinate geometry. A
number of schemes are available for representing polyhedra, the choice of which is
dependent on application, processing/storage efficiency, and display technique.
In scene generation systems employing the polygon approach, a very )~ffectve and
efficient technique for providing enhanced perspective cues involves application of
synthetically generated texture patterns. These require little btorage, and can be
mapped onto polygon surfaces at some increase in the display processing cost. The
parameters of the mathematical equations used to generate texture can be adjusted to
yield patterns which match the visual characteristics of plowed fields, forest3, ocean
waves, industrial and urban areas, and other types of culture.

K

Software systems capable of generating static visual scenes from polygon data bases,
and which run on general-purpose minicomputers, are available from a number of
sources. General Electric has developed static scene generation software packages
for use in evaluating new algorithms intended for applications in realtime CIG systems
prior to committing to hardware implementation. These are capable of generating a
single frame in full color within a few minutes to over an hour, depending on scene
richness, processing complexity, and the characteristics of the scene generation
system employed.
While the polygon approach has been used successfully in many applications, the
higher scene content required for low-altitude flight introduces data storage and
processing problems which are tending to offset the efficiency of that technique. Terrain visual content per unit area is achieved by adding texture to polygons and increasing the "fineness" of polygonal representation of rough terrain, resulting in
very large data bases which must incorporate an interlocking data structure in which
the level of detail is decreased at extreme ranges to prevent system overload. Such
overloads are often caused by large numbers of terrain polygons overlapping relatively
few raster display lines near the horizon.

*
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An alternative scene synthesis approach addressed in this study is that which entails
the direct display of grid data bases. Whereas hardware processing costs per unit
of image resolution increase with polygon-based methods, decreases may be experienced with grid-based methods. This is due to the fact that recent advances in parallel
processing algorithm design and VLSI (very large scale integration) are tipping the
balance in favor of the latter method; many historical disadvantages of grid techniques
are now diminishing.
Most grid rendering algorithms are variants of "ray tracing", wherein each pixel is
assumed to be an image of a ray projected from the viewpoint through the terrain
surface. Although difficulties arise from such aspects as calculation of hidden parts,
ad hoc handling of sampling mismatches due to perspective effects, and the lack of
geometrically valid interpolation betw ,en elevation points, a number of effective grid

rendering approaches have recently been described in the literature. Moreover,

General Electric has just completed the successful development of a proprietary hardware scene generation and display system which produces images in a matter of seoonds
directly from grid data bases.
Most existing algorithms for grid rendering embody the following general approach:
1)
2)

3)

Surface normal vectors are computed for each grid point by using
neighboring elevations to approximate local surface slope.
These normal vectos are used to generate surface shading at e&ch
point by assuming surface brightness is a function of the angle between
the normal and an illumination vector.
The result, which resembles a shaded relief map, is used to generate
a perspective image by ray-tracing terrain points through display screen
pixels to a single viewpoint.

While the surfrce normal and surface shading computations are quite straightforward,
implementation of the perspective display computations requires careful consideration
if memory access and processing are to be optimized. One efficient azimuth ray tracing
algorithm involves dividing the display screen into columns of pixels which correspond
to equal azimuth sectors cutting through the data base. Each screen column is swept
from bottom to top so that screen raster increments correspond to successive range
increments in the data base. The images which result exhibit high realism, and various
enhancements such as hazing or texturing may be introduced. Unfortunately, L.imuth
ray tracing algorithms genera-e undesirable artifacts at very long ranges and very
short ranges due to oversampling and undersampling of the data grid by pixel projections, the latter being a serious problem for low-level sensor imagery. Although these
effects can be overcome by applying oversampling and smoothing techniques, the random
accessing of grid data memory limits parallel processing efficiency.
A new algorithm has been devised which has promise for overcoming the problems just
mentioned. This algorithm accesses rows and columns of data independenttly. It completely decouples depth-related calculations (haze, occulting, and perspective) from
scanline related calculations (azimuth ray images). Such properties encourage parallelism in the design of compact, inexpensive hardware systems for generating realistic,
geometrically valid perspective images of terrain directly from Defense Mapping
Agency (DMA) data. These properties also provide for straightforward enhancement
of close range scenes by elevation interpolation and the interleaving of models or
special features during either data definition or display generation. The grid data
structure is ideal for fractal interpolation to generate realistic terrain images at close
ranges without storing the corresponding elevation data.
The algoriunm is designed to render perspectively correct color displays of grid data
bases. Anti-aliasing, valid occlusion of invisible features (priority) and distance
fading (haze) calculations are inherent in the algorithm. Computational organization
exploits highly parallel hardware efficiency by making row and column calculations
simple, local and independent. Trigonometric functions are avoided entirely and
access to the grid data base is by row and column rather than random. The efficiency
of the aigorithm depends on the fact that the grid coordinate system is aligned with the
viewray through the viewpoint perpendicular to the viewscreen. This results in constant
range for all grid points in a row parallel to the screen, which greatly simplifies data
access and computation.
Visual artifacts occurring at short and letig ranges when using the conventional ray
tracing algorithm are avoided by resampling the data rows to generate new elevation
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posts whose spacing in precisely that of viewlays through laterally adjacent pixels.
Since the viewscreen is aligned with data base coordinates, the viewray intersections
with a row of elevation posts are equally spaced at any particular range. This property
permits the use of a fixed resampling scheme for all points in any row of constant range.
The computational advantages are that data may be accessed in stream fashion rather
than randomly, and the resampling parameters need only be updated once per data row.
A variety of interpolation schemes may be applied in the near-range zone, the choice
being a function of the criteria to be satisfied. For example, since "roughness" may
afford better visual cues in simulation applications, random processes yielding surfaces and curves known as "fractals" may be used to generate strikingly realistic
artificial terrain. Although mathematically complex, computed values of fractals
can be stored in a lookup table. Further, they have a property which assures unlimited
continuous level-of-detail change down to microscopic levels using a single lookup table
while preserving visual stability of the synthesized terrain. Fractal methods are
particularly suitable for grid data bases owing to geometric coherence of the data
structure.
For the long range case, the aliasing artifacts of ray tracing methods caused by undersampling are eliminated in the new algorithm by means of a horizontal resampling
technique.
3.4

SYSTEM DESIGN

The fourth and final phase of the study resulted in the specification, preliminary design,
and description of an Advanced Image Synthesis System composed of a combination of.
hardware and software resources to be used in the development and evaluation of
techniques, algorithms, and/or methodologies for generating and displaying visual and
sensor scenes. Desirable overall system performance characteristics were to include
but not be limited to the following:
*
0
0
*
*
0
*
*

High quality/fidelity scene generation and display.
Reasonably high scene generation speed (optimized balance between,
time and cost).
Reasonably simple operation, good human interface provisions.
Large storage capacity.
Flexibility for readily accommodating new/revised algorithms,
techniques, procedures, etc.
Modular growth/expansion capability (hardware and software).
Capability to support efficient data base generation/modification.
Commercial, off-the-shelf hardware.

Using these characteristics as general guidelines and considering the performance of
available devices and software packages, specific performance requirements were
defined for the system. Also, tfie two principal system tasks of data base development
and data base display were detailed-in many cases down to the individual command
level and including descriptions of typical user interactions with the system.
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The recommended Advanced Image Synthesis System is composed of off-the-shelf
equipment configured around a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780 computer
with 512K to 1024K bytes of core storage. This computer 13 recommended owing to
its fast execution speed and 32-bit word size which make it ideal for image processing
applications. Also, the reliability and ease oI use of the VAX are such that it is
becoming the industry standard.
Major subsystems are the computer and graphic work station, comprised as follows:
Graphic Workstation

Computer Subsystem
Medium-size, 32-bit computer
(with 512 kilobytes to 1
sk1
megabyte of core storage)
- Array processor (optional)
s1
Line printer
2 - Disk drives (one 67 mb and one

1 - Digitizing tablet and stylus
- Color CRT monitor (with 3 to 6
channels of refresh memory)

300 rob)
- Nine-track magnetic tape units
Ng1
I - System console

1 - Polaroid film image rocorder (optional)
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- Black and white CRT monitor (with
refresh memory)
1 - Calligraphic display and light pen

- Magnetic video disk (optional)
- Color image scanner/digitizer (optional)

TUp to 3 interactive terminals

4.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analysis and evaluation of techniques carried out in this study led to the conclusions
and recommendations described below.
Scene content analysis revealed that scene data bases should contain all features present
on large scale flight maps because the cartographic process specifically takes human
factors aspects of pilot tasks into account. Hence, features depicted on maps are
highly relevant to what a pilot will pay attention to during a mission. Field-of-view
visual density analysis revealed that additional models and texture must be added to
the map information to provide sufficient visual cues for low level flight.
A review of the literature in computer giaphics, CIG, and image processing was conducted from the point of view of special aspects of sensor scene simulation. The
conclusion was drawn that hidden surface algorithm efficiency is of great importance
for sensor scene simulation due to the large number of terrain faces which lie in line
with the horizon for low altitude views. Algorithms which take advantage of the fact
that terrain topology represents a surface network greatly reduce the complexity of
hidden surface calculations by avoiding complex vector operations. Raster scan
displays are recommended over calligraphic displays because of the latter's inability
"toadequately depict shading and color. While scanline algorithms for display generation have been popular in the past, random-access frame buffer algorithms may now
be more efficient for scan conversion because of decreasing cost of memory.
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A laboratory system for research in sensor scene simulation ought to be based on a
32-bit medium sized computer with graphic peripheralt, and about a megabyte of core.
Sixteen-bit minicomputers are too slow, small and inaccurate for sensor scene
simulation. Software for display generation should be written in higher level languages
and structured according to good software engineering principles.
One of the most significant conclusions of this study is that the direct display of grid
data bases will replace current polygon data base methods in the near future because
of recent advances in VII and parallel algorithm design. Images of markedly
superior quality over polygon approaches could be generated efficiently from grid data
bases using a new aigorithm developed during this study, but not yet implemented. It
is strongly recommended that grid data base display methods be pursued in further
studies.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

In recent years, extraordinary strides have been made in the development and application of synthetic scene generation technology. For example, real-time computer
image generation (CIG) visual systems capable of simulating scenes viewed by a flight
crew either out-the-window or via imaging sensor displays (e. g. , FLIR LLLTV,
radar, etc.) are being employed extensively and very effectively in many trainingrelated applications. In addition, C1G technology is being utilized In nonreal-time
image prediction systems for such applications as mission planning, war gaming, and
missile terminal guidance. An example of the mission planning application is the
Radar Prediction System (RAPS) which is undergoing full-scale development at General
Electric's Simulation and Control Systems Department.
With flight missions being attempted at increasingly lower altitudes and with the requirements for faithfully simulating/predicting the characteristics of advanced sensors
becoming ever more exacting, the scene synthesis problem is becoming proportionately more complex. At low altitudes, the displayed/viewed scene content must
usually be significantly higher If the flight crew is to perceive the visual cues tiat are
vital for navigation and target detection/idetiflcation in an unfamiliar and dynamically
changing environment. Given that current "conventional" CIG techniques and hardware
implementations are employed, this higher scene content typically translates to
attendant higher content in the data bases which model the environment, larger memories for storage of the data bases, and increased processing for generation of visual/
sensor scenes. All of this equates to significantly higher costs for hardware, software, and data base preparation.
Considering the visual/sensor image predictions generated in at-,real-time will suffice
for many military operational applications, the attendant digital processing requirements are not nearly so severe. Nonetheless, the impact of higher scene complexity
on data bases (and storage thereof) is not necessarily lessened. it would seem logical,
then, that means be sought to achieve low altitude scene representations which are
more "digitally compact". That is, only the information that is essential to the particular tasks or operations being performed would be displayed; nonessential scene
detail would be minimized or eliminated. In light of such a consideration, research
has been undertaken under Government sponsorship to determine if reduction of
1-11

prediction image content to only that needed for achievement of acceptable ni
crew
performance Is feasible and practical. The reults to-date (entry P. 3 In Topical
Bibliogriphy, Reference 11) are enoouraging
before firm conclusions can be drawn.
1.2

however, more research is required

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the research effort covered In this report was to investigate, Identify,
and develop technology necessary to support efficlent computer Image generation (CIG)
processes associated with low altitude, sensor-related scenes. WhIle emphasis was
originally intended to be on applying Image analysis techniques to obtain digitally
efficient low altitude scene representations which could be established through automatic scene processing, the thrust was shifted more towards the processing associated with image generation rather than Image analysis. This was done with the concurrence of the RADC Technical Officer for the study, and justified on the basis of
the following rationale:

1.3

a.

Results of related studies addressing the human factors aspects of reducing visual/sensor scene content to minimum acceptable levels were not
available in time for consideration in this study.

b.

Rather than attempting to carry on an effort duplicating that mentioned in
Item a., it was estimated that General Electric could contribute more
significantly to the image generation processing and data base handling
aspects of the study owing to past and current in-depth experience and
expertise in these areas.

c.

The current or anticipated availability of implementation techniques,
architectures, devices, and/or components which have potential for
softening the impact of high scene content deserve equal consideration
In the study and should not be disregarded.

APPROACH

The methodology or flow employed in conducting the study Is shown in Figure 1. 3-1,
and consists of the four basic tasks discussed in the following paragraphs:
BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION

1.3.1

This initial study activity involved an extensive literature search, and the acquisition,
and review/analysis of relevant documents spanning topics of which the following are
typical:

".
"e
""
I

Perceptual psychology in vi3ual training.
Artificial vision and Image processing.
FLIR, LLLTV, microwave, and other visual sensor displays.
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Computer graphios.
Computer image generation and simulation.
Grid data base display and generation.

Specific references within each of these categories are listed in the Topical Bibliography
at the end of this report. In addition, many of these references were used to formulate
the Review of Key References (annotated bibliography) also provided herein.
An effort conducted concurrently with the literature search and analysis activity was
that of identifying generalized requirements for visual/sensor scene content. The
#sourcematerial proving to be of the most value was Government specifications contained within requests for proposals, and analyses performed by General Electric In
response. The significant results of both the background Investigation/ analysis and
requirements definition are presented in Section 2 of ýi'its report.
1. 3. 2

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Performance of the literature analysis and requirements definition activities In the
previous task provided a logical lead-in to the effort to Identify existing technologies
and techniques worthy of consideration for experimental and/or analytical evaluation
in the next task. Mire specifically, the principal aim was to determine the most
promising means for realizing efficiencies in scene generation. In addition,
however, a secoadary goal was to compile for presentation the v-.trious considerations
or factors which must be taken Into account In synthesizing scenes for display using a
digital data base. The significant results of this exercise are also outlined in Section
2 of this report.
1.3.3

TECHNIQUES EVALUATION

As shown in Figure 1.3-1, this task consists of several steps or subtasks, namely,
techniques selection, test scene definition, data base acquisition, scene generation,
and results evaluation.
1.3.3.1

Techniques. Selection

On the basis of the results of previous task results, final selecti"-n of candidate
techniques and/or algorithms for implementation and experimental or analytical
evaluation was made. The key criterion for selection of a given candidate was Its
estimated potential for minimizing storage and processing loads while preserving the
scene content necessary for effective simulation/prediction. Following selection of
techniques for evaluation, the required software was accumulated.
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1.3.3,2

Test Scene Definition

This subtask involved the selection and definition of test scenes which would enable the
subjective evaluation of both the images produced and the algorithms/techniques employed to generate them. Key to the selection/definition process were consideratione
as to attributes which the test scenes were required to contain.
1.3.3.3

Data Base Acgulsitton

Having selected the techniques to be evaluated and defined the test scenes to be used in
the evaluation process, the necessary data bases were acquired. Owing to General
Electricts extensive simulation-related development and contractual activities, data
bases appropriate to this study effort were readily available with little or no
modification required.
1.3.3.4

Scene Generation

Following completion of the technique selection and data base acquisition, actual test
scenes were generated using both the Static Image Generation facility currently in
operation at General Electric's Advanced Technologies Laboratory, and a real-time
CIG visual system being developed for the U. S. Air Force. A laboratory system
developed to evaluate image generation algorithms and data base editing techniques,
the Static Image Generation facility fulfilled a key role in implementing the experimental
phase of this study. A description of the Static Image Generation system is provided
In Section 3 of this document.
This subtask, together with the preceding techniques selection and scene generation
subtasks, constituted an iterative process aimed toward optimization of techniques/
algorithms for achievement of the defined project objectives. This evaluation involved
qualitative judgments as to scene quality in terms of estimated effectiveness for lowlevel simulation/prediction, and quantitative judgments relative to effects on processing
and data base efficiency. This evaluation process amounted to the trading off of image
effectiveness versus processing/storage required and resulted In the identification of
promising techniques requiring further investigation/experimentation.
1.3.4

SYSTEM DESIGN

The final phase of the study involved the preliminary design of an advanced image
s3mthests research system to ultimately be employed in the further research and
development of low-altitude data base technology and corresponding scene generation
techniques. This activity consisted of the following subtasks:

1

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

System requirements definition,
Candidate architectures investigation.
Candidate display systems survey.
Candidate peripheral devices survey.
System description/specification.
S1-5

The performance of these subtaska resulted in the publication and submittal, an a
contract deliverable item, of the "Functional Description for an Advanced Image
Synthesis System" document. in general, the content of this document in summarized
as follows:

1. 4
*

a.

System Performance Requirements - A statement of the required performance parameters (e. g., time allowed for generation of a scene,
growth provisions, color display resolution, etc.) for the system.

b.

Trade-off Study Results - A discussion of the various system architectures
and components (hardware and software) that were considered, Including
rationale for selection of one approach/component over another provided.

C.

System Overview - A top level description of the system, including
block diagrams and functional flows enabling art overall conceptual
understanding.

d.

Hardware Description - Coverage of functional capabilities and block
diagrams of hardware components with facilities data provided where
appropriate.

e.

Software Description - A description of system software (i. e.,O operating
systems), support software (e. g., compilers, assemblers, etc.),, and
applications software.

f.

Performance - A discussion of the estimated performance of the system,
with emphasis on scene generation time, storage capacity, and system
flexibility (ease of programming, growth provisions, etc.).

REPORT ORGANIZATION AND) SCOPE

Section 2 of this report covers the results of performing Tasks I and 2 which are the
Background Investigation and Technology Review efforts, respectively. The principal
product of Task 1 is a "bottom itne" estimate of the necessary input to a visual/sensor
scene generation system upon which all processing and storage requirements are
predicated. Next, a survey of scene generation, display, and analysis technology!
techniques is presented.
A critical evaluation of scene synthesis techniques is covered in Section 3. This
evaluation is based on analysis and on experimentation carried out In the General
Electric Static Scene Generation laboratory facility. Color photographs of video
images are included in the report.
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bSection 4, a

nmotional desortption of laboratory research sysUmn inteded for AWS

sensor sumulatttm/prediction techniques evaluation it provided, with hardware,
nsoftware, and functional performanoe described in detail.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations resulting from this study are presented
In Section 5. A comprehensive topically organized bibliography compiled during the
In the Reference Material. References to entries
study effort is supplied as item
topic and entry; for example, V. 3 refers
indicating
within it are siven in parenthesis
to entry number 3 under topic V - Artificial Vistoa and Image Processing. A review
of selected references is provided in item m it the reference material.
Volume 2 of this document contains reprints of three relevant reports which were
judged to be of sufficient value for inclusion.
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SECTION 2
BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
2.1

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION

2.1.1

VISUJAL/SENSOR SCENE REPRESENTATION

The logical first step in an effort to investigate techniques for synthesizing visual!
sensor scenes in a digitally efficient manner is that of defining baseline requirements
for the attributes which those scenes must exhibit. Ideally, it should be possible to
characterize those attributes for a range of simulation or prediction system mission
applications in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Having done this, candidate
image processing and/or scene generation techniques can then be evaluated in light
of their ability to reproduce the desired scene characteristics while minimizing the
costs and other factors associated with processing, storage, and data base preparation.

ru
¶

The key factor in defining the necessary scene attributes is that of visual perception.
However, an extensive literature search conducted in the course of this study revealed
that while a great deal of information is available concerning the fundamental sensitivities of the human visual system, little is known quantitatively about the perceptual

process of acquiring information from a scene.
Although there seems to be a general view among current and potential users of simulator and/or prediction system devices that effectiveness is directly influenced by
fidelity of the synthesized scenes, there is evidence (P. 3, F. 15) that this view is
questionable. In practice, the "1stylizing" of visual scenes involving departures from
~the mathematical reality of the world has in many cases pro'. tad to improve rather
detract from the performance of simulators as measured by training transfer. It is
clear, however, that the "realism versus effectiveness" issue will continue to be
controversial and largely a matter of subjective judgement. In any event, acceptable
systematic methodologies for specifying scene content parameters or variables do
not appear to exist at the present time. However, there are certain mimimal fundamental scene attributes which are obviously required in any simulated visual/sensor
scene. Briefly stated, these attributes are:
1.
2.
3.

1.

A scene should have texture so that surfaces will have
a solid appearance.
A scene should contain familiar objects, represented
in either pictorial or symbolic form.
A scene should obey the laws of perspective trans formation.

Texture provides important visual cues as to the tilt of the ground plane and the relationships among surfaces and objects, since natural surfaces nearly always possess
perceivable texture. Although texture may not be necessary inl every mission application, a visual/sensor prediction or scene generation system should have this
capability available when needed.
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Another important source of information is the presence and arrangement of familiar
objects. These establish locations on the ground, and provide important visual cues
for distance and size. Trees, car, aircraft, roads, railroad tracks, and houses have
general size distributions. The amount of detail to which these objects must be portrayed is an important consideration; it is probably only necessary to provide sufficient
detail so that an object can be recognized and distinguished from similar objects. It
may sometimes be desirable to store the same o .ct at a number of levels of detail
as illustrated in Figure 2. 1-1. The displayed level of detail can be either an input
parameter or a ftinctien of the distance bet-ween the v'iewpoint and the object's centroid.
These and other considerations such as whether all similar objects (e.g., trees) be
given identical size and shape, and whether objects should be arranged in random o'r
regular patterns are perhaps best left to the discretion of the scene modeller.

r

The perspective transformation requirement is fundamental. Although perhaps not as
critical for prediction or "non-dynamic" applications, humans have a natural inclination for seeing in depth (three-dimensional space). The synthesis of two-dimensional
information does not allow the third dimension to be perceived; consequently, sensors
which produce perspective images of three-dimensional images scenes (visual, FLUR,
LLLTV) must in general be simulated in three-dimensional format. A possible exception may be the representation of certain objects (trees, vehicles, boulders,
buildings, etc.) by means of two-dimensional symbols placed in correct 3-D position
(just as, for example, a billboard in the real world is a flat representation of a 3-D
scene) in cases where it is only necessary to know what the object is and where it is
located.
In a very real sense, scene content requirements zre heavily dependent on the prediction system application, and somewhat less dependent on the type of sensor being
simulated in the scene. For most high altitude applications, the characteristics of
manmade and vegetation features are of little importance in terms of providing cues,
thus scene detail need not be high. On the other hand, low-level nap-of-earth or onground type missions generally require that terrain features be accurately portrayed
if maximum advantage is to be taken of cover and concealment and if navigation and
target detection and identification is to be successful. For example, navigation in
low-level flight usually involves a visual 'pattern matching" process in which map
features are compared with terrain and culture features being viewed via sensors or
out-the-window.
Scene content requirements for IM and LlIlITV simulations are similar in many respects
even though the characteristics of both sensors change with time-of-day, atmospleric
conditions, and seasons. The scene content of a simulated sensor image must as a
minimum include the kinds of features that normally stand out in a real image of its
respective type. For example, the warmer areas of moving vehicles are conspicuous
in FLIR imagery. An LLLTV scene must account for the absence of sun and the
addition of active light sources. DeGroot (F. 6) infers that patterns of light are particularly important in FLEP displays, while the shape of objects is important in
LLLTV.

t
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An Evergreen Tree
Represented at Three
of Detail

For some military operations, it may be desirable to know how the same scene would
appear on different sensor systems. In that event it is essential that the simulated
imagery faithfully replicate the real imagery that would appear under actual conditions.
Correlation of radar targets and their visually displayed counterparts can be accomplished through the use of separate yet similar data bases. (The special processing
required to simulate radar scenes is beyond the scope of this study; rather, the reader
is referred to references F. 2 and F. 3 .) Data bases very similar to those created
for visual scenes may be used for ER and LLLTV; this will help ensure that the requiredcorrelations can be effected.
The need for sligl1.'ly different data base content for the different classes of imagery
is illustrated by example- a visual data base modeller may construct a truck from a
set of faces, all with the same color; a FLITR data base modeller may note the dichot-omy in temperature between the front and rear of the truck and treat each separately.
The regions above and below the oil line in an oil tank must also be treated independently in a FLIR data base. Each surface of an object in a visual data base m~ay be
given a different color, however this is not likely to be necessary in an LLLTV dataI
in all cases it will be the system software, firmware, and/or hardware which performs
the necessary modifications to the generated irnagery to model the distortions inherent
with each sensor type. Such transformations and distortions need not be incorporated
into the data base. That is, though displays of the same environment may differ greatly
k6

on FLIR and LLLTV, the quantity and structure of the data is similar in both cases.
The overall geometric structure of an object is the same for the simulation of both
in the visual domain and temperature in the III domain. Although display simulation
may process such attributes rather differently, their digital representation is nearly
identical. It is standard practice in GIG systems to use environment datza from the
same source for both visual and sensor display simulation. Level. of detail may dif'fer
slightly to accommodate sensor resolution and field of view. Qualitative attributes
(color, temperature) are often processed by simply applying a display color table
appropriate to the sensor and time of day; training transfer appears to be quite
sufficient using this approach.
2.1.2

DATA BASE CONTENT/DETAIL

Map,- and charts are extremely critical to low-level flight navigation since the pilot/1
navigator typically must correlate significant map features with those actually perceived out-the-window or via imaging sensor displays. Accordingly, charts intended
for navigational use are not simply renderings of geographical areas; rather, they are
summaries of specific terrain and ground features which are readily identifiable and
significant for navigational purposes. That is, human factors aspects are specifically
taken into account in the cartographic process. For this reason, such charts are valua
valuable in defining requirements for the content of data bases from which visual/
sensor scenes are to be generated. A general rule, then, is that "whatever is contained
in the map/chart should also be contained in the data base".
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To illustrate the processes involved in defining scene content and attendant data base
storage requirements for simulation of a typical tactical operating envir .ament, an
example analysis is presented. This example is modelled after an exe.- se conducted
by General Electric to define the data base requirements for an aircraft weapon system
simulator system, and involved both high and low altitude flight considerations. However, only the low altitude aspect is considered here.
In the analysis to follow, the basic unit of measure is "edge count", the contributions
to which arise from several sources such as vehicles, airfields, and large geographic
regions. The largest overall area of consideration is assumed to be 10,000 square
nautical miles (or nm 2 ). This area, which need not necessarily be square or rectangular, is defined as a "Low Altitude Tactical Region'. It is assumed that nested
within this region there will be subregions, which for this exercise are defined as
"Weapon Delivery" regions and "Target Area" regions. These three types of regions
are further defined as follows:
Operating
Region Tape
Low Altitude Tactical

Altitudes*(feet)
200 - 1000

Operating

2

Area (nm )
10,000

Weapon Delivery

100

1, 500

Target Area

100

19

*(Height above ground level)
The first task in the exercise involves estimating the number of edges per unit area
or unit length required to represent the features expected to be encompassed within
a region type and then multiplying this by the area encompassed by each. Once this
is done, the total edge count can be used to calculate the data base storage requirement. Edge densities are estimated by sampling the features in representative 25nm2
regions of 1:50,000 scale mnaps (e.g., Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Charts,
etc.) for the mission operations area.
The results of the map analysis are presented in Table 2.1.2-1 which is composed of
subtables (a), (b), and (c) coverIng linear features, discrete features and terrain, and
target feature categories, respectively. The data in the subtables will now be used to
calculate the total edge count for each region type.
Low Altitude Ti actical Regicn
This region is constituted as follows:
0
*
•
*

Linear features (441 edges, from table)
Discrete features and terrain (417 edges, from table)
Trees
Small buildings
2-5

Based on assuming trees (12 edges) to be interspersed at 1500 foot intervals (16 per

square mile) over 10nrn

of a 25nm 2 area, the edge count is:

12 edges x 16 trees/nm

2

2

x 10nm2 area = 1920 edges

Assuming small buildirgs (15 edges) to be interspersed at 1500 foot intervals (16 per
square mile) over 9nm of a 25nm 2 area, the edge count is:
15 edges x 16 buildings/nm 2 x 9nm 2 area = 2160 edges
The total edge count per 25nm2 area is obtained as follows:
1920
2160
441
417
4938

tree edges
small building edges
linear feature edges
discrete feature and terrain edges
2
total edges per 25nm

2

Finally, the total edge count for the Low Altitude Tactical Region (10, 000inm)
calculated as follows:
Table 2. 1. 2-1(a)

is

Linear Feature Edges

Feature Type

Edges
Per Mile

Total
Miles

1.5
2
6
1.2
2
1.5
8

8
20
45
8
2.5
16
10

4-Lane Hig1bways
2 & 3 - Lane Roads
2-Lane Light Dirt Roads
Railroads
Power Lines
Coastal Boundaries
Inlets & Rivers

No. of
Edges

12
40
270
10
5
24
80

Total edges per 25nm 2 :

441
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Table 2. 1.2-1(b) Discrete Feature and Terrain Edges

Feature Type

Total
Miles

Edges
Per Mile

Towns/House Clusters
Airports
Piers & Dams
Bridges
Churches
Land Types
Terrain

14
4
4
8
-

1
37
4
20
-

-

-

-

Ii
Table 2.1. 2-1(c) Target Feature Edges

No. of Edges

Feature Type

4
30
30
50
-15

Trails
SAM Sites
Radars
Vehicles
Buildings

Total edges per area (rectilinear)

I

159/7r

area

2-7
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30
14
148
16
160
45

4

417

Total edges per 25nm

Note: Total edges per circular

No. of
Edges

159

50.;

-

-

4938 edges x 1/25nm

=

198 edges/nm2 density

2

198 edges/rm2 x 10,O00nm

2

=

1980, 000 edges

Weapon Delivery Region
This region is composed of the feature content for the Low Altitude Tactical Navigation
20
Region, above, plus additional unimproved dirt roads. In this example, artnmd
roads provided a contribution of 400 new edges per 225nin 2 (or 16
miles of crooked
2
edges per nm ). This edge density is added to the 198 edges per nm figure as follows:
16 + 198

2

214 edges/nmr

The edge count for the Weapon Delivery Region is thus:
214 edges/nm2 x 1500nn2-

321,000 edges

Target Area Region
The data base content for this region includes all higher level data previously estimated, plus the features listed in Table 2. 1.2-1(c) and additional trees inserted every
200 feet to avoid the undesirable training effects of targets appearing in sparse areas.
Adding the edge density for the circular Target Areas yields:
= 265 edges/nm2
51 edges/nm2 + 214 edges/nm

2

At 12 edges per tree, this contribution yields 11,090 edges/nm2.
base content for the 19nm 2 Target Area is calculated:
19nm2 (11,090 edges/nm2

+ 265 edges/nm 2

Thus, the data

215,745 edges

The edge density figures discussed above were derived from considerations of minimum
content requirements for low level flight. In some situations there may be additional
visual cues required for adequate perception of orientation and depth which can be
provided by texture as described in peragraph 3. 1.2.4. To appreciate the need for
texture, consider the visual density of a scene viewed directly from above at an altitude
of 1000 feet with a sixty degree field of view. The ground area enclosed by the field of
view is a square whose sides are 1154 feet long. This encloses an area of. 036nm 2 .
Hence, for target area densities of 265 edges/rnm-, .036 x 265 = 9.5 edges. That is,
on the average such a scene will barely include the number of edges to display a cube.
Texture patterns can enrich the scene and provide visual cues equivalent to fifty to
over athousand edges in such situations.

2-8
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Data Base Storage Requirements
Data base content for the total Low Altitude environment is computed as follows:
1, 980,000 edges
32 1, 000 edges
215,745 edges

Low Altitude Tactical Region
Weapon Delivery Region
Target Area Region

2,516,745 edges

Total

The total edge content is doubled to account for level-of-detail:
2,516,745 x 2

,033,490 edges

I
21

II

•

2-9

Finally, the grand total edge count figure Is multiplied by the number of bytes required
to store each edge (which is 4S in a typical CIG-based simulator). Thus:
5,033,490 x 48 = 241.6 megabytes
2.1.3

SCENE/DATA BASE VIEWING

2.1.3.1

Data Base Area Versus Viewing Range

To quantify scene complexity, the relationship between the pilot's altitude and the
potentially viewable area of the spherical surface of the Earth must be Imown. Then,
the number of edges that are required to depict the terrain, culture, and 3-D objects
within the viewing area must be determined. The number of edges required to depict
a scene, however, is of course not some absolute specifiable value; this depends upon
both the level of detail to which the scene is to be modelled and the intricacy of the
scene itself.
(A) Spherical Viewing Area Computation
It can be shown that the area of the spherical viewing surface varies linearly with
height above the Earth, if this height is small compared to the Earth's radius. First,
several terms are defined as follows (see Figure 2.1.3.1-1):
H =
R =
N =
T =
S=

=

r

=

The following

0

altitude above the Earth of the observer's eyepoint
radius of the Earth
nadir
point of Earth tangency to line-of-sight
length of arc connecting N and T (in a slight
misuse of notation the term S will be used to
denote the arc itself).
angle in radians at geocenter between nadir and T
distance in Y-direction between Earth's center and T
I¶

'.tionship can then be written:
cos

and S - RO.

[R/(R+H)]

If the arc S is rotated about the Y-axis, a surface is generated which corresponds to
the surface area which is visible at altitude H. The area of this surface is denoted
by A. The value of A is derived below.
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Figure 2. 1.3. 1-1.

Visibility of Earth's Surface as a Functico
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. ........

of Observer Altitude

Ii

Y=R

!

A

2 7C j1+(TX/dY)2

Where X -R2

dY

-Y24

Y=r

Y-R

A

J 7 '

Y-227rjT7

dy 27rR (R-r)

Y=r

RcosO,

Substituting r
A = 2 7r"R

results in:

1-cos (cos-1 /(R+1)J

For low altitude,

H << R

and

2

-

A = 2

iR,/ (R+14)

11I1.

The equations derived above can be used to obtain Table 2. 1.3. 1-1.

Arc Length, S (Miles)

Altitude, H (Feet)

"1

1.22
1.73

3

2.12

4

52.74

2.45
.). 00
36

*

7
8
9
10
50
100
200
500
1000
5000
10000

100000

Table 2.1.3.1-1.

3.24
3.47
3.68
3.87
8.66
12.25
17.33
27.40
38.75
86. 63
122.50
386. 69

Surface Area, A (Sq. Miles)
4.71
9.43

14.15

18. 87

23I. 58

28.30

33.01
37.773
42.45
17. 16
235.82
-171.63
943. 2(
2158. 13
4716. 1.4
23576. 19
47141.11
469393. 32

Visible Area of Earth as a Function or Altitude
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The areas in the table represent the maximum viewable surface under ideal viewing
conditions. Atmospheric attenuation and the resolution of the dispicy device decreasc
visual content as described below.
(B) Scan Line Resolution Effects
The number of scan lines constituting an object's image on a display can be de,;eriained
from the geometry shown below.

T

Viewpoint----------FOV -

h

Ki

J

The number of raster lines L across an object of projected height h is given by
"Erickson(P. 7) as
L

•!

where

h
N
R
FOV

=

=

2N tan-I (h/2R)
FOV

projected object height
total number of scan lines actually displayed by CRT
range of object
field of view of simulated sensor

For small objects, the above equation can be approximated by
L =

57.29hN , where FOV is in degrees and R and N are in meters.
R*FOV

An object's size on a CRT changes with viewing angle. The simulated sensor's
azimuth viewing angle, measured with respect to the object's longitudinal axis together with the sensor's elevation viewing angle (looking down), determine projected
size. The evaluation for a CRT with horizontal raster lines requires a knowledge of
the projected object height h (see Figure 2.2. 1-2). This is given by
.
(Lcosl$J+ W sintp) sin
h=hcos 6+
2-13
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Erickson and Main (P. 10) conducted experiments involving viewing of real scenes of
real targets in a cluttered background. The conclusion was that real targets could be
detected in the scenes every time with about six raster lines across them. For
identification the data were more variable; over 20 raster lines were generally required across a target before it could be identified with certainty. Target size,
lighting, aspect angle, and scene scale varied among the scenes displayed.
Scott, Hollanda, and Hartabedian (F. 14) conducted a similar experiment with vehicular
targets in which the number of scan lines per vehicle and the angle of view were varied
on a noiseless display to determine identification and classification accuracy. It was
concluded that about 20 scan lines per vehicle is a reasonable number for both a satisfactory level and spread of performance.
Erickson anu Hemingway (P. 8, P. 9, P. 11) conducted several experiments related to
the identification of military vehicles. The number of scan lines per image, type of
background, and angular subtense were all varied. A high probability of identification
was obtained when there were at least 10 scan lines per vehicle and an angular subtense
of over 14 minutes of arc. Performance, however, varied with the type of background.
Erickson (P. 7) found that accurate detection of small isolated targets required only
three scan lines at 18 percent contrast, but 5 scan lines at 7 percent contrast.
Recognition generally required from 9 to 12 scan lines. The same experiment was
conducted as a function of the size of the object in terms of minutes of arc. It was
found that the detection of an isolated target required 5 are minutes at 1 9 percent
contrast and 9 arc minutes at 7 percent contrast. Recognition generally required
from 10 to 15 arc minutes.
For purposes of this study, it would seem desirable to apply all this data to obtain the
range out to which an object must be displayed. However, there are a number of
parameters which when varied will produce different results. These are object size,
field of view, and number of scan lines subtended by the object. This number of scan
lines is a function of whether it is desirable to display an object when it is just large
enough to be detected, or whether it should be displayed only when it can be recognized;
thus, the choice is task-specific. The range for two rather extreme cases is derived
to bound the results:
Case 1: FIIR and LLLTV displays generally have a field of view of between 7 and 20
degrees. To detect an object may require as little as 3 raster lines. An object
height of 20 meters is considered:
R

57 (h) (N) =:28(57) (20) (512)

L (FOV)

kilometers =17 miles

(3) (7)
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Case 2: A visual scene generally has a field of view of between 30 anl 60 degrees.
To recognize an object may require 20 raster lines, thus:
R

(5)(0=52
(20) (60)

=

0. 48 kilometers

=

0. 3 miles

Case 3: For a very large object such as a mountain, raster resolution Is not a limiting
factor.
(C) Atmospheric Attenuation Effects
The visual range of an object is defined as the horizontal distance for which the apparent
contrast betwen the object and its surroundings becomes equal to the threshold contrast
of the human eye. The slant visibility of an bject is the slant distance for which the
contrast betwaen the object (which is below the observer) and its surroundings, as

I

seen from an aircraft, is equal to the threshold contrast of the human eye. The back-

ground for visual range is the horizon, while the background for slant visibility Is
terrain and culture.
Case 1:

Horizontal Visibility of a Black Object Against the Horizon

The contrast of a black object of apparent luminance Bb against a horizon background
of luminance B Is
h
'0

BhBb
Bh

ea.

qh

If the contrast is equal to the threshold value of the human eye (due to distance hazing),
the distance x is equal to the visual range V. The threshold value Ci
equals 0. 02
'min

for ordinary subjects in daytime.
the normal visual range of
V

n

Substituting this value into the above equation gives

=3. 912/a,

= V = x for C =.02.
Typical values of "all are given in Table 2. 1.3. 1-2.
n
Substituting the values from Table 2. 1. 3. 1-2 into the above equation tells us that at
zero altitude, when there is good visibility, the visual range Is approximately fromn
12 to 39 miles.

Where V

The threshold value of C varies with background luminance, increasing during twilight
and night. it also depends upon the angular diameter of the object, which must be
greater than one-half minute of arc for the above formula to apply.
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Height
(in feet)

Good Visibility "a"
(in meters )

k

0.6to2.0
0.5to0.9
0.3 toO. 7
0.2 to 0.5

0
000
10,000
20,000
Table 2. 1.3. 1-2.

-4

-

10
10
10-4
10

3 to 15 x 104
3 to 15 x 10
0
0

Typlcal Values of Extinction Coefficient "a" as a Function
of Altitude.

Object Type

Clear Sky

Fresh Snow
Desert
Forest

0.2
1.4
5

Table 2.1.3.1-3.

Case 2:

x
x
x
x

Poor Visibility "a"
(in meters )

Overcast Sky
1
7
25

Sk-y-Ground Rado for Typical Objects.

Slant Visibility in a Uniformly Illuminated Atmosphere

Slant visibility is concerned with seeing details in terrain from an aircraft. For this
case the luminance of the horizon cannot be used as the background, since it is assumed
that the angular distance of the objects of interest from the horizon is large. The
main factor in slant visibility is the contrast between an object and its baclkround.
Tables can be used to find the albedos of standard objects and typical backgrounds
(C. 17, C. 18).
The geometry to be used is shown below:

clcar layer

- -

object

--

-- -

-

-

--

-

f

-l/S -

S1
[azc laver

•d

surface of the cnrth
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The equation to be used for map distance d is
d

a

in

[S

Fi(ABAO+1
ABC

J+

r

Where

A

albedo nf object

AB

•lbedo of background

a
SS

total scattering coefficient for line-of-sight
sky-ground ratio (typical values are given in Table 2. 1.3. 1-3).

=

For real objects against terrain, a high difference in albedo would not be expected.
9
= . AB, then
If
B

ABC

'
J4

0

=

0.

1/C

=

5 since C

G. 02 for the standard observer.

Choosing a clear atmosphere with 1/a =104 meters and a value of S =2, then
d =

in

(5-1)/2 + I

meters = 11 kilometers = 7 miles.

A second, rather "worst case" example is considered. Assuming an extremely clear
atmosphere with 1/a = 1.6 x 104 meters, higher contrast objects (A = . 8A ),
B
and a value of S = 1. 5, then
d = 1.6 x 104

in ((10-1)/1.5

+ 1

meters

=

31 kilometers =19 miles.

(D) Range Limitation Conclusions
The limiting factor when flying extremely low over flat ground and viewing small
objects on the ground is the curvature of the Earth. If the scene generation system is
limited to scenes of this type, the size of the modelled environment would be quite
small. However, such a restriction would reduce the flexibility of the scene generator.
For other types of scenes, relatively small objects (e.g., tanks, houses) and very
large objects (rough terrain) should be treated separately.
For large mountains silhoutted against the sky, the range limitation is around 39 miles
and is due to atmospheric attenuation. For small objects on the ground the range
limitation due to atmospheric attenuation is typically around 7 miles. The range
limitation due to raster resolution for recognizable objects on a system with a reasonably wide FOV is not more than a few miles.
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2. 1.3.2

Storage and Processing Requirements

The impact of scene complexity on storage and processing is illustrated by an example
in which system requirements will be computed ignoring all known constraints and
assuming that the scene will contain all that an observer is likely to want to see. All
data that may be required by the image generation hardware will be stored. Objects,
terrain, and culture will be displayed at different levels of detail which will correspond
to the annular regions shown in Figure 2. 1.3. 2-1. The proposed scene content for
each of these annular regions is given in Table 2. 1.3. 2-1.
If the data in Table 2. 1. 3. 2 -1 is totaled, the following is obtained

Entit

Total Number of Entity

Vertices

Total Number of 32-Bit Words

9.7 x 105.4

Edges

x1

11.7 x 106

11.7 x 106

Face Numbers

7.2 x 106

7.2 x 106

Face Normals

7.2 x 106

2.2 x 1

Face Pointer

7.2 x106

7.2 x 106

Centroids

1.7 x 106

6
5. 'ax 106

Color Pointers

1.3 x 106

1.3 x 106

Texture Pointers

6.3 x 105

6.3 x105

Texture Direction
Vectors

1.8 x 10 5

5.4 x 10 5

6

8

Total

1. 1 x 10 32-bit words, or
4.4 x108 bytes.

Assuming a 20 percent storage overhead, this amount of data should fit onto two 300
megabyte disks. However, this data represents the requirements for only a single
small region. If for example a series of snapshots along a route are to be produced,
around 100 times this amount of data must be stored. That is, two hundred 300
megabyte disks would be required.
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High Detail
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To reduce costs, data from any disk could be rolled onto a 3600 ft, 6250 bpi, magnetic
tape. Transfer from disk-to-tape or tape-to-disk would take about six minutes,
assuming a 781 kb/sec transfer rate.
With a 45 degree field of view, about one-eighth of the data corresponding to a circular
vi wing area would have to be read into the computer'sa core memory. That is, 1.4 x
10 32-bit words would have to be kept in core. This value Is one to two orders of
magnitude higher than what is reasona~le.
Again assuming a 45 degree field of view, about onte-eighth of the total number of
edges would have to be processed to produce a scene. That is, the required processing
capability would be about 1. 4 x 106 edges. This value is two orders of magnitude
higher than what is currently feasible with a medium size general-purpose computer.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above analysis is the there are practical limits
to achieving high scene content in simulated sc enes. While the real world is infinitely
variable and complex, simulations must depict the world in a simplified fashion. The
following paragraphs will show how this can done.
2.1.4

SCENE COMPLEXITY REDUCTION' (LEVEL OF DETAIL)

2. 1.4. 1

Environment Partitioning

It has been shown that 3-D objects need be displayed out to only a distance of a few
miles, whereas terrain should be displayed out to about 39 miles. However, there is
no need to store and display distant terrain at the same level of detail as nearby
terrain, inferring that terrain should be displayed at different levels of detail. One
approach is to partition the environment into data blocks. A good block size is 15'
latitude by 15N' longitude, which is a common map size. The N value must be a
function of latitude, but will be unity (1) for most areas of interest (see Table
2.1.4. 1-1). A block will be about 15 miles on a side near the equator.

I-

A suggested arrangement of blocks is shown in Figure 2. 1.4. 1-1, with pilot's viewpoint being anywhere within the centrr block. The contents of the blocks would be as
follows:

VLOD

[

N

high level of
detail
LOD N+1
medium level
of detail
LOD N+2 =low
level of
detail

3-D objects plus high detail terrain
and culture
medium detail terrain and culture
low detail terrain

Lower level of detail blocks can also be defined to correspond to higher viewpoint
altitudes.
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This arrangement will result in an economical utilization of system capacity. Scene
components that are not visible to the pilot, or which are too detailed to be perceived,
wvill not be displayed.
Block Size
Lat x Long
(arc minutes)

Latitude Zone

DMA Grid Spacing
(in arc seconds)
Level 11
Level I

x15

3 x3

lx1

500- 70

15 x30

3 x6

1 x2

7O0 -75O
75 0 0 0

15 x45

3 x9

1 x3

15 x60

3 x12

1.x 4

8O0 -90o

15 x90

3 x18

1x 6

0015

Table 2. 1.4. 1-1. Suggested Block Size as a Function of Latitude ZoneI

::ý15 Miles

N +2

N +1

N+lI

N+ 1

N+2

N +2

N+l1

N

N+1

N +2

N +2

N +1

N+l1

N +1

N+ 2

N +2

N+2

N +2

N

1lor 2or ... or 5

Figure 2.1.4. 1-1. Suggested Blocking Scheme
Note: The numbers within the blocks refer to levels of detail. An area of special
interest is assumed to lie somewhere within the center block, probably near its
middle.
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4*1.2

Terrain Triangulation Approach

Each terrain surface approximation will involve a different triangulation for each level
of detail (LOD). These LOD's may be thought of as resolutions to which the terrain is
depicted. A unit decrease in LOD number will correspond to a doubling of the number
of triangles in a terrain block's representation. Next, it will be briefly shown how
this can be done.
First, an initial triangulation is obtained over a 15' -by- 15N' region. For the sake
of concreteness, this very coarse level of detail is labeled "LOD 7"1 and it Is assumed
that It contains 26 = 64 triangles. The remaining representations of terrain can be
generated in sequence from coarsest to finest LOD. Each triangle of a triangulation,
together with a neighboring triangle, forms a quadrilateral which will be called a
cluster. Triangles along the bcrders of blocks, for odd numbered LOD's, will form
clusters in themselves since the required neighbor is not within the given block.
Finer LOD's are generated by adding a vertex to each cluster of the next higher
numbered LOD (see Figure 2. 1.4.2-1) and re-triangulating. When generating an
even numbered LOD from its odd numbered predecessor of N triangles, the original
block of terrain Is partitioned into 4 sub-blocks'of N/2 triangles each. When generstingI
an odd numbered LOD from its even numbered predecessor of N triangles, the subblock size is maintained. Thus an odd numbered block of level L will contain twiceI
as many triangles as its predecessor of level L + 1.
As explained above, to obtain each succeedingly lower LOD triangulation, a new vertexI
must be placed into a quadrilateral. The following criteria in combination provide a
good placement rule.
(1) Max-Min Angle Criterion. The minimum angle in the resulting triangulation is
to be maximized.
(2) Curvature Criterion. A new vertex is to be placed at a surface specific point;
i. e., a point of high curvature such as the peak of a mountain.

4

If a terrain surface is to be displayed at only one LOD, a complex hierarchical tri-.
angulation scheme as described above may not be required. Rather, a set of surface
specific points (peak~s and pits) and ridge segments may be obtained and triangulated.
in this approach, the LOD of the representation will correspond to the number of
points and segments over which the triangulation is constructed.
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2.1.4.3

Storage and Processing Requirements (Example 1)

For this example, the scene content will be limited drastically. The center data
block will be set to LOD 2, and three-dimensional objects will only be placed onto
that block. The object environment is assumed to consist of 300 generic trees, 100
simple generic buildings, 100 medium detail objects, and 10 very high detail objects.
The data requirements per block for this data base is given in Table 2.1.4.3-1.
The storage requirements for disk are as follows:
Non-generic objects
Face data
Vertices in face
Unique vertices
Color & texture tables
Total (approx.)

555 32-bit words
280,000
"
40,000
48,000
20,000

"

"

390,000 32-bit words = 1.6 x 10 6 bytes
plus 25 percent overhead = 2 x 106 bytes

The above analysis is based upon data storage structures typical of static scene
generators (See Table 2.1.4.3-2). Thus, 100 regions of this type can be stored on
a single 300 megabyte disk. Disk storage could be reduced by 60 percent and disk
access time by 80 percent by storing the data in the form of sequential binary, instead of ASCII. Such a conversion is recommended if disk storage and access time
become a problem.
Next, the core storage requirements of this data base will be analyzed. Assuming
a 450 field of view, approximately one LOD 2 block, three LOD 3 blocks, and three
LOD 4 blocks which will have to be kept in core, the core storage requirements are
as follows:
Generic and non-generic objects
Face data
Vertices in faces
Color and texture tables
Unique vertices
Total (approx.)
4This

2, 550
116,000
15, 000
20, 000
44,00

32-bit words

200,000

32-bit words

is a reasonable core size.
A

Again, assuming a 45 field of view, the image generation software will be required
to process about 5,000 edges. This will take about three minutes using a typical
static scene generatio- software package which is implemented on high-performance
32-bit minicomputer.
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1.

Data to be Stored

Entity
Objsct

Face

Storage Required
(32-Bit Words)

Number of faces

1/2

Object priority

1/2

Centroid

3

Radius of enclosing sphere

1

Face normal

3

Face color

1

Alternate color

1

Number of vertices

1/2

Face type (indicates if
face is textured, sunshaded, or special)

1/8

Textu'e directions
(used only for terrain
to obtain smooth
transition between
terrain faces)

9

Vertices in face

Vertex pointers
(assume average of
4 vertices per face)

2

Unique vertices

(x, y, z coordinates)

3

Table 2. 1.4. 3-2.

Storage Requirements Per Entity
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2.1.4.4

Storage and Processing Requirements (Example 2)

A second example is now considered using the blocking scheme shown In Figure
2.1.4.4-1, with the block size now set to 7.5' -by- 7.5'. For this example, the contents of each block will be as given in Table 2.1.4.4-1. The storage and processing
requirements for this scheme are as follUws.
Disk requirements are:
Non-generic objects
Face data
Vertices in faces
Unique
Tables vertices

9,300 32-bit words
207,000
73,000
1179000
20,000

Total (approx.) 426,000 words

1. 7 megabyte

0

Core storage requirements will be derived under a 45 field of view. It will be
assumed that one LOD 1 block, and three blocks each of LOD's 2, 3, and 4 will be
read into core.
Objects
Face data
Unique vertices
Vertices in face
Tables

6,850
106,000
0, 000
32,000
20,000

Total (approx.) 224, 000 32-bit words

The number of edges that must be processed to produce a scene is 7,900.

These results are roughly equal to those obtained for the last example, under a
different blocking scheme.
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Figure 2. 1.4.4-1.

Alternate Blocking Scheme

Note: The nambers within the blocks refer to levels of detail. An area of special
interest is assumed to lie somewhere within the center block.
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2.2

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

~Sensor scene simulation is closely related to computer graphics, CIG, and image pro-.
~ces sing in the following sense. It is a special application of computer graphics because
perspective displays of computer modelled data are generated. It is related to CIG
because flight training applications of sensor scene simulation require realtime image
generation. Furthermore, the data structures and content of scenes displnyred in sensor simulation are very similar to those in visual simulation. Imiage processing is
relevant because many sensor transfer functions mutst be modelled by local image processing mechanisms such as filtering and because sourc'3- data is often derived from
processed images. The following paragraphs discuss the three fields and their relation to sensor simulation.

[I

V

2.2.1

COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND SENSOR SCENE SIMULATION

Sensor scene simulation is a specialized application of computer graphics in the
following sense. A geometric abstraction of a real world environment is mathematically modelled for the purpose of generating graphics images. A wide variety of images
may be generated from the same data by varying the pilot's viewpoint or varying display attributes and processing to mimic the properties of a variety of sensors.
t

r

Computer graphics provides a rich source of tools for representing, storing, and
rendering such images. Tradeoffs between algorithms, data structures and hardwareI
in computer graphics provide useful guidelines for sensor simulation. The following
is a discussion of key issues in computer graphics concerning display processing
algorithms.
2.2. 1. 1 Com.puter Graphics Algorithms
The most general and realistic approach to scene generation is raster scan dispila.
A shaded monochromatic or color picture is specified in terms of the shade or color
at each point of the image. The scene is usually displayed on a TV screen.
A raster image is generated not by tracing out sequences of geometric items, such as
lines or characters, but by "painting" out. colors on a point-by-point basis. Complex
scenes result from complex patterns of color and illumination. Thus, the color of
every pixel (picture cell) in the raster matrix must be determined before the image
can be displayed. This involves the conversion of a geometric data base to a raster
scan image, a process called raster scan conversion.

'To create the illusion that the interior of a displayed surface is opaque requires that
the parts of the scene hidden from the observer not be displayed. The task of displaying a scene with proper occultin is called hidden surface elimination.
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Terrain scenes can be modelled by a triangular faceted surface approinmating the
topography. Convex three-dimensional objects can be placed on this piece-wise planar
terrain surface. Since it is stipulated that objects be plane-faced, a simple face normal
calculation is sufficient to determine which faces are potentially visible (1. e., front
facing). Other simpliftcations are possible if objects are not allowed to pass through
each other or overlap cyclically (Figure 2.2. 1. 1-1).
Several approaches that have been used to generate the type of scenes that a pilot
sees out of the window during low level flight are reviewed below.
2.2.1. 1. 1

List Priority Algorithms

The list priority approach was developed by the
General Electric Company in the 1960's
for flight simulation. It has been implemented in hardware by the General Electric
Company and Singer/Link Company and in software by General Electric Company,
Evans and Sutherland Company, and Encarnacao, et al., at the University of Minnesota. See references C. 23 and G. 14 for further details. This approach to scene display is reviewed below.
a)

Triangular Surface Topography

If a viewray strikes but a single terrain face, the viewray will be assigned the color
of the face. If the viewray strikes two or more terrain faces, the viewray will be
assigned the color of the terrain face whose centroid lies closest to the viewpoint.
terrain
triangle T is closer to the centroid
if a point
will fail
This
procedure
of some
non-adjacent
triangle
thanx itonis a to
the centroid

of T (see Figure 2.2. 1. 1. 1-1.

i

This situation can be tested for and eliminated during data base development by assigning an ad hoc distance which satisfies desired distance relationships.

T
Figure 2.2. 1. 1.1-1.

Priority %or Terrain Triangles
'1+
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Penetrating faces

cyli

Cyclic overlap

Figure 2.2. 1. 1-1.

Forbidden Face Relationships
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b)

Ground Material Representation

Ground material may be represented by placing colored polygons over terrain polygons,
assignin a higher priority number to each Colored Polygon than the terrain polygon
below it. These may be overlaid to preserve edges; when the viewray strikes several
such polygons residing on a single terrain triangle, it will be assigned the color of the
polygon having highest priority.
Now supposc that a viewray strikes a number of colored polygons residing on different
terrain triangles. First, it will be determined which terrain triangle has precedent,
by distance to centroid. Then the viewray will be assigned the color of the face with
highest priority lying on the triangle.
This scheme for displaying such ground material color, is foolproof as long as the
triangular terrain surface approximates a single-valued surface.
C)

Three Dimensional Objects

The solution for 3D objects is somewhat more complicated, but can be greatly simplified by grouping objects into clusters.
An object can be defined as a collection of convex faces enclosing a single convex
volume polyhedron. The face priority calculations for a cluster of objects can be
made during data base development independent of viewpoint. A cluster can be
defined as a collection of faces which can be assigned viewpoint independent priority
numbers, such that after back faces are eliminated from consideration., the correct
priority for any face in the cluster can be determined from any viewpoint.
A cluster should be placed on one and only one terrain triangle to take advantage of
the simplicity of terrain polygon priority -alculation. No part of the cluster should
be allowed to extend out beyond the vertical walls which could be formed by constructing
planes perpendicular to the base triangle, passing through its edges.

I-so

Any cluster will have higher priority than the face upon which it resides. If a viewray
strikes several faces of a cluster and the triangle upon whilch it resides, it will be
assigned the color of the front facing face of highest priority.
Now suppose the viewray strikes a cluster and a front facing triangular face F upon
which it doesn't reside. The viewray will be given the color of triangle F if the triangle's centroid is closer to the viewpoint than that of the triangle upon which the
cluster resides, and vice-versa.
Separation planes can be used to separate clusters which reside on the same terrain
polygon. This avoids the calculation of priority between individual objects of each
cluster. This method is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 1.2. 1-3.
d)

Raster Scan Conversion

The basic modules required to display an image using the list priority approach are
shown in Figure 2.2. 1.1. 1-2. The operation of each module is described below.
Perspective Projector - The Perspective Projector selects those edges from the original 3D data base which appear within the field of view (a clipping operation). The
perspective coordinates of each edge in the environment are computed, giving edge
equations of the form

JuT
= a + bI.
This module also adjusts face colors as a function of sun/moon azimuth and elevation.
Priority Processor - The Priority Processor uses viewpoint, separation plane data,
centroid locations, and relative priority numbers to compute a unique absolute priority
number for each face in the environment. The faces are listed in priority order, with
back facing faces excluded.
Edge Generator - The Edge Generator receives edge data from the Perspective Projector. It stores potentially visible edges. It calculates the line intercept J-values for
the two endpoints of each potentially visible edge. The Edge Generator determines
which edges intersect the top and bottom of each scanline.

(JL'

I½I)

Figure 2.2. 1.1. 1-2. Edge-Scanhine Intersection
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Thus the second intercept value can be expressed as the sum of the first value plus an
incremental term, and so on until the lower endpoint of the edge is reached.
Edge Orderer - The Edge Orderer receives intercept values and edge words from the
Edge Generator. The Edge Orderer orders the potentially visible edges by J-value,
for each scan line.
Priority Resolver - The Priority Resolver receives potentially vistble face data from
the Priority Processor. The Priority Resolver creates a face priority list in which
face priorities are addressed by face number. For each raster line, the Priority
Resolver receives potentially visible edge data from the Edge Orderer. For each
edge, the edge's face number is used to obtain from the face priority list the relative
priority number of the edge.
If an area times color edge smoothing technique is used, several faces contribute to
the color of each pixel. If an oversampling approach is used, only one face is considered as potentially visible at each subpixel.
Visible edge words are sent to the Video Processor.
Pattern Processor - For each scan line, the Pattern Processor receives J

LL

values for each scanned face along with the face number.
each face and texture coefficients are computed.

and JR

anR

Texture data is obtained for

Video Processor and Texture Generator - TI-e Video Processor receives visible edge
words from the Priority Resolver and texture data from the Pattern Processor. A
set of red, green, and blue intensity values is computed for each pixel based upon the
weighted colors of the faces which project onto the pixel. This color is modified by
texture values and a surface fading function.
2.2.1.1.2

Scanline Coherence Algorithns

a) Introduction
Scanline algorithms solve the hidden surface problem one video raster line at a time.
Several approaches, summarized below, are described in references G. 28, G. 36,
G. 3 and G. 20. When faces in 3D space are projected onto the view window, several
faces may superimpose in projection. The intersection of a scanline and a projected
face is called a segment. The horizontal endpoint coordinates of a segnient may be
computed as an incremental function of the scaniine number I.
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Each scanline may have a number of segments across it (Figure 2.2.1. 1.2-2).
Segments may overlap. The depth relationships between segments in the l-4 plane
determine visibility.
A section of a scanline which contains no segment endpoints will be called a spzn. The
spanis of a scanline are identified by sorting all segment endpoints by J and examining
regions delimited by these J valutes. A span is a section of a scanline in which no
changes of visibility can occur. A sample span must be tested for visIbility if: (1)
the number of segments on the current scanline differs from the number of segments
if the associated of segment endpoints with the
on the previous scanline, or (2)
edges of the projected faces is interchanged when proceeding from the previous to the
current scanline. In this case the two edges intersect between the two scanlines.

lII

Most algorithms exploit the coherence properties of scenes to reduce the computational
load. That is, geometric situations which do not change from frame to frame or line
to line are not recomputed. The process of forming the segments of a scanline requires
the calculation of the intersection between the scardine and the edges of the projected
surfaces. The required computations can be greatly reduced if the objects have been
previously sorted according to their maximal I coordinate. Much of the remainder of

the workload involves sorting in the J and K directions.

A single Active Edge List,I

sorted by J, will contain edge information for all polygon.- which intersect a scanpiane.
This list is resorted for each new scanline processed (possibly only if there are changes
in order).

!Z

An Active Polygon List will be updated as each scanline is processed from left to right.
Each projected polv',fonal edge intersected by a scanline may be described as either a
left or right edge (Figure 2. 2. 1.1.2Al-2). As the left edge is scanned the polygon becomes
active, and remains so until the right edge is reached. This left-right nature of edges
can be characterized by either (1) associating a single bit with each polygon to record
whether or not it is active, and by complementing the bit each time an edge of the
polygon is encountered; or (2) if polygons are always drawn in a consistent way (e. g.,
counterclockwise when viewed froir outside the object), by letting edge direction determine parity (e. g. .a downward pointing edge is a left edg.)
Algorithms may be designed which take different approaches to (1) selecting spans,
(2) taking advantage of coherence between adjacent scanlines, and (3) taking advantage
of coherence within a scanline. The Watkins algorithm (G. 36) is the most popular of the
group for both software and hardware implementation. Programs using this
algorithm are readily available (G. 10, G. 26). Hamlin and Gear (G. 20) demnonstrate
that their CROSS algorithni is much faster than any of the other three (at least for
their set of test scenes). However, none of these algorithms should be viewed as set
in concrete. Clever ideas found in one algorithm can be used in any of the others.
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b) Operation
The basic modules comprising a SCANLINE COHERENCE algorithm are briefly reviewed below.
Projection and Clipping - This is essentially the same as for the LIST PRIORITY
algorithm.
I -sort - All the algorithms bucket sort by the I-coordinate of one of the vertices of an
edge. Romney's algorithm (G. 28) keeps an I-Occupied Table to record which faces
intersect a scanline.
J-Sort and Merge - Romney's algorithm bucket sorts the intercepts of all projected
faces that intersect a scanline. A J-Occupied Table records which faces are potentially
visible for each raster element. This algorithm recomputes the depths of all faces
whenever a face enters or leaves the J-Occupied Table.
The other algorithms take special advantage of the J-intercepts of edge crossings.
These algorithms use a J-Sort List in an analogous manner to Romney's use of a JOccupied Table. When a new scanline is encountered, the J-sorted edges that enter
on the scanline are merged into the J-Sort list. Any edges in the J-Sort List that
exit on the new scanline are deleted. Then the list is re-sorted in J value by a bubble
sort. The bubble sort is extremely fast in this situation since very few edges cross
each other from one scanline to the next.
Span Extraction, Culling, and Visibility Calculation - First, a scanline must be partitioned into spans. Within each sample span, the edges that fall within the span must
be culled out and examined. This involves searching or sorting the segments that fall
within a span to determine which one is visible.
Romney's algorithm monitors the faces entering and leaving the J-Occupied Table.
When such a condition occurs, the algorithm recomputes the depths of all faces in the
table to determine which one is closest to the viewpoint. This decision persists until
the next change to the J-Occupied Table. Sample spans are determined by edge
crossings.
Romnney takes advantage of the fact that faces are not allowed to penetrate each other.
He observes that if exactly the same faces are present in one scanline as in the previous
scanline, and if the J-ordering of the edge crossings is exactly the same, then the
computed depth values are still valid. The same faces that were visible on the previous
scanline will still be visible, although their extents in J may differ.
Romney's algorithm does not take advantage of the coherence of J intercept values
from one scanline to the next.
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In Bouknight's algorithm (G.2), edge crossings define the limits of sample spans. As
each new span is entered, a new depth computation is performed to decide which face
is visible within the span. The algorithm uses a one bit face cede to indicate whether
a face falls within the current span.
Watkins' algorithm (G. 36) generates spans more aggressively than the previous two
algorithms. In this algorithm, the left end of a sample span is fixed, andr the right
end "floats". Initially, the right end coincides with the right end of the scanline. As
new segmernts are extracted from the J-Sort List, the right end of the sample span may
be moved to the left until the situation represented within the sample span is simple
enough to allow for the easy computation of which edge is visible.

F

The Watkins algorithm uses a very quick logarithmic depth search. Rather than solving
exactly the plane equations of all faces that project into a omple span in order to
determine their depth, the algorithm computes only as much information about the
depth as is required to determine which face is visible.
Hamlin and Gear's algorithm calleJ CROSS (G. 20) also exploits the fact that if it is
assumed that polygons cannot intersect, then the relative depth of segments cannot
change, and the only times that it is necessary to perform new depth calculations are
when the order in the Active Edge List changes. Their algorithm uses a form of object
coherence across edges to infer the visibility of a face connected to an edge from that
of an adjoining face whose visibility has already been computed. That is, when the
order in the Active Edge List changes, the visibility of polygons after the change can
often be deduced from the visibility before the change and an examination of the type
of edges involved in the change.
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Generic Scanline Coherence Processing
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2.2.1. 143

F

Polygon Span Algorithm

The Polygon Span Algorithm Is a two-dimensional version of the previous class of
algorithms. It operates as follows. First, all front facing faces are projected onto
the view window. Then span polygons are formed in the projection space, such that
no edges cross a span polygon. These span polygons partition the view window into
tiles. The aggregate of tiles forms a mosaic image. if a span polygon represents
several projected faces, the corresponding tile is assigned the color of the face closest
to the viewpoint. An image is produced by scanning out the mosaic one file at a time.
Each tile is scanned out by moving the electron beam back and forth between its boundary.
Tiles may have to be partitioned into simpler tiles, so that the electron beam need not
be blanked
out during their scan.
This approach is not well-suited for sensor simulation for several reasons. Most
importantly, the number of computations required to determine the span of polygons
becomes prohibitive as the scene becomes complex. Sensor simulation scenes are
typically more complex than artificial graphics laboratory scenes. This approach is
best implemented with a color calligraphic CRT, L.e. , a system with a ramdominy
steerable electron beam. Since such devices typically use beam penetrvtion tubes, the
number of different colors which can be displayed is very limited. It would be also
very difficult to display texture in perspective with this approach.

L2.2.1.2

L

CIG and Sensoi Scene Simulation
The most advanced techniques in computer graphics over the last decade have been
used to generate extremely rich artificial images which include such features as
curved surfaces, translucent refracting surfaces, rich surface textures and colors,
and extremely complex models (G. 26(). Many of these techniques have been developed
in academic environments with the goal of producing the richest possible images -often
at the expense of processing time and storage. In sensor simulation, the goals are
rather different. image quality must match that o rather limited sensors, scene
content is much more complex, and processing efficiency is important from a costeffectiveness point of view. This situation also characterizes visual flight simulation
where image quality requirements always play a secondary role relative to processing
speed requirements. Data base structure and content are similar in sensor and visual
simulation; furthermore, sensor simulation in software often incorporates the same
algorithms used in CIG hardware systems. For these reasons the paragraphs below
discuss the major processing approaches in the design of the world's most advanced
flight simulators. CIG has provided a crucible for weeding out inefficient processing
from the gamut of all possible algorithms found in non-real time computer graphics.
The surviving algorithms and system designs are often worthy candidates for software
emulation in sensor simulation research.
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The CIG systems described below are:
*
*
*
*
*
e
*
*
2.2.1.2.1

F

Singer-Link Digital Image Generator
General Electric ASUPT
Gould GVS-1
McDonnell Douglas VITAL IV
General Electric NASA
Advanced Technology Systems COMPUThOL
Evans and Sutherland CT-5
Marconi Radar

Singer Link Digital Image Generation System

The 32-bit general purpose computer at the front end of the Singer system (Figure
2.2.1.2. 1-1) is the Digital Image Generation Controller (DIGC). It has 384K of
private core and supports the usual peripherals. The DIGC accepts ownship heading,
position, attitude, rate of attitude change, velocity, weather conditions, and other
data from the flight computer. Based on these inputs, it dynamically extracts
object descriptions from disk au~d places them in an Active Data Base (ADB) memory.
The ADB is that portion of the total data base which is within the vicinity of the aircraft
at any point in time. The DIGC also computes occultation priorities, controls the allocation of ADB memory, and directs the activities of the image generation hardware
(C. 21).
The DIGC's software modules fall into three categories: extrapolation, synchronous,
and asynchronous. Extrapolation modules execute as high priority foreground tasks
to determine the position and attitude of owncraft and all moving scene components
each frame time. This requires an extrapolation of the input data which are not
synched to the image generator's frame rate. Synchronous modules compute other
data as required by the image generation hardware. Asynchrounous modules run as
background tasks performing less urgent functions such as data retrieval and priority
calculations.
The data base is organized into 80 x 80 nautical mile regions, each partioned into 225
5.4 x 5.4 mile "area" blocks.
Data is retrieved from disk in the form of either area reccrds or cluster records. An
area record contains no object descriptions, but rather identifies the clusters of objects
within an area block.
The DIGC identifies the area block below owncraft and retrieves from disk all area
block records within a square centered about this particular bWock. Singer calls this
square region a panoramg, (Figure 2.2. 1.2. 1-2). The chosen panorama size is a
function of mission visibility conditions.
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Each cluster in the panorama is tested to determine if any portion of it is potentially
visible. A pyramid of vision slightly larger than the FOV is used to prevent lags during
attitude changes. A code is assigned to each cluster to indicate if it is in view, out of
view, or partially in view.
The level of detail at which a cluster is retrieved is based upon the distance between
the viewpoint and the cluster's centroid, and switching range values stored w;ith the
cluster. By allowing switching ranges for successive levels of detail to overlap,
frequent switching between two levels of detail is prevented.
The priority list approach is used to solve the hidden surface problem. Certain priorities are computed in advance and stored on the Visual Data Base disk, Separation
plane data is also stored on the disk in binary tree form (Figure 2.2. 1.2. 1-3b). The
nodes of the tree represent separating planes, and the leaves convex objects. The
relative priorities of objects that have not been previously specified are determined
by the DIGC on a block by blo-k basis. Relative object priorities within a block are
determined by searching the separating plane tree. This approach is also used for
airborne clusters by placing a separating plane below the cluster. Finally, relative
priorities are converted into absolute priorities by using the rel~atior ships among the
area blocks. This process uses the observation that an object in a ar block cannot
obscure an object in a nearer block (Figure 2.2. 1.2. 1-4).
access (DMA) channels.

The ADB is transferred to the ADB memory through one of

these channels. Geometric processing is under software control through the second
channel. For every frame, the position and attutude of ownship and all moving objects
is transferred to a Frame Calculator, followed by a list of objects to be processed for
each video channel. The third DMA channel is used to transfer color codes.
The Frame Calculator is arranged into a pipeline composed of an Object Processor,
Face Visibility Tester, Rotation andnflumination Subsystem, Clipper and Face Boundary
Calculator (Figure 2. 2. 1.2. 1-5). The Object Processor examines every object in the
list received from the DIGC and eliminates all backward facing faces and all faces which
are very small in projection. Part of the Object Processor's task is to transform pilot
position into object coordinate systems. The resultant vertices are passed to the Rotation and Illumination Subsystem together with a list of front facing faces. The Rotation and Illumination Subsystem transforms vertices of faces into window coordinatezand in parallel determines the ill.tmination for each face. This data passes on to the
Clipping Subsystem which uses a modified version of Sutherland's clipping algorithm.
The Boundary Calculator receives sequences of vertices defining faces. It calculates
and outputs all necessary display parameters in view plane coordinates. The first
section of the Boundary Calculator is a pipeline. processor that projects vertices onto
the view windows. Divisions are performed in the logarithm domain, using a logarithm
look-up table, a subtractor, and antilog look-up table. The second section of the
Boundary Calculator is a parallel group of processors that convert vertices into view
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plane edges. Edge data consists of the (1, J) locations, Intensities, and fading values
at the end points of each edge. The delta of these values is also computed. The third
section of the Boundary Calculator is a pipeline processor which computes the rate of

change (in terms of elements per scan line) of J coordinates, intensity, and fading
coefficients.

Divisions are carried out in the logarithm domain.

Between the Frame Calculator and Scanline Computer is a double buffer memory to
hold two edge lists. Geometric data produced by the Frame Calculator is written Into
one edge buffer. At the same time, data produced by the Frame Calculator during the
previous frame time is read out of the other edge buffer and into the Scanline Computer.
When the Frame Calculator and Scanline Computer have completed processing a frame's
worth of data, the two sections of memory are switched for the next frame time's processing. This type of memory switching is often referred to as double buffering or
"ping-ponging".
The Scanline Computer (Figure 2.2. 1.2.1-6) consists of a Sort and Update Subsystem,
Occulting Logic, and Video Generator arranged into a pipeline.
Data coming out of the edge buffer memory passes through the update logic. There,
the starting parameters are updated, according to which of the interlaced fields are
being processed. The updated edge data enters the sort logic where up to 256 edges
per scanline are ordered by J-value. The sort is accomplished by two passes through
a pipeline. The sorted J-values along with other edge data are sent to the Occulting
Subsystem. Sorted edge data is also fed back to the Update Logic where it is used in
the next field's processing.
The Occulting Logic computes the visibility of intersections and determines the intensity
of partially obscured surfaces at the point which they become visible. Visibility is
determined by examining edge intersections on a scan line, in sequence, and creating
an "active object" list. An object is placed into the list when its leftmost edge is
encountered and removed when its rightmost edge is reached. A temporary memory
holds the intensity associated with the last encountered intersection of an ob~act, along
with the intensity increment and color to its right. An intersection point is visible if
it results from an object whose priority is the highest in the active object list. If the
intersection point results from a beginning or internal edge, the intensity at that point
is determined by the parameter of that edge. If an intersection point results from an
ending edge of a visible object, the intensity assignment is taken for the next highest
priority object in the active object list (meaning that the left portion of this next highest
priority object is obscured). The last encountered edge parameters of this partially
obscured object are then retrieved from the temporary memory. The correct intensity
value is computed for the particular location along the scanline at which the partially
obscured object becomes visible.

_

I

The output of the Occulting Logic is a compressed description of the color along a raster
line. It is in the form of a sequence of visible intersections, their associated intensity
values, the intensity increments for the faces to their right, and color codes.
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The Scanline Computer processen, the data for cach scanline serially, one channel at
a time. The processed data for one scardline of each channel is stored In a buffer
memory. This memory permits simultaneous scanline output for each channel to
separate Video Generators. At the same time, data for the next scanline is being
computed and stored (Figure 2. 2. 1. 2. 1-7).
A Video Generator (Figure 2.2. 1.2. 1-7) expands the compressed description of a scanline into 8 bits each of red, green, and blue values for each point along a raster line,
This is done by using a look-up table to convert the color codes into color components.
An intensity value and red, green, and blue color components are fed into four fast
D/A converters to provide three video signals. Finally, these red, green, and blue
signals are modified by fading, and horizontal and vertical edge smoothing operations.
2.2. 1.2.2

General Electric ASUPT t System

The ASUPT (Advanced Simulator for Undergraduate Pilot Training, Williams AFB,
Arizona) system consists of three major hardware units (Figure 2.2. 1.2.2-1); Frame
1: general purpose computers, Framne 11: special purpose computer, and Frame III:
raster scan conversion and CRT electronics. The three computation units are connected serially to form a pipeline processor wiIth 3/30 of a second throughput delay.
(C. 1).
Frame I is built around two general purpose central processor units (CPU A and CPU
B). CPU A performs arithmetic operations and "talks" to the flight computer. it has
8K of core and access to 8K of core in the flight computer. CPU B handles certain
management tasks including the search and retrieval of data blocks from the Visual
Data Base Disk, to describe each new geographic region the pilot encounters. CPU
B has SK of core to itself and 2 8K modules shared between it and CPU A. All data
sent to the special purpose computer is first loaded into one of the two shared memory
modules.

5
F
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P

Frame I receives the aircraft's instantaneous position and attitude from the flight
computer. Frame I also does some preliminary processing, such as slant range to
model centroid tests, to determine the correct level of detail at which to display the
models. A model is defined as any collection of object faces for which relative priorities have been determined and stored during off-line data base development. Frame
I also performs some data base culling. Objects completely outside the FOV are eliminated. Since geometric and video processing must be performed differently for each
display channel, objects are placed into groups according to the display channel for
which they may be visible.
The process is called channel assignment. It is accomplished by enclosing each object
by a sphere and determining which spheres fall in whole or in part into the pyramidal
view cones of the individual channels. The channel assignment operation is achieved
with the help of the vector processing hardware of Frame U.
*-..Recently upgraded and now known as Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT).
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The data calculated in Frame I is sent tu Frame UI via a bi-directional Frame I/Frame
11 interface. The on-line environmental data storage memories of Frame fl are updated by CPU B from data temporarily kept in its memory module.
Frame HI is principally a vector processing computer. Every vertex of every potentially visible object is either specified in the environment's fixed coordinate system
or in a moving coordinate system. The viewpoint is assigned a moving coordinate
system, since it moves through the environment. The vertices and edges in a scene
are projected onto each view window, each frame time.
Each moving model, such as an aircraft flying through the environment, is assigned
its own moving coordinate system. A set of 'vectors, joining the viewpoint and vertices
of each moving model, is computed each frame time.
The Frame II Edge Processor (pipeline) converts channel specific viewpoint data into
a stream of object and channel specific edges. The pipeline processes the edges of
each object in sequence. Leaving the pipeline are data describing the projections of
edges onto the view windows. When Gouraud continuous shading is used, some special
face oriented processing of objects takes place. This is accomplished by passing the
object through the pipeline twice, with continuous shading data computed in the first
pass and normal edge processing occuring in the second pass.
Hidden surface elimination is accompi'ished using the priority list approach. A Priority Processor constructs a list containing a unique priority number for each face,
based upon -viewpoint, active data lists, and separation plane and relative priority
data obtained from the data base. The stages of operation are as follows. Viewpoint
and moving model positions are received at the start of each raster period from Frame
1. Based on this data, the Priority Processor establishes the relative priorities of the
coordinate systems. This results in a top-level priority list containing a single entry
for each coordinate system. Then for each entry in the 9p-level priority list, the
Priority- Processor constructs a priority list with a single entry for each model of
each coordinate system. A complete model priority list is created by combining the
individual coordinate system model priority lists, using the relative order of coordinate
systems priorities. Next, the Priority Processor creates a separate priority list for
each active model. These lists have a single entry for each object of a model. In the
final stage, the individual object priority lists are combined in model priority list
order to obtain a complete active object priority list. The priority numbers of ground
plane faces are then combined with the priority numbers of object faces to form the
final list. Since the lower four bits of the priority number are reserved for ground
faces and the upper four bits are reserved for object faces, objects always have priority over the planar ground surface.
The Frame LI/Frame III interface accepts edge words from the Fra me 11 Edge Processor in arbitrary sequence, provideýs temporary storage for- the edge words, determines the proper sequence of edge words within an object, and transfers this data
to the Frame III edge buffer storage.
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An Edge Generator computes the intersection of e!%ch edge with each scan line that
crosses it. A maximum of 256 edges per scan line per channel can be handled (a
maximum of 2560 potentially visible edges per channel). First, the J-value of ithe
intersectioun of an edge with the uppermost scan line crossing is computed. The slope
of the edge is specified in terms of elements per scan line. The intersection of the
edge with each succeeding scan line is accomplished simply by adding the slope to the
previous value. The details of implementation are complicated by the 2: 1 interlaced
scanout used; this complication is ignored here for clarity. The output of the Edge
Generator is a sequence of J-values along with their edge identifications.

The Edge Orderer receives edge crossing values for each scan line. These J-values
are not ordered across a scan line, except that the values resulting froml the same
object are in order. The Edge Orderer sorts the edge crossing values by scan element
number. This ordered edge data is placed into an Ordered Data Memory.
Final hidden surface calculations are performed by a Priority Resolver. It receives
priority lists from Frame H and edge data from the Ordered Data Memory. Priority
resolution is essentially a convex object oriented function. When the left element of
an object is received for a channel, the object identification is entered in a list. When
the priority list contains the identities of all objects pierced by a ray from the viewpoint, through the raster element being computed, into the 3-D environment. The Priority Resolver uses the available priority information to determine which of these
pierced faces is closest to the viewpoint. This determination holds for succeeding
raster elements, until there is a change in the list. The output of the Priority Resolver
is divided among the display channels, and sent to the Frame III Video Processors for
each display channel.
A Video Processor receives one line of data at a time from the Priority Resolver.
Edge smoothing is performed in Frame III partially by the Video Processor and
partially by the Priority Resolver. The Priority Resolver calculates the position of an
edge within the raster element. The Video Processor uses an area times gray level
algorithm to determine an intensity value for the pixel. At most, only the values of
the two faces of highest priority to the left and right of an edge plus a background value
are combined.
ASUPT has 14 Video Pro'nessors divided among two cockpits, one for each of the seven
channels per cockpit.
2.2. 1. 2.3

Gould GVS-1 System

Gould has developed a medium performance GIG device capable of a 30 fps update rate
(Figure 2. 2. 1. 2. 2. 3-1). At the front end of their system is a general purpose computer. It performs suich tasks as data base retrieval, data management, bookkeeping,
communication with the aircraft simulator, and control of the other image generation
subsystems (C. 3).
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The second stage of the system is a Geometric Processor, which performs the 3-D
tra.nsformations, clipping, and priority processing needed to convert the data base
into a form required by the Display Generator.

The Display Generator takes digital inputs from the general purpose computer and
Geometric Processor and converts themn to full color analog video. The heart of the
display g-Imerator is a double buffer memory to and from which simultaneous read and
write operations are performed. As data from the Geometric Processor is being
stored into one buffer, the past frame's data from the Geometric Processor is being
stored into one buffer, the past frame's data is being read out of the other buffer.
Each buffer consists of multiple memory planes. Each memory plane holds a screen
size bit map of image information (but not the image itself). The storage operation
into one buffer is performed in random fashion, while the other buffer is being read in
raster forma&'. At the completion of a framne time, the roles of the buffers switch.
Gould claims that their approach has several advantages over that of GE and Singer
(which compute the image "on the fly" in synchronization with th~e raster scan). Gould's
approach reduces sorting and intersection operations, simplifies overload management,
and does not place a limit on edge crossings per scan line.
The buffer storage operation is divided into a number of subtasks: face edge outline
generation, anti-streaking, face edge priority storage, and computation of edge
smoothing coefficients. Face edge outline generation Is performed by a Vector Generator using a data list received from the Geometric Processor. This list contains
face edge endpoints expressed to subplxel precision. The Vector Generator uses this
precision to compute and store edge smoothing coefficients. The Vector Generator
extends an edge one full pixel at a time between each pair of face edge endpoints. At
each pixel boundary, a comparison is performed between the previous stored data and
new edge information. Based on this comparison, those edges or portions of edges
that would lead to streaking are removed. The particular memory plane to which a
face boundary is written corresponds to the relative occulting priority of the face. A
separate set of memory planes stores information which is used to ensure correct
definition of face boundaries.
During the read cycle, refresh memory is addressed in raster order. The read cycle
performs subtasks of face color filling, hidden surface elimination, and edge smoothing.
Face color filling is the procedure which fills the area bounded by the face edge outline,
one raster line at a time.

I r

For pixels interior to a face, the fill data for the highest priority face is used as an
index to a video look-up table. For pixels crossed by edges, additional logical tests
are performed using the stored color and edge information. For this case, simultaneous
table look-ups are performed and the data is mixed according to tho computed smoothing
factors. The output in either case is a digital color code representing red, green, and
blue video levels which are converted to analog video by D/A converters.
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An Illumination Control unit combines the analog inputs received from the Display
Generator, with control parameters obtained from the general purpose computer, to
add the atmospheric and illumination effects of horizon glow, haze, and curved surface
shading. The output of each Illumination Control unit drives a CRT.
2.2.1.2.4

*

McDonnell Douglas VITAL IV

The VITAL IV system generates multicolored day, night, and dusk scenes at a 30fps
update rate (C. 16, C. 32). Both the borders and interiors of surfaces are painted in a
calligraphic mode, from a palette of approximately 10 colors. Up to 300 surfaces and
8000 light points may be displayed at once. An optical resolution of under 3 arc minutes is obtained over 4096-by-4096 grid. The standard VITAL IV display is a virtual
image reflection unit providing an infinity image over a 450 horizontal by 350 vertical
FOV. A wider FOV may be obtained by combining up to six displays. VITAL IV's
relatively simple design and low cost allows it to be used as a plug-4n module for
simulator facilities built by other companies. It is often retrofitted into older simulators having no visual capability.
The VITAL IV image generator fits into a single cabinet. It consists of a general
purpose computer feeding into a special purpose parallel processor called a Picture
Controller (Figure 2.2. 1.2.4-1). The general purpose computer takes care of all
geometric transforms, hidden surface calculations, and windowing. The Picture
Controller consists of a number of special purpose computers and controllers runninq
in parallel. Its operation will be described in more detail below.
Once three-dimensional objects are projected into the viewplane, they are treated as
polygons. A polygon is defined in terms of its left and right edge vector outline. A
polygon is scanned out by moving the electron beam back and forth betwveen its borders
(Figure 2.2. 1.2.4-2). Each time the beam reaches a left or right border point, it is
displaced vertically to paint out the next raster line segment. Horizontal beam velocity
and vertical separation between raster segments are carefully controlled to give a
displayed surface a uniform appearance.
A conventional CRT scans out raster lines only n one direction. VITAL's ability to
re efficient use of the beam deflection
write a line out in both directions allows for a
i the retrace mode. The very high
system. Beam position is critical when writi
a scanned surface highly dependent
beam deflectiou rates used make the brightne&.
ity is critical to picture quality.
on beam dwell time. Horizontal deflection liný.
Variations in horizontal writing rate produce effective changes in beam dwell time,
creating intensity variations. When the beam is moved from one raster line to the
next, any ve:tical overshoot may cause the beam to overwrite a previously scanned
area. Vertical undershoot reduces the uniformity of the scanned surface. If partial
overwriting occurs along the left and right border of a scanned poloygon, the border of
the polygon will have an increased brightness. VITAL IV maintains unformity along
the border by deflecting the beam a small distance past the border, while blanidng out
the beam during these excursions. The excursion time outside the polygon is used to
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let the beam settle down before going on to the next scan line. Relative timing is of
course critical. The operations of the special purpose computers and controllers
which manage these tasks follow.
Image surface generation is handled by X and Y computers and a Sweep Generator.
The X-computer calculates the left and right border points for each horizontally scanned
surfxce segment. Each time the beam is moved vertically to paint out the next raster
line segment, the X-computer adds a Ax to the previous x border value. Since the
borders of polygons are constructed from vectors, each with a slope Ay/ Ax, the
computation of Ax is a matter of simple mathematics.
The Y-computer keeps track of the current y-value of beam position. It compares the
current y-position to that of the y-value of the current border vector's endpoints.
When the endpoint of a vector is reached, the proper A x must be obtained for the
succeeding border vector. When the scanning of the polygon is complete, the beam
blanks out and jumps to the next polygon to be scanmed out.
The Sweep Generator controls the instantaneous horizontal position of the beam.
The Z-computer receives shading coefficients from the general purpose computer.
It uses these coefficients to perform a linear interpolation of the intensity values within
a surface, as a function of x and y-position. One use of this computer is to provide a
tapered horizon glow, fading smoothly as the angle above the horizon increases. The
illumination due to landing lights is simulated by tapering the brightness of the runway
surface as a function of distance from the landing aircraft.
The Focus Controller manages the focus amplifiers on the CRT's. One function is to
display light points of a specified size, regardless of the colors of the lights. Beam
defocus is needed to eliminate the visibility of individual lines when filled polygonal
surfaces are scanned out. Defocus is used very carefully to prevent edges from losing
their sharpness. Special care is taken when scanning out small polygons to keep the
beam focused well enough to prevent a fuzzy appearance. For large surfaces, the
combination of a lower line density and defocused beam increases scanning efficiency.
2.2.1.2.5

General Electric Second Generation Systems

The General Electric Company was funded by NASA in 1962 to develop a flight simulator for the Apollo Program. A system was delivered in 1963 which displays a simple
texture over a ground plane (C. 9, General Electric). An improved version built in the
mid 1960's was called the Visual Three-View Space Flight Simulator (Figure 2.2.1.2.5-1).
It displays three perspective views on three circular RCA color shadow mask CRT's.
The three views appear in three non-abutting spacecraft portholes, two with a 600
circular FOV, and the third with a 250 circular FOV.
For the perspective calculations, the vehicle is assumed to have no roll with respect
to the raster. The geometric calculations involve projecting the current raster line
2-67

onto the ground plane. This projection is equivalent to projecting the endpoints of the
raster line. The line segment joining these endpoints is partitioned into 250 smaller
segments of equal length.
Binary square mosaic textures are stored by plug-in hard wired diode matrix boards
(called map tables). The video is generated by scanning the map tables in synchronism
with the raster scan. For video pulse period (=e. 2 usec), the position in a map table
is advanced an amount corresponding to the length of one small segment. The color
value computed for the current map index is then assigned to the scana pixel. This
computation will be described in more detail below.
Each texture T is stored at four component levels of hierarchy, denoted by T1 , T2 9
T3,and T741, where T1is the finest texture component. The four are combined by
modulo two addition when generating the pattern appearing on the ground plane near the
viewpoint. Each successively coarser component is faded out in a zone determined by
slant range from the viewpoint. The finest component is faded in zone 1, followed by
the next finest in zone 2, and so on until toward the horizon only the coarsest component
remains. The coarsest component fades toward a background color at the horizon.
No attempt is made to smooth the edges of the colored texture squares.
Fading is implemented by employing two variable gain amplifiers, called A and B
(Figure 2.2. 1.2. 5-2). The inputs to amplifier A are a video signal SAand a fading
value F. The inputs to amplifier B are a signal 5 B and a value (1-F) . Video signals
SA and SB are functions of the modulo two sums of the four component texture values.

LetI

= T 1O
F

3G

33 4
34

T4

In zone 1,. SA Si is applied to amplifier A with a gzin of F and SB3 S9 is applied to
amplifier B with a gain of (i-F). As F decreases, amplifier A's gain decreases and
amplifier B' s gain increases. The result is a video signal in which the contribution
of Ti gradually decreases with slant range. In zone 2, SA -_53 is applied to amplifier
A and SB ý 2 is applied to amplifier B. The T2 component is now faded as F is
increased. The operations performed in each of the six slant range zones are tabulated
in Figure 2.2. 1. 2.5-3.
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The night sky pattern of stars is also treated as a texture. A sky texture is placed on
a plane at a fi:ed height above the ground. To make the pattern appear to be at near
infinity, the night sky texture does not respond to the simulated vehicle's translation.
The raster structure is identical to that of normal commercial TV, utilizing 525 lines
with a 2:1 interlace and 30fps update rate. However, instead of supplying normal
horizontal 1d vertical sweep to the deflection yoke, a composite waveform is applied
which is a function of the vehicle's roll.
Later versions of this simulator had the ability to display a limited number of objects.
A 1966 report (C. 10) describes a unit which can display two rectilinearly oriented
parallelepipeds standing on the level ground. Back fac'Ing faces of the objects are
eliminated from consideration as a result of computing the dot product of the current
viewray and surface normals. If the viewray passes through the remaining portion of
an object, it must pass through one or more of the top, bottom, or front facing fices.
These conditions are denoted by the logical variables T, B, and F. T a I a
describes the condition when a viewray does not intersect the object.
Let the vertices of a front facing face of an object be denoted by A, B, C, and D
(Figure 2.2. 1.2.5-4). A viewray starts at the viewpoint 0, passes through the current
raster scan point P, and on into the 3D environment. In order to determine if a viewray
passes through face ABCD, it is determined if the viewray passes simultaneously above
line AB, left of BC, below CD, and right of DA. These four conditions are specified
by the logical variables Fl, F 2 , F 3 , and F4 , respectively.

F1

=

TRUE iff

-'-OA'xOB 4.0

F2

= TRUE iff

V ".10'xC' .O

F3

=

TRUE iff

0

F4

=

TRUE iff

0

Thus, the corndition that the viewray passes through ABCD is F = Fla F 2 a F 3 n F 4 .
Consider line AB. To determine which side of AB the viewray passes on, the sign of
Q OP OA x OB is monitored. The vector OP can be expanded into a row and column
sum by the equation
SOP+PI++PA,
0
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where AP and 6P are the screen components of P and and • are unit vectors in
the I and J directions (Figure 2.2.1.2.5-5). 0io 0 is the vector Joining the viewpoint
and the top left screen point. We can write

Q

OPo OAxOP

=

Q0 + &Q +&Q

+

AP'*'xO"B

+

,PIO-xOB

A hardware module called an Obstacle Side Generator continually moultors the sign of
Q for each of the edges in the data base. Logical operations on the resultant information
yields the raster scan conversion of the objects.
Since a viewrqy may intersect more than one face, hidden surface elimination must
still be performed. This is accomplished by determining the relationship between the
viewpoint and the faces of the object. For example, the top face has priority over side
faces except when the viewpoint is below the top. Both objects have priority over the
ground plane. Priority between the two objects is determined by the relationship between the viewpoint and a plane separating the objects.
2.2. 1.2.6

Advanced Technology Systems (ATS) Computrol

ATS will provide a visual system for the U.S. Navy's new Weapons Tactics Trainer
(WTT). The WTT is a simulator system being built by the Hughes Aircraft Company
for training pilots to fly the F-18 aircraft. It is a two cockpit system which will primarily be used to train for dogfighting and ground attack maneuvers such as subsonic
missions launched from aircraft carriers. The Navy is scheduled to begin training
with the device in October 1982.
ATS claims to have a flexible design (Figure 2.2.1.2.6-1), based upon ECL MSI logic,
which allows for the display of anywhere from 8, 000 to 40, 000 edges and at least
10,000 light points, per channel, at a 30fps update rate (C.30). Other claims are that
the system will bo able to display such special effects as translucency, curved surface
shading, fog, rain, tapered horizon glow, and an unlimited number of moving objects.
Unlike other visual systems, COMPUTROL does not incorporate a ger.aral purpose
computer into its design. A custom-built CPU unit manages the image generation
process. The CPU controls arithmetic operations, initiates data transfers, and
manages other Rpecial control units distributed throughout the system architecture.
The CPU is able to handle 25 x 106 instructions per second via pipeline decoding of
instructions from an internal demand instruction cache. The CPU unit makes use of
other floating point units residing in the system when these are not performing their
primary assigned tasks.
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At the heart of the image generation hardware lie two parallel processors: a Projection Processor and a Visible Surface Processor. Each processor consists of very
high speed controllers and arithmetic units which communicate with the CPU and main
memory.
The Projection Processor retrieves data from disk, projects the 3D environment
description onto the 2D view plane, clips edges falling outside the view pyramid, and
reformats, sorts, and stores the resulting potentially visible edge and light point data.
The Projection Processor consists of a Floating Point Array Processor (FPAP), Edge
Assembler and Clipper, and Data Cache.
The FPAP is loaded by the CPU with data and/or pointers to data in cache. Perspective
projection is a shared task of the CPU and array processor. The projection of an edge
requires a total of 24 multiplies and 24 adds, performed in parallel by two multipliers
and two adders. The computation time is 40nsec x 24/2 = 480 nsec per edge.
The Edge Assembler and Clipper first performs clipping by using four comparators to
test the left and right or top and bottom of an edge to see if it lies within the view
window. If an edge is clipped, approximately 9 floating point additions and 9 floating
point multiplies are required to derive new endpoints for the edge. The final tasks
are to transform an edge into the form required by *.e Visible Surface Generator, to
construct a system of pointers which will later be used in the ordering of the edges by
scanline number, and to place the resulting data into an I-sort Memory (where I is the
scanline number). Data specifying an edge includes its starting and stopping endpoints,
slope, and shading values.
The I-sort Memory has a ping-pong structure, with each side of the memory operating
independently. During one frame time, as data is being written to one side of the
memory by the Projection Processor, the previous frame's data is being read from the
other side of the memory by the Visible Surface Processor. The I-sort Memory con-

tains over 1. 2 x 106 bytes MOS, in which data pertaining to the generated edges are
stored and sorted with respect to initial I-value (i. e., the number of the scanline at
which the uppermost vertex of the clipped edge resides). Approximately 320 bytes are
required to store the data for an edge once it is sorted by I-value.
The Visible Surface Processor takes I-sorted potentially visible edges, and for each
scanline, calculates the J-intercepts of the edges. Then it sorts the edge intercepts
along a scanline and solves the hidden suý-`Uce problem on a scanline segment-bysegment basis. These operations are performed by a number of subunite: Fixed
Point Arithmetic Processor, D6a Cache (visible and current edge buffer), Visible
Surface Decoder and Edge Sorter, Visible Edge Encoder, and internal hardwired control
logic.
The Visible Surface Decoder and Edge Sorter scans the previous scanline's edge list
and adds new edges (I. e., those which start on the current scanline being processed).
As each edge is encountered, its J-intercept along the scanline is computed to 14 bits
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accuracy, and then sent to a J bucket sort unit which uses 7 bits for sorting, placing
~~~the remaining 7 bits of J and apointer back to the rest of the edge data into cache.
The J-sort unit then performs a second pass on the data using the remaining 7 bits.
Next, the sorted edge data is again scanned to compute the distance between the view-'
point and each surface segment represented by a scanline segment, to determine which
scanline segments are visible. The scanline segments determined to be visible are
labeled as such.
The Visible Edge Encoder works In parallel with the Visible Surface Decoder to determine and interpolate color data.
The final stage of processing is handled by a Display Memory and Edge to Raster Decoder Unit. The unit receives visible edge blocks for the 2D scene. It buffers and
converts this data into analog video.
The WTT enclo~rure consists of two 40 foot diameter domes, each surrounding a
simulated F-18 cockpit. The inside surfaces of the domes are large spherical screens.
Each dome will contain five G. E. light valves (1024 line by 1024 pixel) to project the
generated imagery. Three light valves will project a hemispheric sky-earth scene,
the other two will provide missile, target, and gu.afire imagery.
2.2.1.2.7

Evans and Sutherland Computer Company's Continuous Tone Five System
(E&S CT-5)

E&S's CT-5 device is the fifth model in their line of raster scan visual systems (C. 26).
Two six channel modules are being built for Reflectone, Inc. for use in helicopter
trainers.
The first stage of the visual system is a minicomputer which performs such tasks as
data base retrieval and overload management (Figure 2.2.1.2.7-1).
The second stage is a Viewpoint Processor which consists of an Object Manager,
Polygon Manager, and two independent memories. The Viewpoint Processor performs
tasks specific to the momentary viewpoint, rather than to any particular view window.
It executes various data base culling operations including FOV Inclusion, rejection of
back facing faces and faces smaller than the allowed threshold. The Viewpoint Processor feeds a Geometric Processor which performs view window specific computations
including rotation, clipping, and perspective divisions. The resultant im~age plane data
for a channel is stored in a dual Polygon Buffer. The buffer contains view window
descriptions of polygons and/or lights. Scene components are arranged in priority
order. While one side of this dual memory is being written into at a field rate
(normally), a complete scene's worth of data (i. e., both fields) is being read from the
other side.
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The Polygon Buffer supplies 2D geometric data to a Display Processor. The Display
Processor receives and processes scene components in priority order. Thus, scene
components received earlier will occult lnter ones.
The Display Processcr consists of a Span Processor, Mask Memory, Spatial Filter,
and Video Assembler. It performs hidden surface elimination, anti-aliasing, and
raster scan conversion. The CT-5 system is the first raster scan CIG device built
by an established company in the business not to use a scanline approach to scene
generation. Images are computed in feature sequential order, rather than scanline
order. Area representaticns are the basic unit for processing rather than scanlino
samples. The processing hairdware is organized into units Wo h operate in parallel
on regions of the display called spans. A span is a cell of a rectangular tessellation
of the view window (Figure 2.2.1.2.7-2). Each span, in effect, represents an array
of pixels. Individual scene components such as polygons are processed in span
sized chunks. The algorithms which do the processing for a span operate ou analytic
descriptions of scene components, rather than sampled versions of them. E&S claims
that the time required to process a span is essentially unrelated to the complexity of
the geometry within it. As a consequence, the time required to process an object is
proportional to the number of spans which it intersects in its view window projection.
A Mask Memory stores a high resolution composite record of all scene components
processed thus far for a field. Only information indicating the existence or absence
of scene data is stored. When a polygon is submitted to the Span Processor, an
analytic description is formed of the portion of the polygon covered by the span. A
description of image regions already processed for the span is obtained from Mask
Memory. The new polygon, minus the higher priority mask area, is passed to a
Spatial Filter. The inclusive OR of the new polygon with the mask becomes the new
contents of the Mask Memory.
The Spatial Filter re-combines a high resolution geometric description with its associated shading data. The result is spatially filtered and sampled to yield video data
at pixel resolution. E&S has not published details of the anti-aliasing equations
implemented by the filter.
The Spatial Filter feeds span size arrays of video, in parallel, to a Video Assembler.
The Video Assembler is a dual video buffer with storage for the red, green, and blue
components of an image at display resolution. While one side of this buffer is supplying
video to a display, the other side is accepting scene data for the next field.
A number of common approaches to overload management are applied in combination.
The size threshold for accepting faces is dynamically adjusted to control the number
of polygon passing through the pipeline. Level-of-detail selection parameters and the
ranges at which switching occurs are also adjusted when necessary. If conditions
deteriorate so rapidly that the hardware units cannot complete their tasks in the
allocated time, the field rate is lowered. The field rate is not decreased below the
frequency for which excessive flicker will occur. Under the most severe conditions,
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Dissection of a Polygon into Spans
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a frame rate update is employred. This doubles the allocated processing time for all
hardware units up to tbe Display Processor. As a last resort, the Display Processor
succumbs to a frame rate update, but still with a field rate display.
2.2.1.2,8

Marconi Radar

Marconi Radar Systems has announced the development of a 50 frame per second
computer image generation device which incorporates some unique features (C. 20).
Data bases are created by hand using a digitizing tablet, with most of the environment
being coristructed from triangular faces. Definitions are contained in a vertex list, a
face list, face normals, face colors, texture data, and a model list.
The hardware approach is shown in Figure 2.2. 1.2. 8-1.

DATA TRANSFERI
CONTROL
UNIT
DISK

I PROCESO
GENERAL

PURPOSE
COMPUTER

I

I*RASTER

[1CONVERTER
RCSSR8

SCAN

AND
Vl DEO PROCESSOR

Figure 2.2. 1.2. 8-1. Marconi Computer Image Generation Approach
Frame I: The general purpose computer manages the flow of data into the system.
In particular, it supervises the transfer of data blocks frorn disk to their on-line
environment data store memory, and selects models of the correct level of detail
based on range and system loading. System overload can be detected. Less detailed
models are selected to provide a graceful degradation of the system under peak load
conditions.*
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The speed of operation of the Frame II processor makes a high speed interface uewassary to transfer model data by direct memory access at both source and destination.
A data control unit is used for this transfer, and is managed by Frame 7.
Frame II: The Frame II hardware consists of up to 80 identical processors, each
handling 15 polygons. Each processor is a special-purpose unit with a 16 bit word
length and an instruction cycle of 100 nanoseconds. The sequence of operations within
each processor is repeated every 20 milliseconds. Hidden surface elimination is
accomplished by the priority list approach. A 4 x 4 subpixel approach to anti-aliasing
is employed.
Frame III: In Frame III, several dedicated processors are pipelined to provide an
increasing data flow rate as data progresses down the pipeline. The first process is
repeated every 20 milliseconds. Data is sorted by channel and edge values are computed. This edge data is placed into a field buffer atore. The second process takes
place at the line rate. It is a computation of the positions of edge crossings with the
current scan line. These edge crossing points are called "change points".
The third process also occurs at line rate. It orders the change points, and by a
parallel process computes control parameters for edge smoothing and texture generation. During a fourth process priorities are evaluated.
The final set of processes take place at pixel rates. During a pixel period, compl-tations
are performed using color, transparency, texture, shadings, and edge smoothing data.
Color assignment is made with 21 bits per pixel.
Display:

Eight separate displays can be combined, each having a 400 x 300 FOV.

Special Effects:
Real world textures are compressed with a fast Walsh transform (see details below).
The system applied the inverse transform to the compressed data. The result is
placed onto image surfaces. The texture is displayed at three levels of detail, in
correct perspective, with blending between texture levels of detail.
Smoke is implemented with translucent faces. An interesting concept representing
forests Involves use of a raised textured translucent face to represent the tree tops.
The ground is visible through the holes in the texture pattern; moving tanks can pass
under this raised surface. Curved surface shading is also implemented.
Texture Generation Approach:
The fast Walsh transform functional basis consists of matrices of +1's and -l's, defined as follows:
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Let T represent a 64 x 64 prototype texture. This texture can be an array of intensity
values taken from a sampled real world texture (such as an aerial photograph of a
forest). The Walsh transform of the texture T is spec/iled by the multiplication of
three matrices.
Walsh transform of texture array

M = W6 4 T W6 4

teWt=W
(N
(Note: W = W)

Here we let M denote the texture in Walsh transform space. M is a 64 x 64 matrix.
It can be computed off line and stored. However, the entire matrix need not be stored.
All that is needed is a compressed version of M. A compressed version of M simply
consists of an nxn sub-array of M, fixed to the upper left corner.

n

MI,6

MI1

64

~64,1
4 -64

614 96 4
-

The inverse of a Walsh transform matrix equals the matrix itself. That is, W-1 = W.
To place the texture on an image surface requires the computation of its inverse Walsh
transform:
T:W-1 M(W-1tt
WMW.
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That is, a number of additions and subtractions are applied to the stored texture matrix,
since the Walsh matrix is only composed of +I's and -l's.

[I

In actuality, the number of operaticons is reduced considerably by applying the Inverse
transform to the compressed version of M.
It is very easy to generate different level of detail versions of the texture. This is
because the low frequency components in transform space are toward the upper left
corner of matrix M. The high frequency components are toward the lower right
corner of matrix M. A lower level of detailed version of M simply consists of only
using those components of the matrix near the upper left hand corner.
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IMAGE PROCESSING AND SENSOR SCENrE SIMULATION

The. field of image processing includes a bewildering variety of techniques whose common
goal is the extraction of meaningful information from extremely rich geometric inputs
(V. 25 Rosenfeld and Kak, 1976). These inputs are images, characterized as regular
mosaics of intensity measures (brightness, temperature, color, etc.) typically consisting of hundreds of thousands of bytes of information each. The desired outputs
are usually a few dozen bytes of information necessary to specify the location and type
of a few important features such as targets, threats, and landmarks. One of the goals
of this study is to apply such drastic compressions of geometric information in reprz'senting scenes. Compressions of this magnitude have already occurred in defining
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data bases used by sensor simulations, so there is not much room for improvement.
That is, the raw data for a sensor data base may be photographic or radar images of
terrain. These sources have traditionally been reduced to maps or digital data bases
by hand; more recently, automated techniques have been developed to aid in this reduction process. In the map or digital form, digital image information is reduced to
elevation and planimetric data in a far more compressed form than the original data.
Any further reduction of planimetric data would lower the quality of the representation.
Attempts have been made to reduce the data necessary to represent terrain grids by
polynomial approximation (D. 9). Though a five-to-one reduction in data is claimed
for certain types of geographic areas, violence is done to discontinuities in terrain
such as cliffs and canyons. These are precisely the kinds of vivid visual features
which must be preserved in sensor simulation.
One possible application of image processing is in the data base preparation stage.
Edge enhancement and region segmentation can be used to infer significant structures
such as roads and extended areas of a particular type of surface material. Most of
these techniques have failed to perform in a totally automatic fashion; rather, they
are used as aids to human performance of image interpretation. Pattern recognition
and image understanding exhibit fundamental difficulties in complex real environments
because the performance goals are inherently tied to those of artificial intelligence (V. 32
Winston, 1975). Whether the application be language translation, artificial vision, or
problem solving, none of the many ingenious methods of artificial intelligence have
successfully demonstrated true intelligence in man-made devices applied to real
world problems. There are aspects of open-endedness, creativity, and generalization
present in natural intelligence which no artificial scheme has yet been able to demonstrate except in the most artificial of environments. This problem and some possible
alternate approaches to artificial vision based on transformational geometry are discussed in Reference Material IV. 1 (V. 31).

I

There are many valuable techniques in image processing which could be used to
enhance sensor imagery. Typically sensor images are of lower resolution and color
quality than out-the-window daylight views because of the nature of the sensor (F. 2,
6). Image enhancement techniques such as histogram modification, edge detection,
threshholding, and filtering could greatly improve the pilot's view of the world through
sensor displays. These techniques could be tested In software in a laboratory sensor
simulation system such as that described in Section 4 of this report.

4"
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SECTION 3
TECHNIQUES EVALUATION

3.1

POLYGON DATA BASES

C. 1.1

SCENE DATA STRUCTURES

3.1.1.1

Introduction

This section describes efficient data base structure for tho types of scenes that a
pilot/naviator es oran electro-optical sensor captures during low-level fl' it. The
three main components of any scene of this type are terrain (surface topography),
culture (ground material cover), and three-dimensional (3-D) objects. A scene model
iL a specification of the way in which these components are represented in the comptetr. The scene data bases fitting this model should be efficient in terms of both
storage and processing because they will drive the image generation system.
3.1.1.2 Representation of Terrain and Culture
3.1.1.2.1

Terrain Representation

"nthe real world, terrain is a continuous surface. Since no computer model can
specify the land surface exactly, the usual objective is to obtain a satisfactory approximation, which minimizes the effort required to develop, store, and display a data
base.
One useful source of data is the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) digital terrain elevation files. Each terrain file contains an array of elevation values for a region of the
Earth. Since a matrix array stores only the altitude of the surface at each sample
point, geographic locatioas are determined by grid spacing, and are implicit in the
sequential positions of the altitude values within the storage array. One advantage of
this method of storage is that the neighbors of a sample point are easily located. The
principal disadvantage of a grid is the certainty of redundancy, sirce the grid must
be made sufficiently dense to portray the smallest terrain undulation of interest. To
improve the resolution of . grid by a factor n, the grid spacing must be decreased by
this factor, increasing the number of sample pointa by a factor n'. Smooth subareas
then contain far more sample points than is needed to portray them. Other problems
arise when displaying grid data using conventional ray tracing methods. When a
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surface is displayed In perspective, areas close to the viewpoint will havy a "blocky"
appearance. For regions close to the horizon, a very large number of terrain points
will cover but a single pictur" element (pixel). This can cause aliasing problems and
a tremendous increase in the number of computations needed for display. The usual
solution is to place a false horizon nearer to the observer than the actual true horizon.
Algorithms for direct display of grid data will be described in paragraph 3.2.
Contours represent another way of sampling and storlng a te.:rair surface. The elevations of contours are defined relative to sea level. Contour maps are available for
many areas of the Earth. These may be placed onto a digitizing tablet and input to
the computer by tracing the contour lines with a digitizing stylus. Problems asbociated with storage and display of digitized contours have led most researchers t.o use
contours as a data capture technique, converting to other structures Zor long term
storage (D. 12).
Another approach to storing terrain is the polynomial patch (D. 9). Here, specific
mathematical functions are developed to describe each patch of interest. This usually involves the fitting of low order polynomials to small terrain squares. Wei&htLig
functions assure continuity at patch boundaries. The polynomial patch is not an appropriate method for terrain represIntation, however (D. 11, D. 12). Tuis approach
has not arisen from the phenomenon of interest (i.e., the Earth's topography), nor
even from the data domain or goals of the analysis but rather from computer graphics
techniques. Patches may provide uieful estimates of average quantities, but they
cannot generally accommodate clope discontinuities or local roughness changes conveniently without being redundant over most parts of the data area.
Terrain points are termed surface specific if their location depends on local surface
topography. Features of this type include peaks and pits (local maxima and minima),
passes or saddle points, and ridges. Surface specific points require more storage
space per point than grid points, since all three coordinates (ground position and
elevation) must be explicitly specified. Surface specific points can be obtained by
applying digital filters to DMA terrain arrays. Such filters have been designed by
General Electric for a number of projects. Surface specific points can also be input
to the computer manually, through a map mounted on a digitizing tablet.
Surface-specific points can be joined to form a network of triangular faces. These
faces in aggregate form a piece-wise planar approximation to the Earth's relief.
This triangular representation is convenient for a graphic processing and display.
One shortcoming of triangular faceted surfaces is that they are discontinuous in slope
at edges. This produces an unpleasant appearance in display and creates forbidden
zones where 3-D objects cannot be placed due to the nature of che fast hidden surface
algorithms used.
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It is possible to form a triangulation directly from a contour map, but the result is
not as efficient .& surface specific methods.
3.1.1.2.2

Culture Representation

Planimetric man-made and ecological surface features are often categorized as culture data. Some typical features are lakes, forests, swamps, fields, deserts, and
farmland. Terrain data specifies the topography of the Earth, while culture data
Indicates its color and texture.
The DMA supplies culture files for certain regions of the Earth. A culture file contains mainly the polygonal borders of culture features, along with encoded
descriptions.
Culture data can also be obtained by digitizing maps and aerial photographs.
In order to color a triangular terrain surface, each culture polygon residing In the
area must be intersected with the triangular network. Each polygon must then be
broken up into fragments, such that each fragment falls on only one triangular face.
Another approach tn representing the cultural content of a terrain triangle uses a
Voronoi mosaic. A small number of Voronoi points are placed onto each terrain
triangle (Figure 3.1.1.2.2-1). Each tile of the mosaic consists of the geometric region whose elements are closer to the single Voronol point at its center then to any
other Voronoi point. Each of these points represents a different culture type. When
the triangular face Is displayed in color, each spot on the face is assigned the color
of the nearest Voronoi point. Thus, only one point is required to describe an entire
culture polygon. This yields an efficient method of storing culture data. Appendix
INT. 2 provides a detailed description of Voronoi tessellation.

3.1.1.2.3

Terrain and Culture Storage

Approaches to terrain and culture storage were reviewed in paragraphs 3.1.1.2.1
and 3.1.1.2.2. In surface specific aampling, the points which are selected have a
particular topographic significance; these include peaks, pits, and passes, and points
along ridges and valleys. In order to display the terrain by computer, these points
must be connected to form a network of triangles. In the surface random approach,
points are selected according to criteria independent of the topography. Usually
points are selected on some sort of grid or the elevation of the points are fixed (contour sampling). Generally, grids require much less storage per point than other
enethods, since only one quantity (elevation) must be stored per point. Digitized
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contour t,,onts require two coordinates, while all three must be specified for
surface specific points.
In the final analysis it is not the amount of storage required per point thst is the determining factor in the choice of a terrain storage scheme, it is the total storage required. It c2'u be shown theoretically that in order for grids to produce a
level of precLion comparable to that of surface specific points, more storage is required (D. 11). Furthermore, it is easier to place 3D models on top of planar faces
than a continuously changing surface. For these reasons, a triangular terrain model
appears to be a reasonable choice for many applications.
Culture polygons may be represented by the strings of vertices defining their borders.
Storage can be reduced by eliminating the least significant vertices from polygonal
boarders.
3.1.1.3

Representation of Three-Dimensional Objects

Three dimensional objects should consist of convex polyhedra because convexity
assures simple hidden face calculation. To completely specify any polyhedron requires both a topology of the adjacency relations between the polyhedron's constituent
parts and a geometry specifying the physical dimensions and locations in space of
each part. The geometric description of a polyhedron involves data, while the topological description involves structure. Without both types of descriptions an object's
shape cannot be completely represented, and some operations are impossible.
The topological and geometric aspects of a scene model must be represented in the
computer in a form that allows convenient access by the algorithms that generate
imaiges. The precise choice of a data structure cannot be made until a viewing algorithm is selected. For example, some hidden surface algorithms need to know
which surfaces meet at a particular edge, while others do not require such information. Similarly, some make use of groupings of faces into objects or clusters, while
others treat faces independently.
3. 1. 1.3.1

Geometrical Representations

Classical cartesian coordinate geometry provides a number of schemes for representing a polyhedron. A vertex can be represented by a point, a face by a plane equation, and an edge by a pair of points (Table 3.1.1.3. 1-1).
The geometric definitions of face, edge, and vertex can be deri"EMd directly from each
other (Figure 3. 1. 1.3. 1-2). A vertex is the intersection of twu oplanar) edges. An
edge is the intersection of two faces or joins two vertices. A face can be computed
from two (coplanar) lines or three vertices. Thus, many combinations of vertex,
edge, and face geometrical data may be used to represent a polyhedron and the use of
all three together is highly redundant. However, a minimal representation of a
polyhedron is not necessarily the best choice. Some redundancy may be justified.
3-5
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For complex manipulations and transformations in 3-space, it is common to use a
mapping of the objects into a homogeneous representation in 4-space (Figure
3. 1. 1.3. 1-1. Homogeneous coordinates pro•ide a uniform formulation for translation, rotation, and scaling operations. The extra degree of freedom in the plane
representation allows one to easily distinguish the inside from the outside of an object. For example, if Pis a four element column vector representing a planar face,
then the point represented by vector V will be on its inside or outside according to
the sign of V. P.
On.. ,iisadvantage of a homogeneous representation is a reduction in the efficiency of
strarage.
3. 1. 1..,. 2

Topological Representations

Within the topology of a polyhedron, there are nine possible types of relationships between the pairs of the three types of components (Figure 3. 1. 1. 3.2-1). Storing all
of these relations is highly redundant. In fact, one relation type is sufficient, and
all others can be derived from it. Here again we have the usual tradeoff between
computation and storage. The more information that is stored in a data base, the
less that must be computed later. For vector graphics it is necessary to have one
of the relationships v:{v), e: (v), or f:{vl, in order to know how many vertices are
joined. Shape operations are facilitated by the ring of faces surrounding a vertex
v :(f). Euler number calculations and curved surface operations are aided by the
adjacency among faces, e.g., f :{f).
3..1.1.3.3

Storage of Three-Dimensional Objects

The choice of which geometric information to store depends upon display technique(s)
and mix of data manipulation operations. Vertex coordinates are required when the
data is to be plotted calligraphically. Surface normals or the equivalent face coefflcients are required for raster scan display. Storing more than ona' type of information may ba wasteful and can result in additional bookkeeping when the geometry of
the face is altered.
It is sometimes desirable to store more than one type of topological relationship.
Most systems store relationships in some sort of ring (circular linked list). The
last component points to the first either explicitly or implicitly to complete the ring.
It is possible to use doubly linked lists to facilitate the entry and deletion of
components.
Topological relationships must satisfy P. number of consistency conditions. Each edge
must join exactly two vertices and two faces. Each face must be surrounded by an
equal number (-3) of vertices and edges. Each vertex must be surrounded by an
equal number (3) of faces and edges. The number of faces F, vertices V, and edges
E must satisfy the Euler equation
S~~+V-E=i2H,
SF +V
E
2
21
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where H Is the number of holes in the object. For graphic applications, usually
H-0. An example Is shown in Figure 3,. 1. 1. 3.3-1.
r

Satisfying the Euler equations is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a polyhedral surface to enclose volume. Moebius defined the orientation of a face in terms
of the ordering of the edges and vertices around its perimeter, e. g. , a clockwise
ordering when viewed from outside the object. For a polyhedral surface to enclose
volume, each edgo must be traversed once in both directions. By ordering the elements in a corresponding way in a shape representation, one can make use of thts
property to distinguish inside from outside, as an alternative or in addition to the use
of face normals.
The practical relevance of the Euler and Moeblus conditions is that they may be used
to ensure that shapes are well-defined and consistent. However, for certain applications, It may be desirable to relax these constraints. For example, one may wish
to represent incomplete bodies such as open shells.
A geeralstraegyfor reducing the storage requirements for data is to Identify the
redundancies within it. Data that is similar and repeated throughout the data base
may be stored once in common form and retrieved when needed. That is,, storage
may be saved by accepting some amount of additional computation to retrieve and
process data each time it is needed. Usually, in computer graphics, the alternatives
regarding what information to store and what to compute are significant, but tradeoffs are resolved intuitively or by experience. However, more precise forms of
analyses are possible. These involve tradeoffs between costs of collections of redundant information and storage requirements of each, costs of alternative computation
sequences, and upper bounds on scene display time.

4

One common form of redundancy in graphical data bases Is the redundancy of objects.
The same object may be required in several different locations. Each instance does
not require a separate definition. Instead, the object can be represented once,
with a spatial transformation used to specify each copy. The transformation will
specify a translation, rotation, and scaling.
Carrying this approach to a more basic level provides the user with representations
of frequently used classes of shapes. These shapes may be used as building blocks
for constructing more elaborate objects. A particular shape may be stored or computed. If the shape is computed, the user must specify a few parameters from which
the system computes the required data. For example, a cylinder may be specified
by radius, height, and color.
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NUMBER OF FACES = F = 9
NUMBER OF EDGES = E - 17
NUMBER OF VERTICES = V = 10

EULER E(NATION
F+V-E+2H=9+1O-17+O=2

NUMBER OF HOLES = H = 0

1EA523A

Figure 3. 1. 1.3. 3-1.

Euler Equation illustration
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POLYGON VISUAL ENRICHMENT BY TEIXTURING

3.1.2

The simulation of sensor scenes puts much heavier burdens on storage and processnf-, of geometric data than general computer griephics applications. From the discussion in the preceding paragraphs, it is apparent that low level flight simulation
greatly increu sea the storage problem if enough visual detail is provided to provide
realistic perception of the scene. This problem can be greatly alleviated by coloring
polygons with visual texture patterns which provide greatly enhanced perspective
cues without requiring extra edge storage. Many rich visual texture patterns can be
represented by a small number of mathematical parameters. Such patterns can be
mapped onto polygons at some increase in dioplay processing cost. The parameters
can be adjusted to yield pa.terns which match the visual characteristics of plowed
fields, forests, waves, and cities. The following paragraphs describe mathematical
propertir s of texture patterns. Applications to scene texture generation may be
found in C. 11, C. 23, G. 32 and V. 30.
3.1.2.1

Introduction

A variety of properties have been used to characterize image textures. Several invrestigators analyzed textures by means of the Fourier transform. Rosenfeld and
Troy (V. 26) suggested a measure based upon local edge density. Haralick,
Shanmugin, and Dinstein (V. 14) extracted a number of parameters from a texture's
concurrence matrix. Davis, Johns, and Aggarwal (V. 8) recently generalized the
concept with improved results. Galloway (V. 11) analyzed textures by means of
frequency of runs of constant gray level. Schachter, Davis, and Rosenfeld (V. 27) used
a norm known as total variation to quantify texture coarseness. Tamura, Mori, and
Yarnawaki (P. 22) list six basic texture properties perceived by human observers
(coarseness, contrast, directionality, llnelikeness, regularity, and roughness).
They suggest formulae for computing these properties. The following paragraphs
describe several texture models and discuss their mathematical representation.
3.1.2.2

Random F'

To every point xeE2, attach a random variable Z(x).
is defined as:

(1)

mx)

The mean functicn of Z(x)

EIZ(x).

The covariance function of Z (•) is given by
(2)

C(x,y)

=

EfZ(x) Z*(y)]

iI

-

m(x)m*(y),
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where '*'

denotes coup lex conjugate.

The variogram is defined as

(3)

V(x,y) - E(Z(x)

-

Z(y)

The correlation function of Z(x) is given by
(4)

p (xy)

c

Z is defined as
The cross-correlation between two fields ZI and 2
(5)

Z*(y)]

C12 (xy)= ![Zl(x)

-

m1"x)m(y).

are sometimes given
The covarlance and correlation functions defined In (2) and (4)
in the literature.
the prefix "auto" to distinguish them from ,,cross" functions
constant and its covariance
A random field is (wide sense) stationary if its mean Is a
V(x,y) function depends only on (x-y), i.e., C(xy) = C(x-y), p(x,y):= p(x-y), and
transunder
invariance
implies
V(x-y). In terms of Euclidean motions, stationarity
lation. Furthermore, if statio~arlty holds, the relationship
(6)

C(x-y) = C(O)p(x-y)

exists between the two classes of functions.
is Invariant under
A random field is (wide sense) Isotropic if its covariance function
a polar coordiunder
defined
all rotations about a fixed point. Isotre-y Is most easily
holds,
isotropy
rotation. If
nate systerr (r, 0), with the origin used as the point of
then
(7)

E[Z(r,O) Z*(ro,0o)

=

E[Z(r,0+6) Z*(ro,0 0 +6)],

for all 6, where angular measures are modulo 2 v.

By setting 6 f

-o

inithe

above

depends only on 0-00.
equation, it becomes apparent that the covariance function
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A random field is called homogeneous if it is stationary and isotropic. The notation
used to describe random fields has not been standardized. The terminology here
follows that given by Wong (V. 33). Homogeneity implies invarianoe under all rigid
Euclidean motions. If homogeneity holds C(x y) a C(d). (x,,y) = (d),l and VN y)=
V(d); where d is the Euclidean distance between points x and y.
A discrete real scalar homogeneous random field will be used as the model of spatial
variation.
3.1.2.2.1

Gaussian Random Fields

2

Consider a texture region ACE of unit area. Let G(x) denote the gray level at point
xeA. A real field (G(x)J xeA} is a Gaussian random field if for every finite set of
points xieA, the corresponding gray levels G(xi) are jointly Gaussian random variables. A homogeneous Gaussian random field is completely characterized by its
mean and covariance.
The field reduces the Gaussian white noise if p(d) = p(O) A(d), where b(d) = 1 when
d = 0, and A(d) = 0 otherwise. A white noise texture has no coarseness since each
pixel is colored independently. The business of a texture is often defined as the frequency of transitions from light to dark. Variance is a measure of business.
Let us investigate a particular Gaussian random field for which p (d>0) Is not equal
to zero. The class of textures that we will consider can be produced by sums of
periodic waveforms. Textures of this type can be described by a contour map.
A contour is a line on the map that connects neighboring points of equal gray level.
The difference in gray levels between adjacent contour lines is the contour interval, of the map. Closely spaced contour lines indicate a high gray level gradient:
sparseness or the absence of contours indicates a mild gray level drift or
constancy.
One property of the texture within A is the total length of contour lines. Let Lei denote a particular contour level. Let a denote arc length. The mean roughness E[R]
of the texture ran be written as:

E(R)
where
'•
4

ELE

=~

J
RJ

Lc2
Le;,

ZE (RL

RLcI{xeA:G(x)=L}.

Switzer (G.35) has derived E[R] for a homogeneous Gaussian random field.
tains the result
E[RLR

½Lp"(O)I exp(--L2),
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where G Is scaled to have zero mean and unit variance and p" denotes the second
derivative of the correlation ftmction. When ctour intirvals are equally spaced

-½lp"(o:J!exp(-L2)dL -Iwp"(O)

E[R]=EJRLdL

I

A more common measure of rougtness is the mean magnitude of the image gradient

fwhe re

aL

av

Under the given assumptions aG(x)/ýu and 8IG(x)/av are themselves Gaussian random
variables with zero
mean and variance P11(O). The square of a Gaussian random
variable has ax:2 distribution. Thus, the magnitude of the gradient Is proportional
to the mean of a x random variable with two degrees of freedom. Switzer (G. 35)
obtains
E[RJ -11.

"(0)

.

It Is seen that both derivations of a roughness measure yield the same result. Thus,
irp" (0) ½is an appropriate measure for the roughness of this class of textures.
The fact that "roughness" characterizes some property of this texture does not
necessarily Imply that coarseness or patchiness are inappropriate descriptors.
However, consider the following Intuitive argument claiming that they are. In a
famous series of papers, Longuet-Riggins modelled the height of ocean waves by
sums of long crested waveforms (e. g., see (V. 17)). His model is very similar to
the one described above. Thus, turbulent seas are always described as rough; never
as busy, patchy, or coarse.
3.1.2.2.3

4

Random Mosaics

Mosiacs in art are designs or pictures made by glueing colored objects onto a flat
surface. The Romans classified mosaics into several categories, according to the
kinds and forms of materials used. "Opus tessellatuni" referred to a motif of stone
squares arranged in a simple geometric pattern. This has given rise to the modern
term "tessellation" denoting the covering of the plane by nonintersecting cells.
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Random mosaics may be used to depict homogeneous textures.
a random mosaic will be defined by a two-step construction.
(1)
V:only

To be more oxplicit,

Randomly tessellate a planar region A, of unit area, into cells. Consider
tessellations composed of convex cells. This tessellation must have
the property that the probability that two randomly chosen points fall within
the same cell depends only upon the distance between them.

(2) Independently assign one of m colors to each cell according to the fixed set
of probabilities pl, ". . .P,;
m
.

pi=l.

By this process, partition A into subregions Al, ... , Am;
m
U A.=A,
where Ai is defined to be the union of all cells of color j.
The partitioning of A is the realization of a random proce, s with the following
stationary and transition probabilities (V. 18).

(1) For all seA,
(2)

For all

Pr(seAi)=pi

for i=l,2,...,m.

(s,s')FA, with distance d=Is-s'l between them,

SPr(s'cAilsAj)=Pij(d)=Pi(l-W(d)}+cijW(d)

for i,j=1,2,...,m.

W(d) is the probability that any two randomly chosen points
a distance d apart are both in the same cell of the tessellation.

ci

is the Kronecker delta.
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By saying that a cell is of color-i below, it is meant that the poiats within it have the
distribution N(Gi ,a (d)).
Two or more contiguous cells of the same color will
be said to form a
The variogram for a random. mosaic is given by (G. 32) as
V(d) =E.{ ý(d)+cZ(d)+(ui-uj •pjPij(d)
= ya 1(O)+a (O)+(u-•jpjP.i{l-W(d)}
3
3

Sifj

+

z2piao(d)W(d) + Z2p~af(d){1-W(d)}.

The first term of the above equation deals with inter-region relationships, the second
term with intraregion relationships, and the third term with intracell relationships.
Note that if there is no dependence across intraregion cell boundaries then 02 (d)
in the second term of the equation becomes a (0), if there is no dependence between
points within a cell then a (d) in the third terin of the equation becomes a.(0)
Matern (V. 18) has shown that certain properties of a mosiac can be derived from the
first derivative of the variogram and correlation function:
B

lim V(d)-V(O)

P
:°•

d-+o

lim{V(d)/d}

=

=

V'(0)

d-or_

d

~and

"

Bc
:-limd.opd-(~

-limd~

d

=-'O."

Bp is a measure of the patchiness of a mosiac, Bc is a measure of coarseness.
These measure s are best understood by considering an example.
Poisson Line Mosaic: Consider a tessellation composed of lines in the plane with
random positions and orientations.
Such a system when derived by the
following process possesses the fundamental properties of stationarity and isotropy.
A Poisson process of Intensity T/lr chooses points (e ,b) In the infinite rectangular
strip {O,<e<iTs--<b<-}.
Each of these points may be used to construct a line in the
plane of the form
x cos e +y

(1i

sine

-

b = 0,
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where b is the signed distance to an arbitrarily chosen origin. One may use this process to tessellate any finite region A into cells. Now complete the mosaic by independently assigning one of m colors to the cells according to the fixed set o! probabilities
Pm" These colors will refer to distributions N(ui 9)
P1o,
Now suppose that we drop a Buffon needle onto the mosaic. Let Rc denote the length
of intersection of the needle with a cell of the mosaic, and let fa denote the length of
intersection with a patch of color-a. Pielou (V.,22) has shown that ec has an exponential distribution with mean( Tr/2T) and eahas an exponential distribution with mean
w/2T(I-p.). Hence, the exaected number of times that a needle of unit length intersects cell boundaries is z (2?/n)pi (1-pi).
j=1

Let Uf•Piui.

C(O)

The correlation function'for this texture is:

a

a

1

1

-j2-}

=aT2 z(Piui(u(1-W(d)]+uiW(d))

S=

Z(Piu;)-u2}

o•u(1-W(d)]z(Piui)+W(d)

H-{21WdjWd

E=

7I{Efuý1-u2}W(d)
a

=

j-2}

a

2--W(d) = W(d)

exp(-22rd/w).

(2T/r). Thus, the first derivative of
The coarseness of this texture is Be = -p'(0)
the correlation function supplies information about the mosiac's underlying
microstructure.
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a 2 (d)-af(O)

For We example, sinoe It Is assumed that

,

the virlogram given in

(V. 26) bccomes

V(d) -

2+a +(Ui-Uj)2)pjPi

ij i

l.W(d)2+

(1-W(d))} + H•{P'jPi(l'W(d))}
2

+ r

+

=

QaoPiW(d)

{2a PiW(d)

{(u-u

+le

PiPJ[l-W(dy)

2E{pioa} + ;•.(pipj(l-W(d)](Ui-u.)

2

Thus
V'~
(0
VI(O)

4r V.{(2T/fl~pipj (i

)}.)
2.
10j1

"oi

This example is simplified by considering a two-color mo&,ic.

Cells are indepen-

dently colored black (u1=1) with probability p, or white (u,=0) with probability
P2 = 1 - Pl The
i variogram now reduces to

V(d) = 2p 1a + 2p 2 a2 +2pzp2{lW(d)1.

V'(O)

E {(2T/wr)Pi(l-Pi)}

Thus for this simple case Bp equals Pp, the expected number of patch intercepts on a
randomly dropped test line of unit length.
In summary, mosaic textures are generated by a two-stage process:
(1) a partitioning of the plane into cells; and
(2) a coloring of the cells.
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Bc is a measure of the intensity of the first stage of the process.
a reasonable summary of the statistics of the second stage.

S3.

1. 2.2.4

Bp appears to offer

Bombing Mod'als

lRandom two-color patterns can be formed by "bombing" processes. The bombs are
geometric figores that are dropped onto the plane. The sizes and shapes of these
figures are fixed, but their positions and orientations are random. The foreground
(union cf the dropped figures, "bombed out" region) is assigned one color (say
N(u ,0))
and the background a second color (say N(u 2 ,a])).
12

2

A bombing texture is in some sense less symmetric than a two-color mosaic, since
its foreground and background are formed by different processes. Because this texture is not cellular, Bc - p' (0) has no obvious significance. However, patchiness
can still be characterized as a measure of the border per unit area between the foregraind and background.
For a circular bombing process of intensity x, the variogram is given by
2
V

2

_ii,
i +

2

2

j + (u-uj) piPj

(d)};

where p, is the probability that a point on the plane is covered by a circle,
p 1 =l-exp(-ýr ),p 2 f)-p 1 . Switzer (G. 35) gives

pIP 1 1 (d)

=

(2p1 -1) + pH(d/r),
+ H-dr
/r =

where
)'

*"sin'•(d/2r)}

for

d 42r

Hsid(drr)
~2

for d>2r.

The remaining terms of the equation for the variogram are given by
P

2 (d)=(p

/P 2 )P2 1 (d),

P

(d)=1-P

22

11221

(d),
12

P

(d)=1-P
21

(d).
11

Therefore,

V(d) = 2pla2 + 2p a2 + pPzz(d)(u,-u
=

2pla

+2

+ 2(P 2

X(d/r)u

+
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Then

Vdd

U~

r

(d/r)(,, u

V'(O)

2

2 )

2

)Hdr

)u

)2 V2(u-u
r(exp(L-wr2)}
a

• 2p 2X1Tr(u 1 -j

2

2.

Thua, patchiness is related to the intensity of the bombing process and the contrast
between the foreground and background.
3.1.2.3

Discussion

Many measures have been developed to quantify the structural properties of image
texture, e.g., "business", "patchiness", "coarseness", and "roughness". These
terms have been made more precise by relating them to the stochastic geometry of a
texture's microstructure. Furthermore, this entire set of measures should not be
indiscriminately applied to any texture. The topology of a texture surface actually
prescribes the use of an appropriate subset of these. A descriptor set for a texture
may also include other properties, such as mean gray level and measures of
inhomogeneity.
3.1.2.4

Evaluation of Texture Efficiency

Figure 3. 1.2.4-1 is an image of sixteen texture patterns used in an advanced General
Electric Flight Simulator. In left-to-right, top-to-boLt,•m order, these are used to
represent the surface material cover listed in the left column of Table 3.1.2.4-1.
The view in Figure 3.1.2.4-1 is seen from 6000 feet above the patterns, with a field
of view of 40 degrees. Thus, each texture patch is about 1000 feet on one side which
is about the size of a typical terrain triangle for the finest level of detail on the simulator. Figure 3.1.2.4-2 is a perspective view of the texture used for swamps. Note
the vivid perception of depth caused by the perspective compression of the pattern
with distance.
The edge savings gained by using texture can be evaluatod by estimating the number of
edges required to mimic each pattern shown in Figure 3.1.2.4-1. These numbers
appear in the middle column of Table 3. 1.2.4-1. Dividing by the area of each texture
patch yields the edge density per square nautical mile which appears in the right column of Table 3.1.2.4-1. These numbers represent the number of edges that do not
have to be modeled to achieve visual richness via texturing.
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Table 3. 1.2.4-1.

Edge Equivalents of Texture Pattern

Surfae

Edgs PerEdgs8Ser
n

Terrain Face
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Water
Industrial
Urban
Suburban
Runway Surface
Normal Soil
Desert
Swamp
Rocky Surface
Plowed Field
Mud/Tidal Flat
Orchard
Forest
Farmland
Runway Stripe (10,000 feet)
Cloud Layer

200
26
60
120
5304
256
35
42
52
79
23
1014
1350
169
192
23

2I

7,384
960
2,215
4,430
195,811
9,451
1,292
1,551
1,920
2,917
849
37,435
49,839
6,239
1,073
849

Recall that scene edge density was 265 edges per nm2 in the very high detail target
areas discussed in paragraph 2.1.2. The use of forest texture provides nearly a
50, 000 edge equivalent for the same area according to Table 3. 1. 2, 4-1. Thus, texture improves storage efficiency by a factor of two hundred-to-one for equivalent
visual richness. For rather featureless desert areas, the ratio is only about fiveto-one. Even this smaller number represents a conisiderable improvement in scene
generation system storage required to represent equivalent visual content using
texture.
While the preceding analysis concerns only a single level of detail, textures for
flight simulators are designed at multiple levels, based on the samre kinds of resolution change as described for terrain level of detail in paragraph 2. 1.4. Thus,
texture edge equivalent density changes by a factor of two for each level of detail,
and the efficiency ratios derived in the pre ceding paragraph hold for all levels of
detail.
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3.1.3

POLYGON DATA BASE DISPLAY

Several software packages for generating scones from polygonal data bases with a
general-purpose digital computer, are described below.
3. 1.3. 1

Brigham Young University MOVIE System

The input data to the MOVIE system can consist of planar faces, solids, or contour
drawings. Routine MOVIE is the heart of the system. It is the display program for

triangular and quadrilateral elements.

The executable program consists of threeI

FORTRAN source files: MOVIE. FOR, HIDDEN. FOR, and DEVICE. FOR compiled
and loaded together.
MOVIE. FOR is the interactive command processor. HIDDEN. FOR does the hidden
surface remaval calculations, using the Watkins algorithm. DEVICE. FOR takes
care of display activities.
Translation and rotation of the model in any direction or about any one of the cartesian coordinates is possible using rigid body commands. Other commands allow theI
selection of color and shading rules for continuous tone images.

3. 1.3. 2

General Electric Static Scene Generators

Several experimental software systems are used at General Electric to simulate aircraft flight scenes. They are designed for minicomputer simulation of CIG systems
to evaluate new algorithms before committing to expensive hardware implementation.
The time required to generate the image of a single frame in full color changes from
a few minutes to over an hour, depending on scene richness and processing complexity. The general flow of data in these software systems is illustrated ýan Figure
3. 1.3.2-1. Several scenes generated by such systems are shown in Figure 3. 1. 3.2-2,
3. 1.3.2-3, 3. 1.3.2-4 and 3. 1.3.2-5.
Figure 3. 1.3.2-4 is a reproduction of a CIG image of an airfield seen from sev'iral
thousand feet up. The visible scene is composed of about 14.DOO edges, roughly half
of which are contained in the taxiways and runways with their assorted markings.
Many of these markings are too small to be seen from this elevation. A low altitude
view of an airfield, including haze, is provided in Figure 3. 1. 3.2-5.
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Figure 3.1.3.2-1.

Scene Generation System
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Figure 3. 1.3.2-3 is a reproduction of a CIG image of triangulated DMA terrain,
Although the data within the field of view technically contains about 350 edges, only a
few dozen are visible. The remainder are principally terrain polygons which are
hidden behind hills and ridges looming large in the foreground. This geometric situation is typical of low altitude flight scenes and emphasizes the value of texture in
providing rich perspective cues on what would otherwise be featureless surfaces. The
edge equivalence of the visible edges is approximately 800, more than ten times the
number of visible polygon edges.
3. 1.3.3

Mathematical Applications Group's SYNTHAVISION

SYNTHAVISION is primarily used for making animated cartoons for TV commercials.
General Electric has obtained the rights to the package. Some General Electric locations have implemented this system on a VAX computer equipped with an array
processor.
SYNTHAVISION constructs objects from generic solids (e.g., cylinders, cones, cubes,
ellipsoids, etc.) These solids may be combined in any fashion to form more complex
objects. Since SYNTHAVISION builds volumes from geometric shapes rather than
vertices, scene definition is easier than for most other systems.
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DIRECT DISPLAY OF GRID DATA BASES
INTRODUCTION

The representation of geometric data in terms of polygons has a long and fruitful
history in computer graphics for several reasons. Among these are that relatively
few data items (e. g., a list of vertices) can be used to represent large geometric
entities (polygons and figures constructed from them). Additionally, the linear
geometry of planes provides simple interpolating computations for generating crisp
projected displays which are unambiguous in visual interpretation. Analytic geometry
provides straightforward techniques for transformation of data corresponding to
motion, scaling, or rotation without altering the underlying data structure. Coinputer graphics was first applied to generating displays of rather simple objects
representing boxes, buildings and vehicles. As algorithms became more efficient
and hardware performance improved, real-time computer graphics applications arose
in flight training with the birth of visual flight simulation via CIG. In this application, terrain was represented by a few large planes plus a few polyhedral mountains
or hills. More recently, terrain has been represented as a complex network of
polygons which closely fit real world terrain. This has Introduced some new data storage and Processing problems which are beginning to offset the efficiency of polygon
representation of terrain in visual and sensor simulation. The nature of these problems and the alternative of rendering displays directly from grid data are
beow

Visual flight simulators have approached the chaUenge of low level detection avoidance mission simulation by increasing terrain visual content per unit area. This is
achieved by adding texture to polygons and increasing the fineness of polygonal

¶

*

include an interlocking data structure to provide for decreasing the level of detail
at extreme ranges to prevent system overload. Such processing overloads are often
caused by large numbers of terrain polygons overlapping relatively few raster display lines near the horizon. Furthermore, the generation of the polygon network
from source data becomes much more expensive as the network more closely
approximates real terrain (C. 23). The source data for terrain simulation is
usually the Defense Manping Agency digital data base which consists of a regular
terrain elevation grid, the outlines of planimetric data which characterize ground
material, and points designating localized features such as towers.
Hardware processing costs per unit of image resolution increase with Polygon based
methods but decrease with grid based methods. Recent advances in VLSI and parallel
algorithm design are tipping the balance dramatically in favor of grid based methods,
Particularly in low level flight environments. When the crossover point is reached
within the next few years, a radical improvement will occur in scene generation
hardware and image quality.

Several historical disadvantages to grid techniques
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are diminishing due to advances in VLSI and some new algorithms. One such disadvantage is that grid data bases require about twice as much storage as polygon
data bases to represent terrain at any given elevation accuracy (D. 11). A more
fundamental problem is that very little work has been done In developing geometrically valid algorithms for rendering Images directly from grid data because of the
success of polygon representations in most other applications of computer graphics.
Most grid rendering algorithms are variants of ray tracing; that is, each pixel is
assumed to be an image of a ray projected from the viewpoint through the terrain
surface. Some of the difficulties encountered include complex hidden parts calculations, ad hoc handling of sampling mismatches due to perspective effects, and the
lack of geometrically valid interpolation bet-' een elevation points. A few siuccessful
approaches have only recently been described in the literature (D. 1, D. 20, D. 3,
D. 19 and D. 7). General Electric has recently completed development of a micronrocessor based system which carries out an algorithm closely related to the first
algorithm described in the following paragraphs. The general approach for most
existing algorithms consists of the following sequence of three operations.

*

1. Surface normal vectors are computed for each grid point by using neighborIng elevations to approximate local surface slope.

2. These normal vectors are used to generate surface shading at each pointI
by assuming surface brightness is a function of the angle between the
normal and an Illumination vector.

V

3. The result, which resembles a shaded relief map, is used to generate a
perspective image by ray tracing terrain points through screen pixels to
a single viewpoint.
Details follow.
3.2.2

4

SURFACE NORMAL COMPUTATION

Figure 3. 2. 2-1. depicts a 30 mile x 30 mile region of the Cascade Mountain Range In
northern Washington State. Each of the 512 x 512 pixels represents a single DMA
Level I elevation sample point, with elevation represented by pixel brightness. Thus
Mount Baker,. a high point, appears as the bright mass in the upper left and take
Shannon, a low area, occupies the dark trough In the middle. This fine resolution
grid can be used to determine local earth surface normals for purposes of sunshading by taking differences between neighboring elevation values as described
below.
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FFi,..ue 3.2.2-2 reoresents a microscopic view of a single pixel in Figure 3.2.2-1
and its eight neighbors. The grid sacing Ay Is about 300 feet In this particular
To develoo the general method for local surface orientation, however, both
A x and Ay are normalized to unity. Hence (I, J) may be used to denote the space

point (lI x, j•Ay).
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i-_

(0+1, j-1)

H' j-)

(i-i, j-L.

Ax-j

_

(i, j+1)

(i-1, j+1)

"Figure3.2.2-2.

j)

+,

(0+1,j+1)

Terrain Grid Notation

The values of H at the two points (x,y) and (x+Ax, y+Ay) are related by the Taylor
expansion.

y + qy)=

(1) H(x + Ax,
+

+•

*1 (Ax-

"I(Ax

ax

+ Ay -•-

H(x,y) + (Ax 2

H (x,y)+

8Y
n-f1
a~
H(xy) + Rn.
AT.
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The remainder term Rn is defined as follows:
+
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=..(
n!

+

aY Dx

y )n, ]
IA+

o [(jAx+

y + §4Y)

H (x + §x,

=

where OL§L1.

Again use the grid point (i, j) to represent the space pcont (lAx, j Ay).
Expanding H (i-A x, j) and H (i+Ax, j) about the central value of H (i, j) gives:
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Now letting Ax = Ay = 1, we can solve equations (2) through (5) to
obtain the derivatives in the X and Y directions at point (i, j).
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(6) Backward x- Difference

a H (jI,
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(7) Forward x- Differeuce
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j)
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)
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(i,

1)

ay
The unit surface normal at grid point (i, j) is given by:
(12) K (x, Y)

j)
L H (i.
c~x

C

+(h (iax

Where

LiJ
cay

it

'C-ay
a+

In order to prevent the derivative field from being offset by one-half
a grid point distance in the X and Y directions, it is probably preferable
to use the central differences when computing n' (x,y).
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3.2.3

SURFACE SHADING COMPUTATION

Assume that a height field H(x, y) is illuminated by a point light source at infinity and
amblenm light. 'ihe location of this point light source can be given in terms of its
azimuth c and elevation 2 (see Figure 3. 2. 3-1). Under the cnnvention used for sunlight, azimuth is neasured clockwise from North, while elevation is the angle between the light source and the horizon.
-orme of the light reach!ng a surface is reflected, while the remainder passes on into
the substance of the body to be absorbed. The reflected light has components which
may be characterized as either diffuse or specular. A point on a purely diffusely
reflecting surface has the same brightness at every angle of observation. Differences
in brightness result from differences in the amount of incident light per unit area
intercepted by portions of the surface at various angles to the light source. AccordIng to Lambert's Law of Diffuse Reflection, the amount of light reaching an observer
from a surface element is related to the intensity of the light source P for frequency
A and the cosine of the incident angle I (Figure 3.2.3-2). A negative cosine value
indicates that the light source is on the opposite side of the object from the surface
element. if the object is opaque, the contribution from this surface element is zero.
Let n (x, y) be the unit surface normal at point (x, y) and n be a unit vector in the
direction of the light source. Then, the diffuse term can be expressed as

SP•os I
max [O, PAn(x, y). n

for

I <,r/2

-

(3.2.3-1)
0, otherwise

where
-*
n(x,y)

C

- oH(x, y)
.Cax

=

[1+

-aH(x. y)
'

2
Hxy)
ax

/

/C

Cy

+

(alx(Jy)
aoy'

f2

1-1

and
np

(sin a cos 9, cos ce cos Q', sin 0)T

A specular reflector is mirror-like; the angle of reflection of most of the light is
equal to the angle of incidence. For a perfect mirror surface, light woald only reach
an observer if the surface normal fell half way between the source direction and the
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eye direction. For less than perfect reflectors, the amount of specular reflection
reaching the eye Is related to a power of the cosine of the angle between the direction
of reflected light and the viewline. The specular term can be expressed as
i(.(y.nn(X, X

y)

n)(x, y)

for (n (x, yr. n

and

(x, y)N no (x, y)) > 0
(3.2.3-2)

where
((x,y).n
r

o

(x,y))

2n(x,y).n )(n(x,y).n (x,y))-6 .n (Y)),I
p
o
p 0

where ni (x, y) is the unit vector at point (x, y) in the direction of the reflected light,
no (x, y) is the unit vector at point (x, y) in the direction of the observer, and k is dependent on tie shininess of the surface. A high value of k corresponds to a small
surface glare noint (highlight).
Ambient light strikes a surface point equally from all directions and thus is reflected
equally in all directions. The intensity of ambient light for wavelength XwilV be
denoted by A
The albedo of an object is the fraction of the incident energy which is reflected by the
object over the entire electromagnetic bandwidth. The albedo of a surface for frequency X will be denoted by r . Tables exit. for r for many natural materials (D. 15,
D. 16, D. 17). These numbers are useful for simulAting realistic images of natural
materials. The visual albedo of an object refers to the object's albedo as perceived
by the human visual system. It is the product of the object's albedo and the spectral
luminosity of the human eye.
A number of simplifying assumptions are required in order to present an equation for
the appearance of a surface. Assume that light reflected from one surface element
does not illuminate another surface ele'anent, since such an effect is difficult to model
and will lead to giobal computations. In addition, all surfaces will be assumed to be
nonfluorescent; i.e., they are not sources of light. Also a,-urme that surface elements
do not cast shadows on each other. Under the above assumptions and simplifications,
the appearance of surface point (x, y) over the visible bandwidth is given by
R(x,y) = 'max

1 0 [n(x,y) np]I rX(x,y)PX

+ (1-K)max t0, [n(x,y)-np] }(max 10, [r (x,y). n (x,y)] I}rAlx, Y)Pk
+ r X(x, y)A ,

for 380im < X<770nm,
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(3.2.3-3)

where Kis the prouortion of light from the point light source which is diffusely reflected. The three terms correspond respectively to diffuse, specular and ambient
comiponents.
Before an image is displayed on a color cathode-ray tube, frequency values are
usually converted first to CIE tristimulus values and then to red, green, and blue
intensity levels.
For many applications, equation (3. 2. 3-3) is unnecessarily complex. A simple
m onochromatic model for the appearance of a height field can be obtained by eliminating the specular reflectance term and making all other terms independent of wavelength. Under these simplifications, equation 3.2. 3-3 becomes
R(xy)

Pmax {0, fn (x, y) nJ}+A.
P
(3.2. 3-4)
p
Figure 3. 2. 3-3 illustrates the application of shading to the data displayed in
Figure 3.2.2-1. Note how much more vividly terrain relief stands out than in theI
elevation display. Figure 3. 2.3-4 illustrates the DMA planimetric surface material
color of this region, modulated by the sun shading values. This image is the source

data for the perspective images discussed in the following paragraph.I
3.2.4
r

b

PERSPECTiVE DISPLAY COMPUTATION

Perspective display of data of the type shown in the preceding paragraphs is generated by tracing rays from a viewpoint through screen pixels to the first terrain
elevation points encountered in the grid data. A pixel is assigned the color of the
shaded culture image (Figure 3.2. 3-4) found at that grid location. There are many
possible ways to sequence through the grid data in order to optimize memory access
and processing. Each attempts to take advantage of data or display coherence to
avoid duplicating computations. Data access order and computational complexity
are crucial factors in the task of efficiently carrying out the enormous number of
steps characteristic of grid display. The drawback of computation volume may be
more than offset by the simplicity of the individual steps embodied in efficient compact hardware. For example, under an IR&D program, General Electric has
developed a microprocessor based Mission Planning and Briefing Console which
implements such algorithms.
The following paragraphs describe two different methods of processing grid data for
perspective display. The first is based on efficient sequential algorithms and the
second is based on new parallel algorithms.
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3.2.4.1

Azimuth Ra, Tracing Algorithm

Figure 3.2.4.1-1 illustrates the basic geometry of the projection of grid data onto
the viewscreen. Each pixel is projected onto a sample point of the grid. The color
associated with that point is then assigned to the pixel. The order in which data is
scanned is illustrated in Figure 3. 2.4. 1-2. Basically, the screen is divided into
columns of pixels (c) which correspond to equal azimuth sectors (a) cutting through
the data base. Each screen column is swept from bottom to top so that screen raster
increments correspond to successive range increments in the data base (b). The
final result is an image such as shown in Figure 3.2.4.1-3. Various enhancements
may be introduced such as hazing or texturing. Distance hazing caused by atmospheric scattering is modeled by blending terrain color with a blue-white haze color
as a function of range, namely,
HAZED COLOR = COLOR * (I -(EXP (-Ki)) * HAZE)
This exponential haze fading is borne out by atmospheric models (C. 17, C. 18).
Figure 3.2.4.1-4 illustrates such an enhanced image.
Azimuth ray tracing algorithms generate undesirable artifacts at very long ranges
and very short ranges due to oversampling and undersampling of the data grid by
pixel projections. However, excellent images have been generated by applying oversampling and smoothing techniques. Figure 3.2.4.1-3 was generated by this
technique. The latter is a serious problem for low level sensor imagery. Another
drawback of azimuth ray tracing is the random accessing of grid data memory which
prevents efficient parallel processing. The algorithm described in the next paragraph avoids such problems.
3.2.4.2

Parallel Computation Algorithm

During the investigation and enhancement of existing grid data base display algorithms, a new algorithm was devised which is radically different from existing
methods. Although the algorithm has not yet been implemented, the design reveals
some promising new properties which suggest highly efficient hardware or software
implementation.

*.

The new algorithm accesses rows and columns of data Independently. It completely
decouples depth related calculations (haze, occulting, and perspective) from scanline related calculations (azimuth ray images). Such properties encourage parallelism in the design of compact, inexpensive hardware systems for generathig
realistic, geometrically valid perspective images of terrain directly from Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) data. These properties also provide for straightforward
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enhancement of close range scenes by elevation interpolation and the interleaving
of models or special features during either dAta definition or display generation. The
grid data structure is Ideal for fractal interpolation to generate realistic terrain
images at close ranges without storing the corresponding elevation data.
The algorithm is designed to render perspectively correct color displays of grid
data base~s. Anti-aliasing, valid occlusion of invisible features (priority) and distance fading (haze) calculations are inherent in the algorithm. Computational
organization exploits highly parallel hardware efficiency by making row and column
calculations simple, local and independent. Trigonometric functions are avoided
entirely and access to the grid data base is by row-column rather than random. There
are five major steps to the algorithm, each of which Incorporates row or coblimn
independent parallel computation, described below. The grid data base is assumed
to contain color and elevation data just as in ray tracing algorithms.
Step 1: Rotate the grid data base by the negative of the yaw angle of viewer
attitude. This aligns the boresight with the data base axis, a crucial step in
achieving row and column independence in subsequent steps. The grid
rotation can be carried out by row and column parallel operations as described in (D. 21).
Step 2: Perform a perspective transformation on the elevation grid by independent parallel row operations. This is basically a resampling process
which yields elevation points at fixed distance from the viewplane, lined up
along constant azimuth planes. It is carried out in parallel by grid row.
Step 3: Trace the perspectively transformed azimuth grid outward, calculating the color contribution of successive elevation points to successive
pixels including such effects as distance haze fading, anti-aliased color
transition, and valid occlusion of invisible data.
Step 4: Correct the perspective distortion associated with viewplane pitch
by applying a parallel transformation to screen data by computations resembling those of Step 2. That is, screen rows are compressed according
to pixel footprint width, but this time there are no elevation calculations,
only color calculation.
Step 5: Rotate screen data to account for view attitude roll in the same
manner as the first step, but on screen color data rather than the data base.
Obviously Steps 4 and 5 could be omitted entirely if the roll and pitch of the viewplane
are both zero. Details of these steps are described below In paragraphs 3.2.4.2.1
through 3.2. 4. 2.5.
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3.2.4.2.1

Step I

The efficiency of the entire algorithm depends on the fact that- the grid coordinate
system is aligned with the viewray through the viewpoint perpendicular to the viewscreen. As can be seen in Figure 3.2.4.2-8, this results in constant range for all
grid points in a row parallel to the screen, which greatly simplifies data access and

computation.I
Grid rotation by matrix multiplication of point coordinates is computationally expensive, slow and complicated in terms -of order of data access. Hence we use a much
simpler, faster, and more parallel method described in detail in (D. 21). Briefly,
the me thod of rotation consists in decomposing the transformation into four simpler
ones, two shears, a shrink, and a stretch as Illustrated in Figure 3.2.4.2-1. Each
of these simple transformations moves data parallel to one of the grid axaj. Geometrically valid accounting for the discrete nature of grid data Is achieved by
computing new data values as sums of old values weighted by the area of overlap of
grid cells as illustrated in Figure 3. 2.4. 2-2. Thp, "'ziglliiag coefficients may be
calculated efficiently from the slope of the shear by modulo arithmetic carried out
by the processor illustrated in Figure 3.2.4.2-3. The derivation of this calculation
is based on a discrete code for linear transformations invented by Rothstein described
in (G. 29).
While the derivation is Loa~ lengthy for inclusion here, the result is that each
weighting coefficient can be calculated by &
1 single fixed point addition of two numbers
whose precision is that of the grid; i. e. , 10 bits for a 1024 X 1024 grid.
The modulo arithmetic unit can be used to control source and destination grid
addresses and generate the coefficients to drive the digital filter which routes data
through the transformation as illustrated in Figure 3.2.4.2-4. Figure 3.2.4.2-5
illustrates the sequence of data transformations and shows that they may be carried
out in parallel. With a 1 MHz instructio~i cycle time, a complete 1000 x 1000 point
grid can be rotated in four milliseconds, almost an order of magnitude faster than
required by video frame rates. Figure 3.2.4. 2-6 illustrates a software simulation
of the algorithm on a grid image. Note the total absence of aliasing effects and the
preservation of detail. This implies that rotating a terrain grid by this method
would not introduce any instability to elevation; i. e. , the ground would not ripple
as view attitude changes in real time.
3.2.4.2.2

Step 2

Motivation for the perspective transformation of grid data can best be understood by
looking at Figures 3.2.4.2-7 and 3.2.4.2-8, which represent side and top views of
the screen projection configuretion. Figure 3. 2.4. 2-7 is a vertical slice through the
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viewpoint. Refer to the terrain grid coordinates as U (away from the viewpoint) and
V (to the right horizontally parallel to the screen). A line of grid points at constant
U value is referred to as a row, and a line of grid points of constant V is referred
to as a column of data. Associated with each grid point is a terrain elevation
Z(U, V) above the zero level, and a specification of the color C(U, V) at that point.
Uf the eyepoint is at height h above the zero elevation plane, then the data at (U,V)
will project to the screen at pixel position.
row i =

h-Z

V

Ucolumnj

The color of that pixel should be C(U,V). This straightforward approach leads to
some geometric problems which are avoided by the proposed algorithm.
At long ranges, several elevation posts contribute to the image at one pixei. At close
ranges, the opposite is true; each elevation post contributes to severel pixels. A
straight viewray algorithm thus undersamples distant points and oversanmples close
ones. Visual artifacts for distant views consist of terrain elevation discontinuities
which change for changing yaw angles. At close ranges, the effect is a blocky
app~earance of terrain with abrupt elevation changes between elevation points. Both
visual artifacts can be avoided by resampling the data rows to generate new elevation
posts whose spacing is precisely that of viewrays through laterally adjacent pixels
as shown by the small circles in Figure 3.2.4.2-8. Note that because the view
tcreen is aligned with data base coordinates, the viewray intersections with a row
of elevation posts are equally spaced at any particular range. This property permits
the u.e of a fixed resampling scheme for all points in any row of constant range.
The computational advantages are that data may be accessed in stream fashion
rather than randomly, and the resampling parameters need only be updated once
per data row.
Figure 3. 2.4. 2-9 illustrates a variety of near zone interpolation schemes; the dark
dots correspond to grid data points at constant U values (in the sam3 row). The
pixel sample points would fall between these grid points. Elevation values are to be
assigned as values of the interpolating curve. The zero(th) order case corresponds
to oversampling characterized by straight ray tracing methods and yields blocky
looking close terrain. First order interpolation eliminates the discontinuities
between the blocks. Higher order interpolation yields surfaces with higher degrees
of continuity.
The lnterpc'ation scheme in the near zone may be quite arbitrarily chosen to satisfy
a wide variety of criteri*, While smoothness is often desired in in.erpolation of
functions, it may be quite undesirable in simulation because roughness is a much

I
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better visual cue. Recantly in computer graphics (G. 5), random processes have been
used to generate strikingly realistic artificial terrain. These processes yield surfaces and curves called fractals; they have many of the shape and roughness
properties of natural terrain. Though their mathematical expression is rather complex, computed values of fractals can be stored in a lookup table. Such a lookup
table can be used for interpolation between data points with less computation than any
of the polynomial methods.
Figure 3.2.4.2-10 illustrates a fractal property of statistical self-similarity.
Though the sampling rates of the superf-vposed curves differ by almost an order of
magnitude, they match position very closely. This crucial property of fractals
assures unlimited continuous level-of-detail change to microscopic levels using a
single lookup table, while preserving visL.ýl stability of the synthesized terrain.
Fractal methods are particularly suitable for grid data bases because of the geometric
coherence (geometric neighbors are stored as memory neighbors) of the data structure. In polygonal network data bases, new levels of detail require multilevel pointer
indexing through randGmly stored data. This requires searching and sorting,
computations whose complexity increases woroe than linearly with data quantity.
The resampling schemes in all three zones generate horizontal perspective corrected
grid data by computations involving multiplicaticon and addition. By properly scaling
the multiplication, division by distance fr :• v.;cwpoint can be carried out at the same
time to yield vertical, perspective corrected elevation. That is, all elevations in a
grid row can be divided by the constant U characterizing that row during the resampling process. The result of this operation on the data shown in Figure 3.2.4.2-7
is shown in Figure 3.2.4.2-11. The corrected elevations may be used directly for
priority (occlusion of visibility) as described in the following section.
J. 2.4.2.3

Step 3

Now that the ground positions of grid points have been perspectively corrected in
Step 2, each column of data projects to a single column of pixels or, the screen.
Hence, occlusion of visibility for any terrain data can only be caused by data in the
same column with a smaller value of U; i.e., closer to the viewpoint. This geometric property provides a very simple, parallel priority rule which requires no
sorting whatsoever.
Let Figure 3.2.4.2-11 represent a side view of any column of data and its screen
projection. Since elevations have been perspectively corrected, the projection onto
the screen is horizontal. Thus, pixel color assignment with correct priority is
accomplished simply by iterating upward along a column of pixels without backtracking. At each step to a new pixel, the terrain color is assigned to that pixel.

*
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Fractal Curves From [Fournier and Fussel, 1980]
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Otherwise, the terrain color contributes to the pixel, but weighted by the relative
elevation achieved within the pixel. The left column in Figure 3. 2.4. 2-11 illustrates this process in pixel 7 which receives color contributions from terry"in posts
3 and 4. Note in pixel 4 that elevation posts 6 and 7 are hidden behind post 5 and
hence contribute nothing. This Illustrates the simplicity of implementing priority.
When the end of the terrain is reached, remaining pixels are colored with the sky
color, denoted by S in Figure 3. 2. 4. 2- 11.
Since. the U values represent distance from the viewpoint, hazing may be introduced
directly into the pixel color assignment process by blending the elevation based
assignment of color with haze color using the current value of U to determine weighttng coefficients. The value of U may also be used to merge polygonal data base
models such as buildings or vehicles. That is, range to terrain Is automatically
available and can be used to implement any range based priority scheme for models,
regardless of their source.
3.2.4.2.4

Step 4

Step 1 corrected view orientation for aircraft yaw by rotating the grid data base to
align with direction of view. Step 4 corrects for aircraft V -ch by perspectively distorting the image generated in Step 3 as follows.

L

The vertical screen at the top of Figure 3.2.4.2-12 holds an image generated by
Steps 1 through 3. Had the projection originally been to the pitched screen, the ray
from any object in the 3-D terrain to the viewpoint is the same ray which generated
the corresponding image in the vertical screen. That is, the pitched screer~ image
can be comp~uted directly as a plane projection of the image on the vertical screen,
without the need to refer to the 3-D terrain data. The pitched screen image of
vertical screen data Is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 3. 2.4. 2-12. Note that
pixel rows are parallel in both Images; hence the calculation for projection ispre)cisely that used to resample the grid in Step 2, illustrated in Figure 3.2.4.2-8.
Rather than resampling terrain data, pixel contents are resampled In Step 4.
3.2.4.2.5

Step 5

The only view attitude orientation remaining uncorrected is aircraft roll. This may
be regarded as a rotation about a perpendicular to the viewplane, through the viewDoint. The visual effect of roll may be accounted for by rotating the image depgcted
at the bottom of Figure 3. 2. 4. 2-12 about the center of the screen. This rotation can
be carried out on pixel data exactly as the computation described in Step 1.
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Perspective Correction for Pitched View
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3.2.4.2.6

Anti-Aliasing and level of Detail

The allasing artifacts of ray tracing methods caused by undersampllng at long range
are completely eliminated by the Step 2 hortmontal resampling illustrated in Figure
3.2.4.2-8. In the far zone, the continuous decrease of filter window width with
decreasing range smoothly changes the level of detail at which data Is displayed.
This smooth transition progresses through the mid-zone where the area sampling
properties of the Rothstein code method play the anti-aliasing role when filter window
size is fixed. In the near zone, continuity equivalent to anti-aliasing is achieved by
interpolation. From the disc ,ssion on fractals, it is apparent that level of detail at
close ranges can be increased without limit, and with no discontinuous changes
observable. This property contrasts sharply with polygon models of terrain.
The properties of Steps 1 and 2 discussed above eliminate aliasing effect between
horizontally adjacent pixels in the display. Anti-aliasing between vertically adjacent
pixels is achieved by the column scanning of Step 3, illustrated in Figure 3.2.4.2-11.
The weighted average combining of color at each pixel is equivalent to pixel oversampling in the vertical dimension. The sampling rate is equivalent to the resolution
of perspective corrected terrain elevations in pixel units. The combining rule
assures correct area times color pixel tone and hence smooth transitions under
motion. Step 4 achieves anti--aliasing by the same arguments as given for Step 2,
which it closely resembles. Rtep 5 anti-aliasing is achieved by properties of the
Rothstein code discussed in (D. 21).
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SECTION 4
ADVANCED IMAGE SYNTHESIS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Presented in this section is the functional description of an Advanced Image Synthesis
System preliminary design performed as a principal task of this study. This description includes a system summary, performance requirements and detailed characteristics, hardware and software descriptions, and environmental considerations.
SYSTEM SUMMARY

4.2
4.2.1

SYSTEM PURPOSE

The intent of the Advanced Image Synthesis System is to provide a combination of
hardware and software resources which will facilitate the development and evaluation
of techniques, algorithms, and/or methodologies for generating and displaying visual
and sensor scenes in an efficient, cost-effective manner. Subordinate to this objective
are desirable system performance characteristics which include but are not limited
to the following:
0

High quality/fidelity scene generation and display.

0

Reasonably high scene generation speed (optimized balance between time and
cost).

•

Reasonably simple operation, good human interface provisions.

*

Large storage capacity.

0

Flexibility for readily accommodating new/revised algorithms, techniques,
procedures, etc.

•

Capability to support efficient data base generation/modification.

•

Modular growth/expansion capability (hardwace and software).

•

Commercial, off-the-shelf hardware.
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4.2.2

BACKGR~OUND CONSIDERATIONS

Image analysis and synthesis functions are usually carried out in one of two types of
equipment environments. One Is Inexpensive, general-purpose,and relatively low In
performance, The second Is expensive, special-purpose, and high In performance.
Standard minicomputer environments fall into the first category; Figure 4. 2-1. illustrates the data flow In such a system. Flight simulators based on GIG systems fall
into the second category. While large general-purpose computers are sometimes used
in large-scale production Image processing systems or on a part-time basis in timesharing environments, these are not cost-effective in flexible experimental environments dedicated to image processing and synthesis. The limitations of each of these
categories in terms of cost, performance, and resident software are discussed below.
Standard minicomputer systems usually consist of a medium performance 16-bit CPU,
a rqiarter megabyte of core memory, a disk or two with a few megabytes of storage, a
tape drive, and other peripherals. Images are often displayed on calligraphic media

such as storage tube mr's. Refresh memories attached to color raster displays are

I.
r
i.

available at extra cost. While such systems are relatively inexpensive, performance
for image processing and synthesis tasks (which constitute the core functions of the
system described herein) are woefully Inadequate for the following reasons: The 16bit memory word size is insufficiently accurate for most calculation.%liwolved in
image generation. The roughly four decims]. digits which 16 bits can represent cannot
meet both distance and resolution values typical of simulated scenes. For a resolution
of 0. 1 foot, a distance of less than one mile is the maximum range of data object
representation. Matrix operations and perspective division operations are even more
critically dependent on sufficient bits of precision.

The core memory size of standard minicomputer systems is barely large enough to
hold one black and white toned Image of normal television resolution... Since many
image simulations require three-color processing, data must often be swapped between
disk and memory, slowing down system operation. Existing graph~cs packages are
often very bulky and may need to be partitioned Into several core image tasks, further
degrading system performance. Such packages are also mismatched to the special
characteristics of flight image synthesis. They are often set up for spline-based data
bases rather than the grid or polygonal data bases associated with flight simulation.
They are designed to simulate special effects such as gloss and translucency which
are not Important for the purposes of sensor imaging simulation. On the other hand,
they are not designed to simulate light sources, haze, fog, and level-of-detail transition - special effects wh!,ch are very Important for sensor simulation. Standard
graphics packages designed for general-purpose data structures are inefficient and
often inadequate for rendering displays of complex, special-purpose data bases in
sensor or visual simulation.
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The few megabytes of disk storage on standard minicomputers are inadequate for
storing large data bases or large numbers of images which the sensor simulation task
inputs and outputs, respectively. Ten megabytes will hold only three full-color
pictures (8-bit x 3 planes) at 1000 X 1000 image resolution. Magnetic tape is slow to
read and write for off-line storage.
Typically, a standard minicomputer-based inage generation program may require
several hours of run time to produce a single high quality image. However, specialpurpose CIG hardware for generating images is expensive (millions of dollars),
massive, and inflexible. The hardwiring of algorithms also eliminates the possibility
of modifying them to simulate different sensor images and freezes the acceptable data
structures to a single type. It is cost-effective to pay this price when it is absolutely
necessary to achieve maximum image quality in 1/30 of a second of processing time.
Such stringent speed requirements do not apply to the tasks of the sensor simulation
system described here.
4.2.3

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

The hardware comprising the propose. system will consist of a medium performance
32-bit computer system with about v. mcgabyte of core, a large disk drive, an array
processor, and various graphic peripherals as described in paragraph 4.4.1. 1. The
roughly nine decimal digits of precision can geometrically represent a resolution-torange ratio which corresponds to 0.01 foot over 2000 miles. This precision is quite
sufficient for the image analysis and display tasks which are to be carried out on data
whose scale is that of the real world being modelled. The 32-bit floating point hardware in such systems speeds up arithmetic processing. The large memory obviates
the need to partition large software packages into swapped tasks and permits direct
manipulation of a. entire frame of image data. Together these characteristics can
yield two o-ders of magnitude spe •d-ip over stardard minicomputers in the performance of image process!ng and generation tasks. The large number of repedtive
.iidexed array operations provides a favorable environment for an array processor.
In summary, one order of magnluide cost increase over existing minicomputers buys
two orders of magnitude performance increase. This represents an order Xf magnitude increase in cost-effectiveness. At the other end of the cost-performance
spectrum, CIG systems provide commensurate gains in speed per dollar but at the
cost of programming flexibility. The increase in speed is of no particular value for
the tasks considered here, and the lack of flexibility greatly limits their usefulness.
The medium-sized disk drive in the proposed system provides on-line storage of large
software packages including system utilities such as editors and bigh level language
compilers as well as mathematical libraries, image processing packages, and graphics
libraries. The large 300 megabyte disk drive provides space to store a 500 X•500
mile area of DMA Level I data, or 100 full color 1000 line resolution images, or any
mix of raw data and images.
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High level language applications software will be used to implement sensor image
simulation and processing. Sensor image simulation differs krom ordinary graphics
in that extreme ranges and difficult visibility conditions often prevail. Faithful
representation of these conditions plus the unusual characteristics of imaging sensors
require special algorithms to be programmed -.n a manner flexible enough to allow
adjustment of parameters to simulate modification of these characteristics.
Algorithms for rendering images directly from gridded data bases as well as p' 'ygonal data bases must be implemented in th6 software. Both sets of a)gorithms must
be capable of providing flexibility in rendering the special effects of ha7e, smoke,
meteorological conditions, light, and unique sensor characteristics.
Image processing algorithms can play several roles in the simulation of sensor
images. They can be used to simulate contrast enhancement, defocusing, sensor
noise, and similar local neighborhood mechanisms. In evaluation on simulated
sensor images, photographs of real sensor images can be digitized for comparison
with simulated images of the same geographic area. Geometric correction and
histogram modification can be used to match the general framework of both images.
Edge detection and region segmentation, followed by correlation of the two images
can be used to generate quantitative measur'es of comparlsou. The digitizing tablet
can be used Interactively to identify reference points for geometric correction and
modify the output of edge and region detection.
4.3
4.3.1

DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The im~ge simulation functions of this system impose unusual performance requirements on several key system components. High computation speeds and mathematical
precision are achieved simply by choosing a high performance 32-bit CPU and array
processor. Other components of the system are more specialized and are configurable to the particular image simulation tasks which are the primary function of
the system. The specific requirements of such components are described below. The
key components consist of the imaging system, softw re, digitizing tablet, and
operator/user interface. The last of these combines all the other components in an
efficient user conceptual environment.
4..R.

Imaging
m.
System

The imaging system shall be capable of providing full color video images as well as
high r',solution calligraphic images. Hign speed interfacing between the computer and
display devicas is required to PvolA low transfer of images between computer and
displays.
The system shall provide HAM refresh memory for each CRT monitor
4.3.1.1.1
conn.ected to the system.

Terefresh memory shall be at least 512 x 512 X 8 bits for each
4.3.1.1.1.1
clrplane, for each monitor (the choice of a 512 X 512 grid is explained In
Paragraph 4.4. 1).

I4.3.1.1.1.2

There shall be at least one color monitor with a shadow mask CRT.

(De ired Option) It should be possible to add three additional planes
4.3. 1. 1. 1.3
of refresh memory to the system, each providing 512 X 512 x 8 bits of storage.
4.3.1.1.1.4
to the system.

(Desired Option) It should be possible to add a second CRT monitor
This monitor can be either monochromatic or color.

The system shall provide the capability of outputting andi Inputting images
4.3. 1. 1.2
of the line drawing C'wlre frame"') type.
4. 3. 1. 1. 2. 1

There shall be at least one monochromatic -calligraphicmonitor.

4.3.1.1.2.2
Inputting data.

The calligraphic monitor shall have an attached light pen for

4.3.1.1.3
(Desired Option) It should be possible to quickly produce a hard copy of
any image viewed on the color monitor.
4.3.1.1.3.1
device.

(Desired Option) The system shall include a Polaroid film recording

4.3.1!.1.4
(Desired Option) It should be possible to record and play back
of synthesized imagess (e.g., snapshots along a route).

sequence

4.3. 1. 1.4. 1
(Desired Option) The system shall include a magnetic video disk recorder and playback unit. The unit should be capable of recording and playing back
analog signal images of 512 x 512 X 8 bits x 3 planes.
4.3. 1. 1.5
(Desired Option) It should be possible to digitize a color photograph
and input it to the system.
4.3. 1. 1.5. 1
(Desired Option) The system shall include a color image scanner of at
least 8 bits per pixel per color resolution.

I

.3. 1.1. 6
The system shall be capable of receiving commands sent from the host
computer via the interfaces described In paragraph 4.3. 1. 1. 7 and processing the
commands for each monitor con~nected to the system.
4.3. 1.1.6.1
These commands shall allow a program resident in the host computer
to execute all functions performed by the monitors.

F
~
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4.3. 1. 1.6.2
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Commands shall exist for allowing the host computer to read and

write the refresh memory directly.
4.3. 1. 1.7

All monitors shall be capable of being Interfaced to the host computer.

4.3. 1. 1.7.
'M
Te connection of the display aystemn to the host computer shall use
the interface described in paragraph 4.4. 1.
4.3. 1.1. 7.2
The interface shall permit a program running on the host computer to
read from and write to the refresh memory using the host computer's direct memory
access facilities.
4.3. 1. 1. 7.3
The interface shall permit a program running on the host computer to
control or Initiate commnands which cause the display system to perform its functions.
.1.3.1. 2

Software

The bulk of the software shall be written in a high level language such as Fortran in
order to facilitate readatbility, flexibility and portability.
The software dhall conform to the standards of good design principles in order to
optimize troubleshooting, maiantenance and future extension of capabilities. These
standards shall Include a structuring Into modules, each of which has a unique function
and a clearly specified interface to modules which reference it. Duplication of functions shall thereby be avoided and isolation of errors facilitated. The organizational,
functional, and performance requirements of the software are outlined below.
4.3. 1.2. 1 The software shall be organized into a hierarchical structure under the
control of an executive module which selects lower level modules for execution based
on operator commands. 'The executive shall be structured in such a way that new
commands can be easily added at any time.
4.00.1.2. 1. 1
module.

Each generator command shall invoke a distinct command servicing

4.3. 1.2. 1.2
Each command servicing module shall call a sequence of applications
and utility modules.
4.3. 1.2..1.3
The function of applications modules shall include three general
categories: Computer Graphics, Image Processing, and Mathematical Libraries.
Ttiese modules shall perform computational and geometric functions on mathematically
defined data.
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4.3. 1.2.1.4
Utility modules shall consist of device drivers, error handling
routines, operator Interfaces, and systems software such an editors and high level
language compilers. Some of the device driver modules may be written in low level
languages for performance efficiency.
4.3. 1.2.2
Software utility modules shall be provided to. perform the following
operatiorns on the refresh memory associated with each Independent monitor.
4.3. 1.2.2. 1

It should be possible to erase any plane of the refresh memory.

4.3. 1.2.2.2
It should be possible to randomly read to or write from any element
of refresh memory.
4.2.1.2.2.3
monitor.

It should be possible to mix alphanumeric text and graphics on a

4.3.1.2.3
Software utility modules shall be provided to perform the following
operations with the calligraphic display.
4.3.1.2.3.1
it should be possible to draw a randomly sized and positioned vector
on the calligraphic display in less than 35 microseconds.
4.3. 1.2.3.2
A drawn vector shall be specified by the coordinates of its endpoints
at arbitrary positions on the screen.
4.3. 1.2.3.3
The system shall accurately represent vectors whose endpoints are
specified outside the physical coordinates of the calligraphic display without
wraparound.

*

*

4.3. 1.2.4
It should be possible to use the proposed system to create. and display
~a sensor or visual scene.
4.3. 1.2.4.1
It should be possible to display a raster scan scene of at least 5000
edges Inunder 30 seconds.
4.3. 1.2.4.2
Itshould be possible to create a scene constructed from polygons to
an accuracy of 1/32 (one thirty-second) of a foot.
4.3. 1.2.4.3
Itshould be possible to create scenes of at least (64)3 colors and 32
distinct textures.
4.3. 1.3

I

Digitizing Tablet

The digitizing tablet shall provide a means of capturing geometric data from maps,

drawings or other hard copy unit. Itshall also provide a means of moving a cursor
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on a display screen, tracking the user's motion of a stylus on the tablet In real time.
The tablet shall capture position data with high precision and repeatability. No awkward or difficult hand coordination shall be required of the user In operating the
tablet.
4.3.1.3.1

It shall be possible to Lnterface the host computer to a digitizing tablet.

It should be possible to connect the host computer to the digitizing
4.3.1.3.1. 1
tablet and sense and control the status of the digitizing tablet.
4.3. i 3.1.2
status.

It should be possible to determine the tablet's stylus position and

The tablet work surface shall be operable at any angle from zero to
4.3.1.3.2
ninety degrees, shall function with source document(s) placed on the surface with the
pen and cursor above the document, and shall be desitned for ease and convenience
o0 Use.

The tablet working area may be either square or rectangular, but in
4.3.1.3.3
either case must be of sufficient size to accommodate the lazgest source document
anticipated to be digitized. The entire surface area shall be usable unde' software
control.
Tl-, resolution of the tablet shall be at least 0.01 inch. Accuracy,
4.3.1.3.4
linearity, repeatability and stability shall be ±0. 005 inch or better. The tablet shall
function (with diminished performance) with up to 0.05 inch of nonmetallic material
placed upon it.
The tablet shall be equipped with a pen which shall be activated by
4.3. 1.3.5
pressure on the tip. The amount of pressure required shall be such as not to produce
fatigue during long periods of use, yet sufficient to avoid any ambiguity in its status.
Tactile feedback indicating activation is desired. The pen shall be usable at any
angle to the table between 30 degrees and 90 degrees.
The tablet shall be equipped with a movable cursor which shall be _ýon4.3.1.3.6
structed in such a manner that parallax is minimized. The cursor shall have integral
buttons for programming. These buttons shall produce appropriate signals available
S*the computer.
through the interface to
Data entry selectable via pen or cursor activation shall include single
4.3, 1.3.7
coordinate pairs (points) and continuous coordinate pairs (tracks). The entry of continuous coordinate pairs (moves) while the pen or cursor is in the proximity o; the
surface shall also be accommodated.
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User Interface

4.3.1.4

The software and hardware shall be integrated together to provide the user with a
habitable easy to use environ~ment conforming to good human factors standards, outlined
below.
The user shall control the system by issuing commands which correspond
4.3.1.4. 1
naturally to the tasks to be performed. Computer operating system. commands or
programming are to be strictly avoided except for initiating or modifying the system.
4.3.1.4.1.1
Commands may be entered from the keyboard or by selecting a
command from a menu via the digitizing tablet or light pen.
4.3. 1.4. 1. 2
The system shall provide prompts, quertea, and displays of current
processing status so that the user is never ignorant of his options.
4.3.1.4.2
All geometric tasks involving selection of a position, drawing a
feature, placing symbols on displays and the like, shall be carried out by exploiting
the eye-hand coordination provided by the digitizing tablet stylus tracked by a display
cursor.
4.3. 1.4.3
The user shall always have control over major processing events without
resorting to the computer operating system.
4.3. 1.4.3. 1
The user shall be able to abort a long running program without
crashing the system.
4.3. 1.4.3.2

The user shall be able to evoke display of HELP files for guidance.

4.3. 1.4.3.3
A logging can be invoked which records on files, the history of user
actions and values of parameters (such as viewpToint) during a work session. Any
subset of the sequence can be used to replay the processing just as ff the user
reenacted his commands.
4.3. 1.4.4

The format of operator inputs and system prompts shall be identical for

similar actions under different command contexts.
4.3.2
-

.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The proposed Advanced Image Synthesis System will be used to perform two primary
functions: (1) data base development, and (2) data base display. Each of these
functions is described separately in the following paragraphs. A diagram of the data
flow for both functions is provided in Figure 4. 3. 2- 1.

V
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4.3.2.1

Digita.l Data Base Development

The data base development operation shall consist of four major tasks, as follows:
a.

Intermediate Data Base Construction:
This operation shall be performed by routines which accept data from
different sources and generate intermediate data bases from them. In
order to maintain system efficiency and flexibility, the operation of each of
the processing routines should be well-defined and separate from each
other. The files produced by these routines are intermediate files which
will be formatted and combined In whole or in part into a final visual data
base. Some of the subtasks involved in this operation are described below.
(1)

Terrain Data Base Development - A terrain data base will consist of
a network of terrain triangles. The source data will consist of DMA
terrain files, contour maps, and/or surface-specific points. Routines
can be developed for automatically processing DMA data to form a
triangular surface. Contour maps can be input to the computer by
mounting them on a digitizing table and having the operator trace the
contour lines with a digitizing stylus. Afte.r each contour line is
entered, the operator will type in the line's elevation. Software will
provide the capability of constructuring a triangulation from a contour
map.

The system user can also input terrain data from maps, drawings,
and aerial photographs. The user will mount and register such
media onto the digitizing tablet; he will then point to specific terrain
points with the stylus and enter their respective elevation via keyboard. Ridge segments will be input by their endpoint pairs. A
triangulation will then be automatically formed over these points and
segments.
(2)

Cultare Data Base D velopment - Culture data may be automatically
input to the compute rom DMA culture tapes. Alternatively, cultural
.Jned from maps, charts, drawings, or photoinformation can be
iterial will be mounted on the digitizing tablet,
graphs. The sourc
re areas traced with a stylus. The operator
and the polygonal c
will type in the required descriptive parameters.

(3)

Object/Model Data Base Development - The data base development
system will havs the capability to generate and maintain Object and
Model Libraries. The Object Library will consist of a directory
accessible accumulation of data sets, where each data set completely
defines a three-dimensional object. The Model Library, similarly
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to the Object Library, will consist of a directory accessible accurnulation of data sets, where each data set is referred to as a model.
An object shall represent a single generic feature such as a tree,
building, or geometric solid. A model shall consist of a collection
of objects arranged in some arbitrary configuration. This buildingblock hierarchy of objects and models assures efficiency of storage
and manipulation. A model need be defined only once; it may, however, be placed at a number of locations within the mission environment. Each copy can be given a separate orientation and scaling.
(4)

Table Entry - Several tabulated sets of data will be included in the
Visual Data Base file. These tables will contain such Information
rs the parameters governing the color and texture of scene components. For example, a culture polygon may have a code indicating
that it represents a deciduous forest. This code will be a pointer to
table entries defining the color and texture of deciduous forest. Part
ol the visual data base creation process will be the defintilon,
generation, and modification of tabulated data. The table generation
process will include both batch and interactire capabilities.
Several alternative tables may be available for the same suene. T1hey
will allow the operator to display the scene as ft would be seen on
different sensor displays or under different visability conditions.

To further define the intermediate data base construction function in terms of specific
user commands, system queries, user inputs/responses, and user actions, the
following details are provided:
Command:
Description:

Command:
Description:

INITIALIZE TABLET
This command Initializes the digitizing tablet for data entry. The
associated software is placed into a data entry mode. The calligraphic
screen is erased and readied to display the points and line segment
input through the tablet.
TABLET SETUP
This command sets up the •1gitizing tablet for data entry. The user
mounts a map, chart, or overhead aerial photograph onto the
digitizing tablet, then the mounted sheet is registered by touching the
stylus to four points on it
i.lly
the corners) and typing-in respective latitude/longitude or x/y values. Tlhe user specifies the map
transformation to be used (Mercator or linear). The data is stored
in x/y coordinates with a user-specified origin.
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Sregistration

System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Touch stylus to first
point,

User places the stylus over
the first registration point,

User touches the bottom
left corner of a map.

Location.

User types in the latitude
and longitude of the first
registration point.

User types 30"20'/44"11'.

Transformation
type.

User types in the type of
transformation to be used.

User types in linear.

User places the stylus
over the desired coordinate crigin.

User touches the stylus
to the map's approximate
center.

Touch stylus to
origin; L.e., x
y - 0 point,
Command:
Description:

0,

MODE
This command prepares the system to accommodate data of a certain
mode. The allowable modes are: vertex, edge, face, object, polygon, contour line, and object location.

System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Data node.

User types in the desired
data mode.

User types in vertex.

Command:
Description:

ENTER
This command allows the user to enter data through the digitizing
tablet, and is used subsequent to the following sequence of operations:
First, the tablet is INITIALIZED and SET UP, and then a map, chart,
drawing, or blueprint is placed onto it and registered. Following
this, a data mode is selected by running the MODE command.
Next, the Lser places his stylus at some desired location on the surface of the digitizing tablet. When he presses the button on the
stylus, that data location is sent to the computer. The user indicates
that he is through entering data by pressing the button on the stylus
three times in quick succession.

'

All data entered via tablet is displayed at the calligraphic CRT.
If the system is in the vertex mode, then entries are displayed as
x's. Otherwise, the entries are displayed in the form of the line
sagments joining the input locations. The calligraphic display is
scaled to correspond to the work lag area of the digitizing tablet.
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"SystemQuery

User ]aput or Response

Typical Action by User

[If in Terrain Model
User touches the stylus to
the peak of a mountain, and
types in 1000 at keyboard.

.its

User touches the stylus
to the first terrain surface
specific point and types in
elevation.

ENTER ENDPOINTS
OF Ist RIDGE SEGMENT and
ELEVATIONS
•

User touches the stylus
to the two endpoints of a
ridge line segment, then
types in two elevations at
the keyboard.

User touches the stylus to
the two endpoints of a cliff
appearing on a map mounted
on the tablet, then types in
1000, 1010 at the keyboard.

ENTER 1ST VERTEX
and ELEVATION

[if in dbect Location Model
ENTER 1st LOCATION and NAME of
OBJECT

User touches his stylus
to some location on a
mounted map. Then he
gives the name of the object to be placed there, by
entering the name at the

User sees a ir-rk on a
mounted map Indicating the
location of a wdter tower.
He places his stylus atthat
map location and types in
the words WATER TOWER

keyboard,

at the keyboard.

[(f in Contour Line Entry Model
ENTER 1st CONTOUR LINE and
its ELEVATION

User traces a contour
line with his stylus and
then types in its elevation
at the keyboard,

User has mounted a contour
map on the tablet. He
traces a contour line with
his stylus and types in 1020.

[if In Culture Model
ENTER VERTICES

User touches the stylus
to the vertices of a culture
polygon,

A map is mounted on the
tablet, and the user touches
the stylus to 12 points on
border of a lake.

ENTIER ATTRIBUTE

User types in some

User types In WATER.

attribute indicating

material type.
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Command:
Description:

TRIANGUTLATE
The operator first types in the name of the temporary file containing

the data to be triangulated.

Next, he types in the name of the file to

hold the computed triangular network. The system then activates
the appropriate software routines to process the given data type.
The input data file can be one of three types: (1) points and line
segments, (2) digitized contour map, and (3) raw DMA terrain file.
System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Source File

User types in the name of
the temporary file holdin;"
the data to be triangulated.

User types In TRIDAT,

Destination File

User types in the name of
User types in TRI-NET.
the file to hold the computed
triangular network.

Command:
Description:

BUILD
This command provides a convenient method for generating threedimensional objects. The desired shape is specified in simple terms
and then constructed in software.
The user constructs objects the way in which a building is put together.
After the shape is defined at each level, the system then builds the
base, walls, and roof.
For example, to define a tent with a pentagonal base, three levels
must be defined. The base is five sided, with the roof converging
from five sides to a point.

The eleven object vertices are computed in software along with the
faces for the base, walls, and roof.

i
•t

4
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Query

User Input

Typical Action byUser

Give object name.

User specifies a name for
the object of his creation.

User types "'tent''.

Name destination
file,

User types in the name of
the file where the object is

User types OBJLIB.

[

r

object or model library.
Level 1: No. of
vertices, radius,
height.

User types in the number of User types: 5,50, 0
vertices, radius, and height
for the first level of the
(symmetric) object.

Level 2: Number
of vertices, radius,
height.
*
*
Command:
Description:.

User types in the number of User types in: 5,50,20
vertices, radius, and height
for the second level of the
object. (A carriage return
is typed for an exit.)

CHECK
This command checks a locked-on feature to see if it is geometrically
and topologically consistent. Convexity is also tested for when
appropriate.
Typical conditions tested for are as follows: A vertex must have two
coordinates if it is part of a planar feature and three If it Is part of a
three-dimensional object. A polygon must have at least three vertices.
The edges of a polygon should not cross (i. e. , the polygon must be
simple). A polyhedron must enclose volume.

IDescription:
Command:

The result of this command is a report printed at the user's console.
LOAD

ThIs command loads data stored in a temporary file into an intermediate file. For example, a culture polygon entered through the
digitizing tablet may be stored in a file named TEMP. The user can
take the data from TEMP and place it in an intermediate culture file
names CULTI. The x/y coordinates of the data remains unchanged.
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System Query

User Input or Response

'rypical Action by User

Name of source file.

User types the name of tha
temporary file to be loaded.

User types in TEMP.

Name of destination
file.

User types the name of the
intermediate file.

User types in CULT1.

b.

Data Base Modification:
Several data files intermediate between raw input data and data suitable for
final sensor simulation display will be created during data base development.
In order to correct deficiencies noted during display or to add to the intermediate data bases, each intermediate terrain or culture type vrfll be capable of being modified. Data base modification will also be ne'essary for
missions where incoming intelligence information specifies new locations
of ground objects (e. g., tanks). The user will have the ability lo modify
the makeup and placement of objects interactively when practical; that is,
he will be abla to point to features on the display using a digitiziig stylus
driven curs; r. Features so identified will then be modified accc'rding to
the commmids •e user inputs.

F

As was done in the intermediate data base construction operation previously
described (paragraph 4.3.2. la), the following specific operator commands,
system queries, operator inputs/responses, and operator actions a~sociated with the data base merging functions are provided:
Command:
Description:

LOCK (UNLOCK)
The LOCK command allows the user to lock onto a feature displayed
on the calligraphic CRT. The current system mode determines the
type of feature locked onto. After the user places his light pen onto
the calligraphic display, the system reads the pen position and locates the nearest component feature of the current type being considered. The component flashes on and off to indicate that it is
locked onto. For example, if the system is operating in a vertex
mode, the nearest vertex to the light pen position will be locked onto.
Only one component can be locked onto at a time. (The UNLOCK
comm:.nd frees the locked feature.)

I
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System Query

User Thput orResponse

Typical Action by User

Point light pen to
feature,

User points his light pen
to a f6ature to be locked
onto.

User points his light pen to
a vertex of a culture
polygon.

Command:

LOCATE

Description:

Command:

This commahu allows the user to find the coordinates of any locked-on
feature. If the feature is a single vertex, its two or three coordinates
will be printed at the user' s console. If the feature is an edge, polygon, or polygonal face, the defining set of coordinates will be printed.
If the feature is an object, the set of coordinates defining each face
will be listed separately.
MOVE TO

Description:

This command allows the user to move a locked-on feature to a new x/y
location of his specification simply by typing in the new location. The
centroid of the new feature is then translated to the new location and
the calligraphic display and data file are updated accordingly.
If no feature is locked-on, the user can specify the location at which a
library object or model is to be placed. He identifies the particular
object to be retrieved by name.

System Query

User Input or Response

Type new location.

User types in a new location User types in: 40, 80, 90
for the centroid of the
locked on feature.

Typical Action by Use

(If no feature is
locked on)

Type name.

Command:
Description:

User types the name of
the library object or model
to be placed at the indicated
location.

User types "HOUSE".

DELETE
This command allows the user to delete any locked-on feature. Nf
the feature is a vertex, the vertex is deleted and the evcceeding and
preceding vvrtices are joined. The same thing happens for an ed-
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Nf the locked-on feature is the face of a three-dimensional object,
tha face is deleted. If an entire polygon or 3-D object is locked-on,
the entire feature is deleted. In each case, the calligraphic display
and data file are updated to indicate the change. If the entire contents
of a data file have been deleted the file itself is wiped out.
The user is given a chance to renege. After a feature is deleted, the
user Is asked to confirm his action. If he types "no", the display
and data file are returned to their previous form.
System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Do you confirm
deletion?

User types "yes" or "no".

User types "yes".

Commr.and:
Description:

ATTRIBUTE
Each polygon or polygonal face will have an attribute associated with
it. The attribute is in the form of a name, usually indicating material
composition.
This command causes the system to type the name of the locked-on
feature' s attribute.
For example, a polygon may have an attribute of "swamp". A
A contour line may
polyhedral face may have an attribute of "brick".
have an attribute of 11300 feet".
Tha user is given the opportunity to change the feature's attribute
name. A null response Indicates no change. An affirmative response
is Indicated by the user typing in a new attribute name.

System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Type new attribute
name.

User hits carriage return
to indicate that the attribute
name is not to be replazed.
Otherwise, he types in the
name of the new attribute.

User types in "grass".

Command:
Description:

RESCALE
This command allows the user to change the size of z locked-on
feature. The operator just types In two or three elements of the
scaling vector. The locked-on feature is then rescaled, with its
centroid left in place.
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The calligraphic display and data file are updated to Indicate this
change.

&,stem 2ue

User lput or Response

Type scale
parameters.

User types In two paramUser types in 1.1, 0.75
oters If the looked on feature
is a polygon and three if it
is a three-dimensional object.

Typical Action by User

1Command: SEARCH
Description:

This routine allows the user to search through the contents of an
Object or Model Library. The objects when reached are displayed
calligraphically, one at a time. The routine is exited when the user
types a carriage return. Upon edAt, the last displayed object remains
displayed on the calligraphic CRT.

System Quer
Soarce File.

User Input or Response
User types in the name of

Typical Action by User
User types in OBJI.

the object or model file to

$

be searched.
Continue Search?

User types a "'Y" or "YE&S
to place the next object in
the file on the screen. A

User types a "Y".

typed "Iy', 'NO", or

carriage return causes the
command routine to be
exidted.
Command:
Description.

TRANSLATE
The TRANSLATE command fits into the following sequence of
operations: The user first plots the data stored in some file on the
calligraphic disploy. Then, he locks onto some component, e. g., a
vertex, line segment, face, or entire object. The user next types
TRANSLATE. He Indicates the translation by either typing In a
(ax, 4y) value at the keyboard or by placing the light pen on a new
location on the calligraphic display. The system will be equally ready
to accept either type input once this command is entered. The data in
Its new form is stored and displayed on the calligraphic CRT.
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Typical Action by User

System Query

User Input or Response

Indicate translation.

User either types in a trans- User type in:
lation vector or points with
the light pen to a new location
on the calligraphic CRT.

Command:
Description:

45, 60.

ROTATE
This command allows the user to rotate any locked-on polygon or object about the x, y, and/or z axes. The rotation takes place about the
object's centroid, using a right hand coordinate system.

The calligraphic display and data file are updated to indicate this
change.
System Query
User Input or Response
Typical Action by User
User types in three angles.
Type rotation angles
O1 , 02, O3 about x,
y, and z axes in degrees.
Command:
Description:

User types in:

0, 0, 45.

STATISTICS
This command causes a listing of the data within any named temporary,
intermediate, or final data base file. The printout will be In the following form.
polygons:
edges:
vertices:
attributes:

CULTURE:

Number
Number
Number
Number

of culture
of culture
of culture
of culture

TERRAIN:

Number
Number
Number
Number

of terrain triangles:
of contour lines:
of terrain edges:
of terrain vertices-

OBJECTS:

Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

TABLE:

Number of table entries:
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objects:
faceo:
e Iges
vertices:

Query

User Input

Typical Action by User

File name.

The user types in the name
of the file for which he
wants the statistics printed.

The user typer' In CULTI.

Data Base Merging:

e,

The visual data base will be produced by merging the following intermediate
data types: (1) triangular terrain network, (2) polygonal culture data, (3)
object/model library, and (4) tabulated data. The system user will type In
the name of the files to be merged, then the merging process will be
autonmatic. The merging routines will inform the user of any conflicts in
data definition; for example, an attempt to place two objects onto the same
location.
Display of Intermediate Data:

d.

Since the data base development process is rather complex and operates
on inherently geometric data, the user must have access to visual displays
of intermediate data. These displays provide efficieni assessment of
Intermediate processing and a m e ans for rapidly locking on to features to
be modified via digitizing tablet control of a displayed cursor. The display
of intermediate data need not completely replicate the final sensor simulation display. In fact, a calligraphic (wire-frame) display may provide all
the geometric reference cues necessary to carry out many of the data
modification tasks in a fraction of the processing time required to generate
a raster image.
To conform to good human factors design, the actual display commands
will be consistent across all intermediate data types being displayed. The
entered command routine will cue the user to supply the type of parameters
required for the type of data being displayed. This requirement implies
the existence of data formatting and conversion routines to serve as an
interface between the display commands and the data.
Specific user commands, system queries, user inputs/responses, and
user actions associated with the "display of intermediate data" function
are as follows:
Command:
Description:

DRAW
The calligraphic screen will be erased once this command is entered.
This command causes any named data file to be drawn at the
calligraphic CRT.
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The user is asked to enter a viewpoint, boresight, and field of view.
If he d(es, a true "wire frame" drawing results.
A null responee to this query indicates that an overhead view is
desired. The overhead view is scaled to fit the display. One exception occurs when the locked-on feature is a single three-dimensional
object. For this case three orthographic projections are plotted.
Any isolated vertices In a data file are plotted as small k's.
System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Name data file.

User inputs the name of
the data file to be plotted.

User types CULTi.

Input: v ewpoint,
borehight, and field
of view in degrees.

User either types in the
required information or
hits carriage return.

User types: -100,
250; 0, 0, 0; 45

Command:
Description:

50,

SCAN
This command causes any named data file to be displayed on a raster
scan CRT as a matrix image. The user is asked to enter a viewpoint,
boresight, and field of view. These parameters are required to define
the perspective display.
The user has the option of choosing fast or slow display generation.
A fast display does not implement edge smoothirg. A slow display
produces a higher quality image, but takes about 16 times longer to run.

*$

System Query

User Input or Response

Typical Action by User

Name data file.

User inputs the name of the
data file to be saamned out.

User types DROP

Input viewpoint,
boresight, and
field of view in
degrees.

User types in the requested
viewing parameters.

User hypes: -120, 30,
230i 0, 20, 0; 30.

Fast or slow
display?

User hits carriage return.
User types an "F", the
word "FAST', or a carriage
return to indicate a fast display; or an "'" or the word
"SLOW' to indicate a slow
display.

_

ZONE.
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Wetsractive Data Base Development and Display Commands

4.3.2.1.1

Each of the four data base development and display tasks will be controlled by user
commands. These commands may be evoked via keyboard or tablet menu. The systemr will provide prompts and queries to guide the user through complex sequences of
actions. An abort mechanism *ill be provided to permit the user to terminate any
process, even 1f it is in progress. If the user attempts something which is not
allowed (e.g., enter out-of-range data), an error message will be printed, and the
command exited.
A block diagram showing the organizatiox, of the system commands and utllit - -outines
Is given in Figure 4.3.2. 1. 1-1.
4.3.2.1.2

Utility Routines

A nunmber of functions are required to support the Visual Data Base dev6lopment tasks.
These include:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Operator Interface
Device Drivers
a

Calligraphic
CRT
Raster Scan CRT

•

Digitizing Tablet

Data Handlers
0

(4)

Data Format and Manipulation Routines
File Managers

Command Files

All the above modules will be subordinate to the ,,stem Executive. 'ilde will allow
a top -down structured software design, as well as erablle the aevelopment cf a controllable fle:.ible, expandable system. The System Executive will enable the user to
communicate with the general purpose computer's operating system and the data base
development software only throug the interactive command structura. Calls to
utility routines will be transparent to the user.
4.3.2.2
*

Data Base Display

The user will be able to specify any viewpoint, attitude and field of view for both
perspective and orthographic projected image displays of geometric dta. Default
values will be assigned for viewing parameters which are not specified by the user.
-ta such as models,
There will be two distinct d.splay formats for vlewing geometric
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2

intermediate files and scenes. The first is a calligraphic format In which data in
depicted as a "wire-frame" drawing consisting of a set of straight lin~ia of uniform
color and thickness displayed against a blank background on a CRT. The software
module which will generate such a display will be called DRAW. fta relationship to
other system functions Is shown in Figure 4.3.2. 1. 1-1. DRAW will call a standard
calligraphic plot utility roxiLine to joi u.4e pairs of vertices forming the edges of a
scene.
The second type of display format is based oni raster scan image rendering under control of the SCAN command software. This type of image is defined by specifying the
color of each of 512 X 512 pixels of a color video screen. The resulting Image can
depict continuously shaded, colored surfaces. The image can faithfully represent
surface reflective properties ranging from opaque to transparent and shiny (metallic)
to dull (matte). Generating color raster images requires considerably more computation time and memory than generating calligraphic images. However, raster images
are essential to correctly simulate most sensor images or visual scenes. The basicI
processing modules comprising the raster scan display function and the data flows
between them are shown In Figure 4.3.2.2-1. Each module is briefly described below.

L

Perspective Projector - The Perspective Projector will select those edges from the
original 3D data base which appear within the field-of-view (a clipping ocixration). The
perspective projection of each edge in the data base shall be computed. This
module shall also adjust face colors by calculating illumination as a function of sun/
moon position relative to face orientation.
Priority Processor - The Priority Processor shall use viewpoint, separation plane
deta, centroid locations, and relative priority numbers to compute a unique absolute
priority number for each face In the environment. The faces shall be listed in priority
order, with back-facing faces excluded.

4Edge

Generator - The Edge Generator, which shall receive edge data from the Perspective Projector, shall store potentially vicible edges. It shall calculate the raster
line intercept values from the two endpoints of each potentially visible edge. For
each scan line, the Edge Generator shall determine which edges intersect the top and
bottom of the line.
Edge Orderer - The Edge Orderer shall receive intercept values and edge words from
the Edge Generator. The Edge Orderer shall sort the potentially visible edges in
left-right order for eanii scan line.
Priority Resolver - The Priority Resolver shall receive potentially visible face daia
from the Priority Processor. The Priority Resolver shall create 9. face priority
list In which face priorities are addressed by face number. For eac~h raster line. the
Priority Resolver shall receive potentially visible edge data from the Edge Orderer.
For each edge, the edge's face number shall be used to obtain from the face priority
list the relative priority number of the edge.
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Pattern Processor - For each scan lIne, the Pattern Processor shall receive left ndW
right position limit values for each scanned face along with the face number. Texture
data shall be obtained for each face and texture coefficientb shall be computed.
Video Processor and Texture Generator - The Video Processor shall receive visible
edge words from the Priority Resolver and texture data from the Pattern Processor.
A set of red, green, and blue tntensity values shall be computed for each pixel bAsed
upon ýhe weighted culors of the faces which project onto the pixel. This color shall be
modified by texture values and a surface fading function.
4.3.3

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

The inputs to the proposed system shall be DMA terrain and culture tapes, maps,
charts, drawings, blueprhits, photographs, and intelligence information. The output
of the system will be digital and calligraphic imagery. An image can be viewed as a
picture on a CRT monitor, photographed, or placed onto magnetiL tape.
4.3.4

DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND STORAGE

The heaviest demands on core storage will be Imposed by the !mage synthesis software. Two furdamentally different approaches to image generation will be employed.
In one, the structure of the data base represents a regular grid of elevation samples;
in the other it represents a network of polygons.
When using a grid data base to generate an image, it is often desirable to keep the
generated scene entirely in core memory. The storage requirement for a 512 X 512 X
2 byte Image is about 500 kilobytes. Other storage requirements for data, programs,
and working space increase the needed storage to around 750 to 1000 kilobytes.
A good polygon data base scene generator should be able to process a maximum of
10, 000 edges. The storage requirement for edges and associated parameters is about
300 kilobytes. The executable code plus storage space for local arrays adds another
400 kilobytes to the memory burden. Another 100 kilobytes should be available for
system overhead. Thus, the total memory requirement for an edge-oriented scene
generator is about 800 kilobytes. In total, the computer core storage requirement
is approximately 300 to 1000 kilobytes.
Archival storage will be achieved with m,gnetic tapes and disks. A 67 megabyte disk
is standard for system use; however, a 300 megabyte disk Is suggested for image and
data storage.
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4.4

ENVIRONMENT

4.4.1

EQUIPMENT ENVIRONMENT

4,4.1.1

System Description

The proposed Advanced Image Synthesis System is composed of off-the-shelf equipment
configured as shown in Figure 4.4.1-1. The two major subsystems are the computer
and the graphic work station; these are comprised as follows:
Computer Subsystem

Graphic Workstation

1 - medium-size, 32-bit computer
system (with 512 kilobytes to
1 megabyte of core storage)
I - array processor (optional)
I - line printer
2 - disk drives (one 67 mb and
one 300 mb)
2 - nine-track magnetic tape units
1 - system console
Up to three Interactive terminals

I - digitizing tablet and stylus
I - color CRT m3nitor (widh 3-to-6
channels of refresh memory)
I - black and white CRT monitor
(with refresh memory)
I - calligraphic display and light pen
I - Polaroid film image recorder
(optional)
1 - magnetic video disk (optional)
I - color image scanner/digitizer
(optional)

The Digital Equipment Corporation VAX computer or equivalent medium-scale mainframe is recommended. Core and disk storage capacities are based on the performance
criteria discussed in paragraph 4.2.3. The graphic equipment may have to be
purchased specifically for this application. The graphic work station (Figure 4.4.1-2)
can initially be configured as a core system, with optional equipment added at a later
date. This core system will be sufficient for data base development, display, and
processing and all other system tasks. The optional equipment will add the capabilities
of inputting and outputting hard copy color photographs and animated sequences.
4.4.1.2

Hardware Description
A.

Computer
The central processing unit centers around a Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX Computer with 512K to 1024K bytes of core storage.
The VAX computer is suggested for several reasons. The fast
execution speed and 32-bit word size of the VAX make it ideal for
image processing applications. The reliability and ease of use of the
VAX are such that it Is becoming the industry standard.
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Figure 4.4.1-2.

Floor Plan of Typical Graphic Work Station
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The Main Memory Subsystem will contain one or two memory controllers. Each controller can handle from one to sixteen RAM
arrays. Main memory arrays are MOS RAM Integrated circuits
with a cycle time of 600 nanoseconds. A memory controller can
access a maximum of 4 million bytes.
B.

Array Processor (optional)
A conventional general purpose computer must do a variety of
tasks well. Individual computer programs must be organized to fit
the architecture of the computer. With today's teclmology resulting
in lower cast components, computer elements can be built which are
dedicated .. specific tasks. Most computer graphic and image
processir- algorithms are structured in vector/matrix form. An
array processor Is ideally suited for this type data structure. The
use of array processors allows a task to be divided and distributed
for maximum system throughput. One drawback of array processors
is the difficulty of programming them (usually via assembly
language).
General Electric has had direct experience with array processors
manufactured by both Floating Point Systems, Inc., (AP-120B) and
CSPI (MAP/300). These two processors are capable of 10-to-12
million floating point operations per second and are considered the
industry standards.

C.

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Monitors
Generated or stored images can be displayed on a 512-by-512-color
monitor supported by a minimum of three channels of refresh
memory (8 bits per pixel per channel). A second color or black
and white monitor and one to three additional channels of refresh
memory can be added if desired. This addition will permit the
simultaneous display of two raster scan Images.
The recommendation of a 512-by-512 pixel display over an ultrahigh 1024-by-1024 pixel device is based on several factors. First,
the software developed for the latter display will operate more
slowly and require far more host memory than the former. T7he
refresh memory would be at least four times greater in size.
Secondly, video recording equipment for the 1024-by-1024 display
Is not yet available. Finally, it has been General Electric's experience that the lower resolution display Is completely adequate
for laboratory development purposes. Nonetheless, high resolution
display systems are indeed commercially available as evidenced by
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Table 4.4. 1.2-1 which has btocu excerpted from a recent General
Electric report (Appendix IV. 3).
D.

Polaroid bUage Recorder (optional)
Polaroid image recorderb, will produce a 4-inch by 5-inch, or 8inch by :'0-inch picture of anything that is displayed on a CRT
monitor. These devices are convenient for obtaining a quick high
quality hard copy of a scene. The two primary manufacturers are
the Duna Instrument Company and Matrix Company. General
Electric has experience with units manufactured by both companies.
They are nearly identical in operation; the primary consideration
in choosing between them may be that of cost.

E.

Magnetic Video Disk (optional)
A magnetic video disk is a useful device for recording and storing
animated sequences. It is the device used in spi:,,rtng events for
instant replay. The dinpl'iyed sequences may, for example,
represent simulated "snapshots' Ialong a proposed route. The
individual scenes stored on the disk may be playod back one frame
at a time, or in variable speed animation. Two currently available
systems are those manufactured by Echo Science Corporation
(Division of Arn-in Company) and Eigen Video Company. These
3ystems can record 10 to 20 seconds of video, which corresponds
to 300 to 600 images. The Arvin-Echo disk can be played hack. in
eithei forward or reverse modes.

F.

Digitizing Tablet
A digitizing tablet is a flat rectangular table used for graphical
input. For example, a map can be mounted on the surface of the
tablet and the operator can then input data to the computer by
tracing map features with a stylus. Digitizing tablets come in a
wide range of styles, sizes, and prices.

G.

Calligraphic CRT
7with Light Pen
Calligraphic CRT's are used to display images of the line drawing
type. A light pen is an instrument that allows the user to point directly to an object on the screen, thus Identifying it to the system.
A light pen contains a switch that the user activates by pushing
button or pressing the tip of the pen against the CRkT. This switch
is used to indicate to the computer when the light pen is active.
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H.

Color Image Scanner (optional)
Image scanners are high-speed digital micrcdensitometers.
A
system incorporates an electro-optical rotating drum which rapidly
converts photometric or photogranrmetric data on the flm positives,
negatives, or transparencies to digital form for computer processing. A unit for this purpose Is currently available at Romne Air
Development Center. An image scanner need not be in the same
room as the rest of the graphic work station.
Floating Point Accelerator
The floating point accelerator is an optional high-speed processor
extension. The accelerator enhances the performance of arithmetic operations.

J.

Magnetic Disk Drives
Disk drives provide a reliable and high performance means of
storing large amounts of data. All VAX disk drives use top-loading
platters. Drives of different capabilities can be mixed on the same
Mass Bus Controller.

K.

Magnetic Tape Units
Each Magnetic Tape transport holds one 9-track reel with a
capacity of 40 million characters per reel. The transport reads
45 inches per second with an average transfer time of 14 microseconds at 1600 bits per inch. Faster tape units can be purchased
either from DEC or from other companies.

L.

Line Printer
A Line Printer is treated as a spooled sharable device managed
by multiple operator-controlled queues. A line printer can also
be allocated to an individual program.

M.

Interactive Terminals
Up to 96 interactive terminals can be connected to the VAX-11/78
systeon. The proposed system will probably only require two to
four terminals.
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N.

Mass Bus
The processor interface for a Mass Bus peripheral is the Mass
Bus Adapter. The Mass Bus Adapter performs control, arbitration, and buffering functions. Up to four Mass Bus Adapters
can h•i placed oil the S1I.

0.

Unibus
All devices other than the high speed disk drives and magnetic
tape transports are connected to the Unibus. The Unibus is
connected to the SBI through the Unibus Adapter. The Unibus
Adapter does priority arbitration among devices on the Unibus.

P.

Video Interface
The viý.
interface between the CRT's and the Polaroid image
recorder will be a standard National Technical Standard
Committee noncomposite analog video Interface.

4.4.2

SUPPORT SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

The software support for the hardware system includes the VAX/VMS operating system,
the VAX utility modules which it hosts, ane. graphics terminal and array prucessor
support software. The VAX utilities include the EDT text editor, the VAX/VMS
command Language Interpreter, the VAX-il FORTRAN IV-PLUS compiler, the VAX11 Linker, the VAX-1i MACRO Assembler, the VAX-1l Common Run Time Procedure
Library, and the VAX-i1 Symbolic Debugger. These allow the user to create, run,
test, and modify software and manage data base storage and retrieval. Table
4.4.2-2 lists the DEC manuals which document this software.
The graphics terminal support software consists of the Tektronix Plot 10 Terminal
Control System (TCS), a collection of Fortran subroutines which permit the user to
generate, geometrically manipulate, and display calligraphic images under FORTRAN
program control. ]h addition, the Tektronix Graphics Tablet Utility Routines (GTUR)
provide for capturing graphic data from the digitizing tablet. Table 4.4. 2-3 lists the
manuals which document the graphics terminal support software as well as those which
document the Floating Point Systems Array Processor support software.
4.4.3

INTERFACES

The interfaces between the components of the proposed hardware system are illustrated in Figure 4.4.1-1 and are described below.
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Table 4.4.2-2.

Manuals for Di'C VAX Software System
DJEC
Order Number

Doctment Title

AA-D739A-TF

VAX-11 Disk Save and Compress
User's• Guide

AA-D028A-TZ

1/0 User's Guide

!VAX/VMS

S~ned

AD-D028A-Tl

Notice No. 1

iUpdate

VAX/VMS Guide to Writing a Device Driver

AA-H499A-TE

Introduction to VA.X-I
Record Management Services

AA-D024B-TE

VAX-i1 Record Management
Services Reference Manual

AA-D03,B-TE

VAX-11 Re-ord Management
Sexrvices User's Guide

AA-D781B-TE

IAS/RSX-1IM RM.S-I ,
MACRO Programmer's Reference Manual

AA-0002A-TC

lrtroductov, to RMS-i1

AA-0001A-TC

RSX-11M RMS-i1 Vi. 5
Utilities User's Guide

AA-D083A-TC

VAX-i1 SORT User's Guide

AA-DI13A-TE

PDP-11 SORT Reference Manual

AA-3341C-TC

VAX-i1 FORTRAN IV-PLUS
Language Reference M*aual

AA-D034A-TE

VAX- 11 FORTIR N IV-PLUS User's Guide

AA-D03SA-TE

VAX/VMS Command Language User's Guide
Lad
Update Notice No. I

AA-D023A-TE

VAX-i1

AD-D023A-TI
AA-DO19A-TE

Linker Reference Manual

VAX-i1 Symbolic Debugger Reference Manual
VAX-i '/RSX-iiM

AA-D026A-TE
AA-D020A-TE

Programmer's Reference Manual
VAX-I /RSX- IIM User's Guide

AA-D037A-TE

VAX-11 MIACRO Language Reference Manual

AA-D032B-TE

VA-X-i1 MACRO User's Guide

AA-D033B-TE

VAX-1i Common Run-Time
Procedure Library Reference Manual

AA-D036A-TE

VAX-11 Guide to Creating
Modular Library Procedures

AA-HS00A-TE

VAX-il Text Editing Reference Manual

AA-D029A-TE
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Synchronous Bus Interface (SBI)
The SBI is VAX's irternal backplane. It is the bus that conveys addresse•,, data, arni
control information between CPU, main memory, and peripheral devices. The SBI
has a cycle time of 200 nanoseconds and can transfer 32 bits each cyc.ý, . The maximum
SBI transfer rate Is 13.3 million bytes per second.
Arbitration (f the SB9 Is distributed. Every unit on the SBI hat; its own arbitration line.
Arbitration lines are ordered by priority. Every unit monitors all the arbitratiov
lines in each cycle to determine If it will get the next cycle.
4.4.4

LABORATORY FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS

It is suggested that the proposed system be installed in a room approximately 18 feet
long, by 24 feet wide, by 10 feet high. The room should have a raised floor so that
interface and power cables can be secured out of the system operators' way. It Is
suggested that the floor, ceiling, and possibly walls be covered with sound absorbing
material. Illumination should be via white light to allow accurate color comparison
to be made.
The proposed VAX-based computer system and the other equipments are designed to
perform under a fairly limited range of environmental conditions. Spenifically, VAX
systems operate best within the following limits.
Temperature:

Air-conditioned room, 15 0 C (59qF) to 32 0 C (90F);
(Optimum temperature for personnel and equipment is
70*F ± 5').

Relative Humidity:

20% to 80% with maximum wet bulb 250 C (77 0 F) and
minimum dew point 2 0C (36cF).

Altitude:

Up to 2400 meters (8000 feet) above sea level.

Table 4.4.2-3.
Vendor
Tektronix, Inc.

Floating Point
Systems, Inc.

Graphics and Array Processor Software Manualsj
Part Number

Publication
Plot 10 Terminal Control System
(TCS) Manual

070-2242-00

"Plot10 TCS User Manual

070-2241-00

Plot 10 Graphics Tablet Utility
Routines User Manual

070-2252-00

Release 2 Software Information

860-7370-000
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4.5

COST FACTORS

It Is assumed that a medium pe rformance 32-bit computer will be available and wl
not need to be procured specifically for the implementation of the harwr desig
proposed here. Therefore, only the costs of the hardware components of the proposed
graphics work station are identified. The costs of the proposed software modules are
subjf.-t to neotiation and will not be covered here.
Hardware Item

Cost

Discussion

Digitizing Tablet
and Stylus

$3, 000 to
$10,000

Cost is related to the size of the bed of the
table.

Refresh Memory
and CRT Displays

$10, 000 to
$50,000

Cost is related to the number of memory
planes, number and size of CRT's, and
whether color or monochrome. (A Comtal
system is available at RADC and may be used
for this purpose.)

Calligraphic
Display and
Light Pen

$5, 000 tb
$10,000

Polaroid Image
Recorder
(optional)

$12, 000 to
$18,000

Magnetic Video
Disk Unit
(option~l)

$25, 000 to
$50,000

Image Scanner
(optioil:)

$50, 000 to
$100,000

(An image scanner is available at RAi.
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

The principal object of this research was to study effiLient methods of representation.
storage, and display of sensor scene simulation, particularly for low altitude
terrain views. Carrying out the tasks described in Section 1, paragraph 1.3
(APPROACH), led to the conclusions and recommendations organized into the
following areas below.
5.2

SCENE CONTENT REQUIREMENTS

There have been many successful studies which have provided useful information on
perceptual aspects of scene detail requirements. Examples include experiments
which determined the minimum number of ras~er lines required for target acquisition, and measurements of perception of images with reduced gray scale ranges.
There is relatively less information available on more global requirements for total
mission planning. Conceptually, such requirements are at a semantically higher
level and thus inherently more difficult to assess. Therefore, in this study a
thorough analysis of total scene content requirements was carried out for some
rather large geographic areas. Since the analysis was based or overall mission
needs for low level visual flight simulation, its scope was more oomprehensive than
solebl perceptual studies. Results of that analysis include the recommendation that
all the graphic information on large scale maps be incorporated into scene data
bases as a minimum. Additional visual detail must be added to provide both motion
cues and correct environment perception. This detail must be provided by the
introduction of random 3-D models and visual texture on planar surfaces in order to
achieve the goals of target identification, threat appraisal, navigation, and weapons
delivery planning. Texture is an important enhancement which efficiently provides
depth, orientation, and relative position cues on large polygons without introducing
extra edges. Quantitative analysis led to the conclusion that texture car provide cues
which would require between five times &nd several hundred times as many edges in
the absence of texture, depending on the visual surface being modeled.

*•

Scene data structure and geometric content can be nearly Identical for simulation
of several different sensor types; thus the same data base and processing algorithms
can be used for several sensors. However, parameters and processing details will
differ for different sensors. For example, perspective display oi the same geometric
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shape yields both a FUR and visual image of a vehicle, but the color lookup table
and vehicle segmentation may differ because of the physical differences between
cptical and thermal emission.
Low le,,el flight is characterized by extreme perspective effects. That is, objects
in the foreground loom much larger than more distant objects, and hidden object
calculation burdens are larger than for high level flight. Thus, multiple level of
detail representation of the same scene is essential, and proper linking between
levels is necessary in the data structure in order to provide visual richness in the
foreground while preventing processing overload at extreme ranges in the same
scene.
5.3

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Sensor simulation is an application of computer graphics with emphasis on characteristics and requirements outside the mainstream of academic computer
graphics. For example, sensor simulation scenes consist primarily of terrain
rather than the isolated discrete objects found in most computer graphics images.
The quantity of data to be processed in sensor simulation is thus larger and processing involves more massive hidden surface calculations than most graphics
applications because the attendant polygon sorting costs rise faster than the number
of polygons. Thus, the technology review placed heavy emphasis on hidden surface
algorithms because of the central role they play in efficiently generating sensor
acenes. In contrast, special effects in computer graphics such as translucency and
surface gloss were not emphasized because they are not of importance to sensor
simulation. Spline theory, another currently popular topic in computer graphics,
introduces processing inefficiency without commensurate improvement of sensor
scene simulation quality.
A number of hidden surface algorithms were analyzed and compared. The analysis
revealed that special topological characteristics of the geometric representation of
terrain can be exploited to irnprove scene simulation efficiency by greatly reducing
the complexity of hidden surface calculation. Principal among these characteristics
is the fact that terrain polygons represent a tessellated sheet or surface. Hence,
distance to centrold of each polygon can be used to determine visibility priority
without resorting to more complex methods required for less constrained arrangements of polygons. Addition of planimetric data to terrain poses no additional
visibility calculation problems because new faces are subdivisions of old ones, with
a simple layering priority used for faces in the seine plane. The addition of 3-D
objects to terrain, however, does impose a .arger processing burden. Thus study
recommend. that such burdens be alleviated by using methods developed by General
Electric for flight simulators. In this approach, objects are assigned the priority
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of the terrain face with which they are associated so that separate priority calculations need not be carried out for objects on distinct faces. ObjectE Mn tle same
face can be hierarchically divided into subgroups whose constituents are assigned

-

precalculated view-independent priorities. Thus, much of the hidden surface calculation is carried out during data baoe definition, increasing the efficiency of the
scene generation process.
Aside from priority calculations, another major computation burden Ln senror scene
stmulation is imposed by raster scan conrersion, the process of filling ptxels with
the color corresponding to the projected image of the data base onto the screen.
There are two basic approaches to this problem. The first involves filling the
pixels sequentially a row at a time; this is called scan-line processing. The second
approach processes random screen position in the order determined by the data
base, i.e., a polygon at a time. Efficiencies in the first approach stem from the
fact that each pixel is visited only once and that polygon rendering exploits scan-

[jline

coherence, the property that intersections of a polygon edge with successive
scan lines can be computed incrementally rather than by solving the linear equation
anew. The computational efficiency realized by avoiding such calculations can be
massive I. scenes containing thousands of edges, a common situation in ser.sor
scenes. The efficiency of scan-line order algorithms has been borne out by their
extensive use in CIG systems. Their advantage there lies in the fact that each pixel
value may be computed on the fly and sent directly to video display, avoiding the
expense of a video refresh memory. Unfortunately, this also puts severe demands
on processing speed, and leads to overload situations in low level flight because so
many polygons pile up on the horizon over a narrow range of scan lines. In nonrealtime scene simulation, a video refresh memory is required anyway, so the only
saving comes about from the incremental character of scan-line calculations.
The use of CIG systems in flight simulation has prov;ded a crucible for weeding out
inefficient algorithms from the gamut of those found in non-realtime computer
graphics. Thus, the technical review of CIG systems in this study led to same
interesting conclusions and recommendations for sensor simulatien. Calligraphic
systems, though efficient from the point of view of real-time hardware, do not
provide enough image tone or color richness to convey continuous levels of shading
required for LLLTV or daytime visual scene depiction; thus raster scan displays
are preferable. True raster scan display is also recommended because many of
the sensors are raster scan devices; thus, images appear more natural on raster
displays than on calligraphic displays. Recently some new CIG algorithms have been
developed which take advantage of decreasing chip cost and increasing chip density
due to VLSI advances. These algorithms use random access to frame buffers rather
than scan-line coherence, rearranging the order of computations. The result: is
that far fewer polygons need to be processed and computations need only be carried
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out to the accuracy of display resolution. Furthermore, there are no per-scan
line overloads in such an approach; this is particularly important for horizon processing in low level fligh. While more memory is required for such methods
compared to scan-line rrocessing, decreasing chip costs move the cost-effectiveness
crossover point in the direction of this approach. The Evans and Sutherland CT-5
span processing system is a good example of a realtime system using this approach;
processing efficiencies also apply to software for non-realtime sensor scene
simulAtinn. For example, a scan-ine approach would have to process all faces
which przsect onto a visual horizon whereas a span processing approach emulating
CT-5 type operations only processes those large faces in the foreground which
occlude those behind.
The review of image processing led to the conclusion that it only plays a minor role
in the simulation of sensor scenes although it may play a larger role in the derivation of scene data bases from photographic and sensor data. Higher level functions
oi image understanding suffer from the difficulties encountered in all areas of
artit.cial intelligence, namely, lack of generalization, inflexibility, and inability to
autonomously process complex real world data. There is a promising possible new
application for image enhancement in sensor scene generation to highlight visual
features of special interest.
5.4

SYSTEM DESIGN

Analysis of the tasks to be carried out by a laboratory system for research in sensor
simulation led to the conclusion that 16-bit minicomputers are too small, too slow,
and do not carry enough precision in their arithmetic operations to carry out the
geometric computations characteristic of scene generation. Large computer systems
were judged inappropriate by reason of cost and design. The inflexibility of CIG
systems limits their usefulness as research tools; their great expense, caused by
real-time performance requirements, represents a tremendous penalty on scene
generation efficiency, especially in a research environment where real-time images
are not required. Performance and efficiency considerations lead to the recommendation that the research system be struc:, red around a mid-size 32 bit computer
configured as follows:
Corn outer Subsystem

Graphic Workstation

1 - Medium-size, 32-bit computer
system (with 512 kilobytes to
1 megabyte of core storage)

1 - Digitizing tablet and stylus
1 - Color CRT monitor (with 3-to-6
channels of refresh memory)

1

1 - Black and white CRT monitor (with

-

Array processor (optional)

1 - Line printer

LA
S. ..

refresh memory)
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Computer Subsystem (Continued)

Graphic Workstation (Continued)

2 - Disk drives (one 67 mb and

1 - Calligraphic display and light pen

one 300 mb)

1 -

2 - Nine-track magnetic tape units

Polaroid film image recorder
(optional)

1 - System console

1 - Magnetic video disk (optional)

Up to 3 interactive terminals

1 - Color image scanner/digitizer
(optional)

Scene generation software should be implemented in a high-level language, following
good software design principles including modularity, structure, and liberal use of
comments. Standard utility software, including editors, compilers, and math
libraries, should be included with the system.
5.5

DIRECT DISPLAY OF GRID DATA BASES

One of the most significant conclusions of this study is that the direct disnlay of grid
data bases will replace current polygon data base display methods in the ,iear future
because of recent advances in VLSI and parallel algorithm design. Direct display
of grid data bases has been neglected relative to polygon methods for a variety of
reasons. Among these are that more memory and processing are required for grid
data base display, and that geometric problems related to sampling mismatches,
perspective calculation, and hidden surface calculation give rise to visual artifacts
which are often reduced by ad hoc methods. On the positive side, grid data base
display methods require io preprocessing of data to yield polygons and no level of
detail linkage. Furthermore, the images are str'kingly more realistic than polygon
network representations of terrain. The extra memory requirements for grid display become less significant as VII memory chips become denser and less expensive.
A breakthrough in grid data base algorithm design was developed during this study.
Though not yet implemented, it suggests valid solutions to geometric problems in
grid data base display and lends itself naturally to parallel procecsing in VLSI
hardware. The following paragraph describes principal characteristics of the
algorithm.
The new algorithm accesses rows and columns of data independently. It completely
decouples depth-related calculations (haze, occulting and perspective) from scanline related calculations (azimuth ray images). Such properties encourage
parallelism in the design of compact, inexpensive hardware systems for generating
realistic, geometrically valid perspective images of terrain directly from Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) data. These properties also provide for straightforward
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enhancement of close range scenes by elevation interpolation and the interleaving of
models or special features during either data definition or display generation. The
grid data structure is ideal for fractal interpolation to generate realistic terrain
images at close ranges without storing the corresponding elevation data. Antialiasing, valid occlusion of invisible features (priority) and distance fading (haze)
calculations are inherent in the algorithm. Computational organization exploits
highly parallel hardware efficiency by making row and column calculations simple,
local and independent. Trigonometric functions are avoided entirely. The efficiency
of the algorithm depends on the fact that the grid coordinate system is aligned with
the viewray through the viewpoi-t perpendicular to the vtewscreen. This results in
constant range for all grid points in a row parallel to the screen, which greatly
simplifies data access and computation.
A significant recommendation of this study is that algorithms for direct display of
grid data bases be intensively studied in future research. Recent hardware advances
and new algorithms suggest that these methods will soon prove more efficient at
generating sensor simulation scenes of much higher quality than polygon based
methods. New areas which should be pursued include enhancement of scenes by
modification of elevation grids and superimposition of reconnaissance photography
on planimetric data. Future studies should also investigate implementation of
parallel algorithms in software and hardware to take advantage of new design
economies resulting from recent advances in off-the-shelf VLSI devices.
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G LOSSARY

Mnemonic

Definition

AWS

Advanced Weapon System

B&W

Black and White

3

C I

Command, control communications and intelligence

CCT

Computer-compatible tape

CIG

Computer image generation

CPU

Central processor unit

CRT

Cathode ray tube

DEC

Digital Equipment Corporation

DMA

(United States) Defense Mapping Agency

FLI R

Forward looking infrared

GE

General Electric Company

kb

Kilobyte (one thousand bytes)

LLLTV

Low light level television

mgb

Megabyte (one million bytes)

MOS

Metal oxide semiconductor

MTU

Magnetic tape unit

pixel

Picture element

RADC

Rome Air Development Center, Rome, NY

RAM

Random access memory

SBI

Standard bus interface

TTY

Teletypewriter

VAX

Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11 Computer

WDCS

Writeable diagnostic control store
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REVIEW OF KEY REFERENCES

Conduct of the background investigation and technology review activities defined by
Study Tasks 1 and 2, respectively, involved an extensive literature search. The
resul.t of this search was the Topical Bibliography provided as Reference II. While
mtch of the reference material which was directly applicable to this study has been
incorporated into the main body of this report, there is other material of general
interest which merits comment. Accordingly, some of this material has been paraphased to formulate this brief commentary. It should be understood that the annotations are intended to reflect an objective synopsis by the author of this report as
to the relevant content of the material reviewed.
The key references are grouped into the following categories or subjects:
Code
C
F
G
P
V

-

Subject
CIG and Visual Simulation.
FLIR, LLLTV, Microwave, and other Visual Sensor Displays.
Computer Graphics.
Perceptual Psychology in Visual Training.
Artificial Vision and Image Processing.

C - CIG AND VISUAL SIMULATION
C. 4 P. K. Doenges, "Introduction to Computer Image Generation Technology for
Visual Simulation," University of Dayton/AIAA Flight Simulation Short Course, Dayton,
Ohio, March, 1980.
Raster scan devices can accommodate higher scene complexity through image generator
parallelism, but cannot match calligraphic image quality. Calligraphic systems have
limited scene complexity due to drawing rate limitations. While hybrid formats offer
desirable characteristics of both types, display and projection technology for hybrid
systems has lagged raster scan technology.

L

CIG system functionality during realtime scene processing is dominated by a very
large data reduction (culling) operation. The system must pare down all the data
describing a scene from all possible viewing angles into a highly restricted viewing
set describing the instantaneous images of just. those scene components within the
field of view (FOV) visible near the observer.

t
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A pancake window provides a very large circular FOV (about 900).. It can be used
either as a pupil forming reflective system or a non-pupil forming infinity display
system. If the collimating eyepiece mirror is fed by an optical projection element
directly such that an aerial image is presented to the mirror, then a rear pupil will
be formed whose size will depend primarily on the F-number bundle of the projection
optics. If the in-line system is fed by a screen, the infinity display will not form a
rear pupil. When a rear pupil is not formed, the maximum FOV for instantaneous
"best" viewing will occupy a particular volume at a particular distance from the
window.
Beam penetration CRT's exploit the progressive penetration of electrons into materials
as a function of their increased kinetic energy. Tile primary advantage of the beam
penetration tube over the shadow mask tube lies in its continuous phosphor structure
which affords it a high resolution capability approaching that of monochromatic tubes.
The CRT also provides a limited color capability with a single electron gun, eliminating
the need for color registration.
The General Electric light valve consists of a single electron gun used to write appropriate diffraction gratings on a transparent oil film. A slot and bar system in
conjunction with a light source permits the desired color to be selected from the
spectrum developed by each diffraction grating. Since the system uses an electron
gun to produce a color image, no registration of the red, green, and blue colors is
needed.

C. 5 A. B. Doty and T. W. Hoog, "Components of a Simulator," T1n-course Notes,
University of Da-yton/AIAA Flight Simulation Short Course, Dayton, Ohio, March, 1980.

F

Sensors are used to p~rovide ground map references for navigation, to aid the operator
in locating, identifying, and tracking other airborne vehicles and ground targets, and
in close terrain following. A terrain avoidance radar display may take the form of a
trace showing the highest elevation radar return in front of the aircraft or as display
of radar returns which exceed a selectable elevation above the ground. A terrain
following radar is used by the pilot to fly at a specified flight path.
Sensors are used for ground mapping purposes in many ways. The term "ground
mapping" is used because the sensor display provides a picture of the ground with
recognizable features as would be found on a topographic map. Mapping sensors
operate in both side looking and forward looking modes.
Ground mapping radar simulators have used three major methods of data storage
over the past 25 years. The first was a 3-fl model of the selected geographic area.
This model was in a water tank which was used to simulate some radar characteristics.
The second used monochrome or tricolor film transparencies. These transparencies
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were scanned by a flying spot scanner to retrieve the encoded topographic data, and
the sig• ls were then processed in analog circuitry. Data such as terrain elevation
is highly compressed and must be reconstructed to provide continuous terrain elevation
values for the radar processor.
Sensor models should consider:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(Note:

atmospheric attenuation
particle content of the atmosphere
sun position
time of day, time of year
For radar, time of day and sun position are not important)

Radar models should include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

antenna scan rate
antenna pattern
radiated power
attenuation due to aspect
antenna tilt
gain controls

Electro-optical sensor models should consider:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

scan rate
scarn type
detector sensitivity
detector sampling

(e)

gain controls

D - GRID DATA BASE DISPLAY AND GENERATION
D. 14 McKeown, "Representation for Image Data Bases", in Proceedings of the Image
Understanding Workshop, Cambridge, Massachusetts, May, 1978, L. S. Bauman, (Ed.)
Scientific Applications, Inc., SAI-79-749-WA, Arlington, VA, 1979, pp. 109-111.
This paper covers concepts for the storage of terrain and culture in an integrated
data base. A hierarchy of signal and symbolic descriptions is suggested. The authors
conclude that terrain is best represented by surface-specific points, and culture by
overlays.
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FLIR. LLLTV, MICROWAVE, AND OTHER VISUAL SENSOR DISPLAYS

F. 1 J. W. Bell, I. P. Bottik, and A. B. Lucero, Simulation Techniques for Airborne Electro-Optical Imaging Systems, Technology Services Corporation, AFHRLTR-75-43, U. S. Air Force Systems Command, Brooks AFB, Texas, December, 1975.
This report discusses the non-realtime simulation of FLIR and LLLTV sensors using
a general-purpose computer. The data base is divided as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
I

Attenuation coefficients
Target Geometry
Intensity levels
Random background features

Attenuation Coefficients
Attenuation is caused by two mechanisms: absorption and scattering. Absorption is
caused by water vapor and carbon d.ioxide in the atmosphere. Scattering is caused
by haze.

K

Target Geometry
lined by strings of vertices, circles by center points and radii. Data
Polygons arn
bases are constructed from photos and blueprints with the aid of a digitizing tablet.
Intensity Levels
For LLLTV, all intensity levels reflected by an object under shade were estimated to
be one-fourth that of the object in sunlight. FLIR intensity levels were. estimated.
Shadows were computed by projecting an object's vertices onto the ground plane.,

F.4 M. Bunker and R. Ileeschen, Airborne Electro-optical Sensor Simulation, AFHRL,
Brooks AFB, 'Texas, July, 1975.
This report discusses
a General Electric fl"

-

simulation of sensor displays with a modified version of
-imulator visual system.

F. 6 S. de Groot, Human Factors Aspects of LLLTV and FLIR Sensor Displays, Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, Bolling AFB,
D. C., AFOSRTR 78-1237, 1978.
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The objectives of this study were to:
(1)

Scale ,,abjectively the complexity of still FLR and LLLTV scenes.

(2)

Identify scenes of differing complexity for comparison and future

simulation.
(3)
(4'

Determine empirically the major perceptual factors associated with
FLR and LLLTV.
Relate perceptual physical factors amenaole to CIG simulation.

Scene complexity is important because it is related to both realism and the cost of
generating the image.
For low-level flight under FLIR and LLLTV simulation, difficulty in detecting heights
could be critical. At those times of day when FLIR and LLLTV displays closely approximate daylight scenes, texturing would Undoubtedly help in terrain avoidance and
terrain following.
Evaluation of LLLTV Scene Complexity:
Most subjects tested viewed background
terrain, landscape, folinge, etc., as unimportant as compared to man-made objects.
Some subjects related the information content of the images to the number of manmade objects appearing in the scene. The physical parameter represents a mere
numeric counting following an explicit evaluation of what constitutes a man-made
object. The parameters for measuring scene complexity, in order of importance;
were defined to be:
(1)
(2)

*1(3)

Number of man-made objects in scene.
Ratio of man-made objects to background (sky, foliage, terrain, etc.).

Visible edge coant for objecte.
(4)

Scene quality as reflected in resolvable detail.

Differeitt man-made objects were found to have differing importance. Objects of low
importance included scattered houses, apartments, churches, microwave and water
towers, and overpasses. Objects of high importance included hospitals, grain elevators, aircraft hangers, and factories.
Most sub•t,As considered the scaling of FLIR
Evaluation of FLIR Scene Complexity:
photos in terms of scene complexity not only harder than for LLLTV, but a different
kind of task. The background in FLIR photos was considered more important than
for LLLTV. This may be because subjects often had difficulty distinguishing objects
from the background, Some subjents ,-elated information content to object detail.
The 'lack of correspondence between the two analyses indicates that visual parameters
and synthesized measures adequate for the quantification of LLLTV may not be entirely
suited for FLER imagery. In FLER displays subjects placed a high importance orn
patterns of light areas and gave a lower importance tc the shape of objects.
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Under some weather and lighting conditions, FLIR and LLLTV can produce images
that are very similar to normal visual images. At other times, FLER and LLLTN will
produce displays with different characte'istics, but different in a predictable manner.
For example, FLIR sensors are particularly sensitive to the relative changes occuring
around sunset qs the heating properties of the sun are withdrawn, and natural patterns
of heat emissivity of objects are registered. LLLTV sensors are notoriously oversensitive to some light sources in the nigbt environment - displaying the phenomena
of blooming. Blooming refers to small lights enlarging to flood the entire display.
Descriptors Used To Describe LLLTV Scenes:
Number of objects
Backgrooind
Object detail: shape
Proportion of figure to ground
Object detail: substructure interior complexity
Resolution
Edge count
Descriptors Used To Describe FLIR Scenes:
Number of objects
Edge gradient
White = hot = man-made
Proportion of figure to ground
Missing detail, masked, washed out
Background
Patterns

F.7 H. Dessau, AWS Image Simulation Study, U. S. Air Force Rome Air Development
Center, TR-78-176, August, 1978.
The objective of this study was to define the essential parameters of various sensors
that are required to support synthetic sensor predictions. The parameters thus defined were to be transformed into detail data base descriptors.
LLLTV operates in a spectral bandwidth in which each photon contains more energy
than FLIR. LLLTV's are capable of operating by faint starlight.
The author concludes that as long as the signal to nolse ratio is at an acceptable level
(such as 1.2), then the number of scan lines should be chosen so that the smallest
target feature subtends an angle no smaller than 5 arc minutes.
The one area in which FLIR has a theoretical advantage over LLLTV is the atmosphere
effects of attenuation by absorption and scattering.
MIT-6

Poorly insulated houses conduct heat better to the roof than well insulated ones.
used buildings are usually cool.

Un-

LLLTV and FLIP can be used to distinguish differenL types of vegetation (radar is not
so effective for this purpose). Crop patterns should ne modelled as textures having
statistical characteristics which depend on season and climate. During rain, FLIP
images have a washed-out look.
The author suggests that point targets should be modelled by center-satellite clustering
processes, and that terrain be modelled with Gaussian random fields and man-made
patterns with line mosaics.

F. 10 E. D. Moldonato, Forward Looking Infrared Simulation, Naval Training Equipment Center, NAVTRAEQUIPCEN TN-39, Orlando, Florida, July, 1974.
One of the most important uses of FLII imagery is for reconnaissance. Trainees
must be taught search, target detection, target acquisition, and identification functions.
In the area of navigation, trainees must be taught to recognize landmarks and correlate
map readings with a FLIP display. It is possible that not all landmarks or terrain
features will appear in the FLIP display, or that their character will be changed by
the infrared radiance of the feature.
FLWR systems are used as aids in takeoffs and landings when there is mist or ground
fog.

F. 13 N. L. Schult and F. Wenthen, Advance Weapon System Image Simulation 1I
SStudy Final Report, U. S. Air Force Rome Air Development Center, RADC-TR-80185, June, 1980.
A theoretical approach to the modelling of FLIP%scenes is used. A scene is viewed as
an arrangement of features, a feature as an arrangement of objects, and an object as
an arrangement of surfaces. Each surface has a generic material type. A typical
scene feature is a building. The roof of the building may, for example, be modelled
as layers of paint, steel, pine, plaster, felt, pine, air, and plasterboard. Material
characteristics are specified in terms of such properties as conductivity, specific
heat, density, absorptivity, and emissivity. Time-variant thermal properties are
evaluated as a function of latitude, longitude, time of day, time of year, etc. Equations
describing the thermal properties of each surface within the scene are formulated and
solved. These surface temperatures are then used in a simulation of perspective
views of scenes.
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F. 16 A. D. Stathacopoulos and H. F. Gilmore, Selection of Mathematical Models of
Target Acquisition by Electro-opiteal Ssystems, Science and Technology Corporation,
Santa Barbara, California, June, 1977. (Naval Weapons Center Technical Publication
5928.)
A review of fourteen sensor models is presented. All the models reviewed represent
the displayed scene to which the observer responds by a combination of some of the
following descriptors:
(11
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Target coordinates on the display.
Target angular subend at the observer's eye.
Target/background contrast.
Displayed target and background luminance.
Resolution of the electro-optical system.
Target dimension on the display.
Displayed 2-D noise.
Background structures and clutter.
Display size.
Eye integration and fixation periods.
Search time available to observer.

Of these, the target-related and time factors are either input parameters or are
determuied by straightforward calculations. Target and background signal levels are
determined by the spectral reflectance and emittance of the target and the background,
and are affected by the atmosphere (absorption and scattering) and the transfer function
of the electro-optical system. The resolution of the system is usually expressed in
the number of TV lines.
Target Background Representation
In all sensor models, the descripcors for taigets and backgrounds include only the
most basic parameters. Targets are usually represented by rectilinear blocks, or
are approximated by periodic patterns (e.g., squares, circles) or bar targets. For
LLLTV it is usual to specify target reflectance and luminance. For FLIR, emissivity
and temperature differences with respect to the background are specified. It is always
assumed that targets are viewed against a uniform background. All of the rroire subtle
characteristics of optical signatures such as shadows, perspective, and highlights are
not modelled. Shadows are sometimes considered.
Atmospheric Effects
Molecular absorption is of primary importance in the IR portion of the spectrum and
of secondary importance in the visible region. All the electro-optical sensor models
use certain approximations to es•timate the absorption suffered by radiation in traversing
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-,iven aniount of water capor. Only somie models consider &absorptoiby CO 2 . These
app rO~cima t ions give ave rage v abies of transmlssivlty over a given wavelength region;
thU,-, the mniIcissare lirniit;'d to illumination and emission over relatively broad spectral
vgiun.
Thlere 're signifh ant differences in the qQphistl ation with which different
mkxdlel compute approximate v'alues of absorption. Most models are based on the
methods publ)ished by Altshiml er, Larniore, and Kru~e.
Acrorol scattering~ is uIsuL>.:, thle limiting itechanism for propagation of visible radiation, except in extremnely dcear Watmosphere. For flI radiation, aerosol scattering
is of importance in thick haze, fog, or smloke. Not al~l models include the effect of
-lerosol scattering; those that do use simple formiulations ~pplicable only to haze.
T hese formulatioins are b~ased onl the work by banger aad Hensch which involves the
calculation of the extinction coefficients from the v'isibility' range, which is provided
ais an input.
None of the models treats aerosol absorption or the effects of atmospheric turbulence.
TIhese are secondary effcects, but cati be important under specific atmospheric conditions.
Sewst l~lr~nation

*

ii epreseat~ation of the elect ro-optical system involves mostly relatively w~ell -defined
concepts, of physics and engineering. The mathematical tools are those of linear
z;.vstem, thoory and Fourier anl~ .Practically
all models use this basic approach.
Conllpltation-4 rega cding the Spectral distribution of radiation emitted or reflected by
the target, the spectral 1i'arismission. of the atmosphere, and the response of the sensor
are ustudlyl treated in simplified formulation.
The pe rform111ace of TlV Camera tuibes is usually specified by providing the following
hegtas a function of Cathode illuminance, with contrast modulation as a parameter;
OULL~tOL1'rlltIS
Illnti~l OI)WO-athdeilluminance; and signal to0 noise ratio as

in INSseslf
Hi-ceiteso
ifrn
comp~onents are specified in terms
SuIch aSdtco
pcfcdtciiy
mlfe
adit,
and collector area; or, the
CN~'JAl eroriine
i Iscrhe b vgivngits noise equivalent temperatur-, instanInt~lti~ tIanserfunction, etc.
1,11COISOVSV~CI~
The ete-mintin o SN isustil
ti-ightforward. For TN7 camera tubes, it is
obtained trom) tile com])put u vin of cathode illuminance and from the manufacturer's
sp)4cificaition of SNII for that illuminance. For PFLIP, it is the- u.sual practice to
conl)ipa c the col lected targct-bav kground power dlifference with thle detector noise
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Resolution for TV is obtained from curves relating the number of lines resolved per
picture height to photosur'ace illuminance and contrast modulation. For FLfR, a
commcn simplification is to use the angle subtended by the detector to specify resolution; the modulation transfer function is sometimes evaluated to obtain a measure
of the number of lines resolved per picture height. Contrast is obtained directly from
the displayed target and background illuminance, or calculated from the sctual targetbackground reflected or emitted radiation modified by the atmosphere and the stages
of the system.

F. 17 M. E. Tryon, G. L. VanDeman, C. E. Hogue, and W. J. Bridges, Computer
Assisted Simulation of Electromagnetic Sensors, Naval Avionics Facility, TR 2021,
September, 1975.
The purpose of this study was to develop computer simulation models for predicting
the performance of active and passive, LLLTV, FLUI, and MICRAD sensors.

G - COMPUTER GRAP1-IICS

G. 1 A. Baer, C. Eastman, and H. Henrion, A Survey of Geometric Modelling,
Carnegie-Mellon University Institute of Physical Planning, Report No. 66, March, 1977.
Ten computer models for three-dimensional objects are surveyed. The majority of
the models reviewed are oriented toward mechanical engineering or architecture.
Geometric objects may be described in terms of surfaces, edges, or vertices. A
vertex description is generally employed when the object is to be displayed calligraphically. Surface normals (or the equivalent face coefficients) are used with a
raster scan display approach. Some systems store all three types of geometrical
inform,,ation; others store a minimal representation and compute the rest when needed.
Some systems represent curved surfaces as generic solids (e. g., cylinders, cones)
or surface patches. The curved edges bounding a surface are sometimes represented
as cubic splines. A polyhedron's topology may be specified in terms of any of the
nine possible relations among faces, edges, and vertices. The choice of a representation involves space and time tradeoffs.
G. 12 C. M. Eastman, "The Concise Structuring of Geometric Data for Computer
Aided Design," in Data Structures, E. A. Klinger and K. S. Fu and T. L. Kunii,
Academic Press, 1977, 31-58.
Any shape may be considered to be a polyhedron made up of vertices, edges, and
faces. The faces of a polyhedron may be planar or curved. The complete description
consists of a TOPOLOGY of the adjacency relations between its constituent parts, and
a GEOMETRY specifying the dimensional aspects of the shape. Without both aspects,
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a shape description is incomplete and some operations on it arc not possible.
most data structures, these two aspects are not separated from each other.
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A commonly used form of redundancy in graphical data bases is that of whole shapes.
The same part or shap may be used in many different locations. Each need not be
defined separately. Instead, a spatial transformation can be used to define the
location of each instance.
The compute-vs-store question is essentially an optimization problem seeking the
best combination of storage and computing costs.

G. 13 R1. L. Elliot (of Los Alamos Laboratory), Computer Graphics in a Multiple System, Multiple Device Environment, in Proceedings of Computer Graphics Conference,
Brighton, England, August 13-15, 1980, 99-110.
A system composed of four types of computers which can talk to each other plus a
number of graphic output devices is covered. The routines used generate graphic
commands in a common format for all graphic device drivers. Only those drivers
needed at any moment are linked and lcaded. World coordinates are automatically
transformed into normalized device coordinates for the device addressed.
This approach is based upon the use of a metafile, which is a bit stream with no
record marks or other system type data embedded Si it. It serves as a vehicle for
transfer between the different computer's operatLig system; no conversion is required.
The metafile consists of file descriptor commands followed by graphic commands. A
file descriptor command consists of an ASCII character string, giving the -ttributes
of the metaie. The metafile serves as an input to graphic output devices. Device
and media dependent parameters are all contained in the file descriptor command,
making it trivial for the graphic service utilities to direct the output. If several views
of the same scene are to be displayed, separate workspaces are maintained for each
vie'w.
Graphic service utilities are used to direct the metafile to a particular medium.
Graphic editors are used to modify the metafiles. Graphic generators are used to
combine text with .,nes

G. 17 J. Frazer, J. Frazer, and P. Frazer, "Intelligent Three-Dimensional
Modelling Systems", in Proceedings of Computer Graphics Conference, Brighton,
E--ngland, August 13-15, 1980, 359-370.
F

An intercsting approach to inputting :3-D model data into the computer by mcans of a
1liofdl
ehoard
and a set of plug-in physical models is described.
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The data base modeller simply plugs the models into the board in any arrangement he
desires, and the computer reads th.' locaticns and model types from the board. This
approach can also be used for playing chess with the computer.

G. 22 R. L. Henderson, Geometric Reference Preparation Interim Report No. 1:
The Broken Segment Matcher, Control Data (for RADC), Minneapolis, MN, April, 1979.
Geometric Surface Shell Studies: Final Report, Control Data, August, 1979.
These reports demonstrate the feasibility of automaticaily modelling three-dimensional
culture targets composed of planes. Stereo pairs are used in the automatic fitting of
planar surfaces to real world objects, such as buildings. The result is a "block world"
mnodel of a city.
The central technical problem that is attempted to be solved is the accommodation of
surface discontinuities. The problem of dealing with curved surfaces remains untouched. The software described is now structured to look for sharp changes in slope
and occlusion. The difficulties associated with rclling terrain are ignored.
Conclusions drawn from these reports are that the goal of total automation is still far
from fulfilled, concepts for automatic curved surface modelling have yet to be developed,
and the substructure modelling problem has not yet been addressed. Their approach
has only been tested on a very limited data set.

G. 30 D. M. Russell, Constraint Networks, University of Rochestcr C. S. T. R. 38,
August, 1978.
A "constraint aetwork" models the location of real world objects in ternis of their
relationships to other objects already located in the image. The principal use of this
model is to search for features in an image.
Other information may be built into a constraint neltwork. For example, it may he
known that docks have an albedo within a certain range. Knowing this fact reduces the
search time for finding a dock.
The constraint netwerk could be given a task such as finding the most likely place that
an enemy armored vehicle (tank) will hide.
----- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------P - PERCEPTUAL PSYCHOLOGY IN VISUAL TRAINING
P. 1 W. S. Beamon, "Observer Performance Using a Video W)isplay," Proceedings of
the Human Factors Society, 21st Annual Meeting, 1977, 406-410.
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Since FLEIR and LLLTV sensors are usually operated under poor radiance conditions,
factors affeoting the quality of the displayed image are deserving of close scrutiny.
The author suggests reducing the modulation of the raster structure by employing
spot wobble. This results in a significant increase in the ground range at which targets
a'a detecte<d if the video signal is relatively noise-free.

P. 4 J. A. Bynum, Evaluation of the Singer Night Visual System Computer Generated
Image Display Attached to the UH-1 Flight Simulator, U. S. Army Institute for the
Beha'-'orial and Social Sciences, Airfield Unit, Fort Rucker, AL, Research Report
1199, September, 1978.
Lhe conclusion of the author was that there was no evidence of any increase in skill
as a function of simulator training. Orn the basis of the data collected, the tested
device was judged not suitable for training night contact helicopter maneuvers.
Recommendations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Improve cockpit environment - eli ninate light leaks.
Adjust eye height to give perceptually corrective
perspective and focus.
Improve surface texture.
Improve scene luminance.

P. 14 C. W. Mesbier and G. J. Butler, Air Combat Training in a Simulator, AFARFCP-198, October, 1975.
This is an informal discussion of the effectiveness of simulators for pilot training.

P. 16 S. N. Roscoe, Visual Cue Requirements in Imaging Displays, Image Modelling
Conference, Williams AFB, AZ, December, 1977, 257-269.
Very crude computer generated line drawings of runways were used to investigate what
visual parameters were important during landing. Some obvious conclusions were
drawn; for example, runway texture taking on added importance as the runway is
neared.

P. 17 N. G. Sanders, R. R. Simons, and M. A. Hoffman, Visual Workload of the
Copilot/Navigator During Flight, U. S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory,
Fort Rucker, A[,, December, 1977.
IT'- 13
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Three basic flight profiles are considered:
Fly as close to the earth as vegetation or obstacles will
Nap of the Earth (NOE) permit. Airspeed and altitude are varied as influenced by the terrain, weather, and
enemy situation. The pilot preplans a broad corridor of operation based upon terrain,
weather, and enemy situation.
Fly at a low altitude conforming to the general contours of the earth. This
Contour type of flight takes advantage of available cover and concealment to avoid detection.
It is characterized by varying airspeed and obstacle avoidance.
Low Level - Fly at an altitude selected to minimize the possibility of detection. The
route is preselected and conforms generally to a straight line, with constant airspeed
and altitude.
The pilot's primary responsibility is maintaining clearance of the aircraft from all
obstacles, and directing the plane over the desired route. The copilot (1) monitors
the map and navigation instruments as well as the terrain in an attempt to locate the
significant navigation cues needed for maintaining the correct flight path, (2) monitors
other instruments, (3) tunes radios, (4) orally provides data to pilot, and (5) helps the
pilot locate and avoid obstacles.

L

The frequency of eye fixation on any instrument is an indication of the relatihe importance of the instrument. The length of fixation indicates the difficulty of interpreting the instrument.
When flying below 100 feet, the avoidance of 3-D objects becomes primary.
The primary act of navigation in a c-otary wing NOE, low level or contour environmern,
could be described as one of pattern comparison between the map and the terrain in
sight. However, before pattern match.ng can occur, the navigator must first perform
a search task for critical geographic features. Navigation requires the constant integration of information deemed critical on the map and its comparison to features
visually extracted from the actual terrain. The navigator's task is made difficuý by
the fact that he must (1) view the terrain in a variety of states, e.g., seasonal changes,
differing visibility and illumination conditions, etc., and (2) compensate for discrepancies between the man and the terrain in areas where significant terrain features
have been changed (e.g., fields cleared, roads and bridges added, etc.).
This report provides charts delineating the visual workload of the pilot and navigator.
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P. 19 R. A. Schumacker and R. S. Rougelot, Image Quality: A Comparison of Night/
Dusk and Day/Night CGI Systems, Image Modelling Conference, Williams AFB, AZ,
December, 1977, 243-255.
This paper discusses aliasing and similar image degradation problems.
P. 20 J. C. Schwank, et al., "Pilot Performance During Flight Simulation with
Peripberally Presented Visual Cues," Proceedings of the Human Factors Society,
22nd Annual Meeting, 1978, 222-225.
Peripheral motion cues are effective orientation indicators.
new methods for providing instrument readouts to the pilot.

P.23

This paper discusses

H. B. Tilton, "How Many Colors?", Optical Spectra, February

1979, 22-34.

The author divides the visible spectra into fifteen distinct colors.

P. 24 D. W. Welp, H. IL. LaMuth, and M. B. Kuhner, Target Acquisition and Model
Development, Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Camouflage Technology Center,
Columbus, OH, September, 1976.
',?he objective of this effort was to further the development of camoaflage analysis
capabilities. A very good model development procedure is used.
Equations are developed for atmospheric transmission and scattering under a number
of weather conditions. Appendices cover the probability of finding a target in a given
time frame, color discrimination models, and FLIR models.

P. 25 G. Winkler and K. Vattrodt, "Measures of Conspicuousness,"
and Image Processing Vol. 8, 1978, 355-368.

Computer Graphics

Conventional pattern recognition and correlation techniques for detecting/recognizing
interesting objects in images use certain information about the objects. Knowledge of
their shape, contour, and class membership is required before conventional methods
of pattern recog.nitibn and detection can be applied. This article considers ca-es where
either this information is not avai'able or the object's characteristics are changing so
fast that no interim updating is possible. Under these circumstances, a measure of
conspicuousness is useful. This approach is viable for detecting objects -n a field.
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VISION AND) IMAGE PROC'ESSING

V. 2 D. Akin and R. Reddy, "Knowledge Acquisition for Image Understanding
Research", Computer Graphics and Image Processing Vol. 6, August, 1977, 307-334.
Recent studies in cognitive psychology have accumulated considerable data on thp
information processing aspects of perception. Little research has been done on
determining how a visual system decides wh'ch features are important, and how these
features relate to the observer's knowledge. The usual measures used in perception
are based upon reaction times and eye fixaticns. Most studies deal with abstract
stimuli having a measurable information content.
In the experiments upon which this paper was based, the authors presented personnel
with ima-ges to study, and later asked them questions about the content of the images
without the images available for reference. The authors arrived at three stages for
image understanding:
(1)

OBTAIN VISUAL ATTRIBUTES OF SCENE COMPONENTS - Color, shape,
location, orientation, and texture are considered important attributes.

(2)

TRANSLATE VISUAL INFORMATION INTO AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE
OBJECTS IN THE SCENE - Knowledge aids in translating individual features

into meaningful objects.
(3)

GENERATE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT ~1HE SCENE
The levels of scen',, description that were referred to by the subjects are:
scene, cluster, object, region, subregion, and segment. Features were
described in terms of: location, size, shape, quantity, color, and texture.

V. 3 M. A. Arbib and E. M. Riseman, Computational Techniques in Visual Scenes,
University of Massachusetts Computer and Information Science TB 76-10, 11, 1976,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
The authors describe a system composed of two major elements: (1) a low level subsystem for segmenting an image into regions, and (2) a high level subsystem whose
goal is the interpretation of an image by building a 3-D semantic representation of the
world. The low level system is a hierarchical structural array of local processes
which transform and reduce the image in parallel. The high level system employs
mod~ular processes which construct a model by interfacing the symbolic output of
regions and boundaries to stored world knowledge in a semantic data base.
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V. 4 D. H. Ballard, C. M. Brown, and J. A. Feldman, An Approach to knowledge
Directed Image Analysis, University of Rochester C. S. T. R. 21, 1977.

-

The authors define image analysis as a process of attaching meaning to an image.
One way to do this is to use an explicit model of what the image can contain and then
construct a mapping between the model and the image. A pirticular image is a specific
realization of the model. Thus, the model must in some scmisc, be more general than
any given image. A useful model for a class of images will contain a large amount of
information related to possible image content. However, the mapping generated by the
analysis process will use only a small portion of this information.
The basic problem considered is one of querying the model to extract certain explicit
information from it. One of the problems in generating the mapping is satisfying the
query that the mapping is between very different structures. The natural elements of
the image are pixels. To bridge this gap, the authors have structured their system in
layers. At the most abstract end of the structure is a semantic network representing
the model. The model contains generic information encoded as idealized prototypes
of objects (which may be formed from edges).
At the intermediate level, they have a sketchmap, This is a data structure that is
synthesized during image analysis and provides associations between the model and
the image.
At the third layer is the image data structure.
It consists of the original image at
different magnifications, spectra, resolutions, etc., together with "filtered" versions
of the image (texture image, edge image, etc.).
An example of an application is a problem in which a ship is to be found in an aerial
photo. First, the photo is placed on top of a registered and scaled topographic map.
The topographic map identifies the water areas (i. e., sea level). Then, the water
areas in the photo are searched and the ship is located with a ship fitting template.

V. 6 R. A. Brooks, R. Greineir, and T. 0. Binford, "A Model Based Vision System",
in Proceedings of the Image Understanding Workshop, Cambridge, Massachusetts, May,
1978, (Editor) L. S. Bauman, published by Scientific Application, Inc., (SAI-79-749WA), Arlington, Virginia.
The primary representation is in terms of three-dimensional generalized cones for
volume elements. Their representation uses three principal graphs: a 3-D object
graph, a 2-D appearance graph, and an observability graph which has both 2-D and
3-D features. The contents of the latter two of these graphs are in terms of the first,
and may change over the course of recognition and display tasks. These latter two
graphs always contain pointers to the object graph (and possibly to each other).
Mt-17
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The 3-D object graph contains both generic and specific hierarchical models. At the
highest level there are SCENES. SCENES are made up of OBJECTS and their spatial
interrelationships. OBJECTS are graphs of attached PARTS. PARTS are subgraphs
whose primitives are single generalized cones.

V. 10 M. A. Fisehler, "On the Representation of Natural Scenes", Computer Vision
Systems, Edited by A. R. Hanson and E. M. Riseman, 1978, Academic Press.
\Tisual perception is typically viewed as a partitioning of a scene into objecla. Such
primitive objects are characterized by some fixed set of attributes, and the scene is
characterized by linking the objects together.
This paper questions the efficacy of the current approach used in machine vision; that
is, (1) the symbolic/linguistic approach to scene representation and analysis, and (2)
the use of a segmented scene upon which the analysis is based. This paper says that
what is required is a device which can support a representation which is isomorphic
to the spatial properties of the real world.

V. 20 M. Nagao, T. Matsuyama, and Y. Ikeda, ""Region Extraction and Shape Analysis
in Aerial Photographs," Computer Graphics and Image Processing, Vol. 10, 1979,
195-223.
This paper contains interesting ideas for extracting three-dimensional objects from
aerial photographs, Photographs of the same scene taken at two different times of
day can be subtracted to obtain shadow areas. The shadows help locate 3-D objects
and provide information concerning their size.

V. 21 R. Nevatia and K. E. Price, "Symbolic Representation", in Proceedings of the
Image Understanding Workshop, Cambridge, Massachusetts, May 1978, L. S. Bauman,
(Editor), Scientific Applications Inc., SAI-79-749-WA, Arlington, VA, 1979, pp. 145148.
The authors develop semantic networks for objects and their relationships.
Objects can be generic or specific, simple or complex. Complex objects are represented by thb(ir parts and the relations among them. Linear features are represented
by piecewise linear approximations, and roads by their medial axes.
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V. 29 K. R. Sloan and R. Bajcsy, World Model Driven Recognition of Outdoor Scenes,
University of Rochester, C. S. T. R. 40, September, 1979.
This report describes simple LISP programs for recognizing natural (non-rnanmade)
objects in scenes. These progrr.ms are usually (but not always) able to find features
such as the horizon in outdoor scenes.
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